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Peres

to visit

Oman,
Qatar

DAVID MAKOVSKY
and news agencies

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres is

to make an official visit to Oman
and Qatar this week, officials in

the Prime Minister’s Office con-

firmed last night.

Peres was invited to Oman by
the government of Sultan Qaboos
bin Said for a two-day visit from
April 1, the official Oman News
Agency reported.

In neighboring Qatar, diplomat-
ic sources said Peres was expected
to visit Doha later in the week.
Qatar invited Peres during this

month’s “Summit of Peacemak-
ers” in Egypt.

Yitzhak Rabin made the first

public visit to a Gulf Arab state by
an Israeli leader in December 1994
when he went to Oman, it is be-
lieved that quiet ties between Isra-

el and Oman date back to the

1970s.

Qatar and Oman, like the other
four members of the Gulf Cooper-
ation Council (GCC) alliance,

have no diplomatic relations with

Israel but the two countries have
accords with Israel for the ex-

change of trade missions.

Dr. Joseph Kostiner, an analyst

on Gulf affairs at Tel Aviv Univer-

sity’s the Dayan Center for Middle
East Studies cautioned last night

against expecting ties with Gulf
states to improve beyond their cur-

rent incremental pace. He said he
believed ties with Oman or Qatar
would improve gradually, but that

no major leaps like full relations

could be expected, since neither

state wants to alienate Syria, which

participated in the Gulf War.
Saudi Arabia, the dominant

power within the pro-Western

GCC. said earlier last week it

would not seek to normalize lies

with Israel before a.comprehen-

sive and final settlement with all

Israel’s Arab neighbors.

Clinton:

PLO keeping

commitments

to Israel
H1LLEL KUTTLEB

WASHINGTON

PRESIDENT Bill Clinton is plan-

ning to certify tomorrow that the

PLO is in compliance with its com-

rmtmeats to Israel under the Oslo

Accords.
,

•

However, in a bid to maintain

the pressure on Palestinian Au-

thority President Yasser Arafat,

CEnton will state that he will again

evaluate PLO compliance in mid-

June, rather than in September , as

mandated by Congress.

The president’s periodic certifi-

cation is required under terms of

the Middle East Peace Facilitation

Act, legislated following the 1993

signing of the Declaration of Prin-

ciples. The administration bad al-

ready presented its compliance re-

port to Congress on March I.

According to a Jewish commu-

nity official who has met with ad-

ministration officials on the mat-

ter, Clinton’s letter to the

chairmen of several Congressional

committees will state that so far

Arafathas stepped up his efforts to

bait terrorism. .

The administration and Israel

have coordinated doseJy on the

certification issue, with both

agreeing that Arafat must be

pressed to do more to fight terror-

ism, the Jewish official said.

A senior administration official

confirmed that Clinton will certify

the PLO's compliance and that

among the options being conad-

ered is staling the next certification

would be issued on or about May

7, by which time the PLO is com-

mitted to-amending its covenant

But that option was apparently

.rejected, out of concern it would

undermine the PLO’s indepen-

dence in making those changes.

On Thursday night

also paved the way for the transfer

of the first $50 million in Clinton s

$100 million commitment of

counter-terrorism assistance to

Israel.

Hizbullah fires Katyushas into Galilee
of thousands Of nennlp in mn. In i V ...TENS of thousands of people in con-

frontation line communities in the
North slept in bomb shelters and
security rooms last night, as Hizbul-
lah fired several Katyusha rockets at
the Galilee Panhandle- and Western
Galilee to avenge the deaths of two
Lebanese civilians from IDF artillery
fire yesterday afternoon.
There were no reports of casual-

ties or damage after the bombard-
ment at around 11 p.m.
The precipitating shelling incident - an

apparent case of mistaken identity - had
raised the already tense atmosphere
along the border and in southern Leba-
non to fever pitch.

In the past, Hizbullah has retaliated
for casualties among Lebanese civilians
by blasting the Galilee with Katyusha
rockets. Last night, however. Israel is-

sued an official apology for the incident,
saying it had been a mistake.

“I tell [Israelis] to stay in their shelters
today, tomorrow, and the day after,”
Hizbullah secretary-general Sbeikh Has-
san Nasrallah said in a statement issued
in Beirut last night.

“I don’t know at what hour the retalia-
tion will come to avenge the innocent
martyrs that you [Israelis] killed inten-
tionally,” Nasrallah was quoted as saying
by news agencies.

“The Israelis have to slay in their shel-
ters and they have to experience a taste

DAVID RUDGE

of any aggression they practice against

our people.” he said.

The shelling yesterday afternoon came
in response to a series of shooting and
roadside bomb attacks against IDF and
South Lebanese Army troops in the se-

curin’ zone over the weekend. There
were’no casualties in any of the attacks.

The IDF Spokesman said IDF troops

had opened fire at a group of armed
elements moving on the outskirts of Ya-
tar village, which is north of die security

zone. The spokesman noted that terror-

ist activities have emanated from the

area in the past, including shooting at the

IDF and SLA.

Hie statement said that, according to

Lebanese press reports, Lebanese civil-

ians had been killed as a result of the IDF
shelling. The statement said the IDF was
investigating the matter.

The announcement noted that Hizbul-

lah gunmen had carried out mortar and
sniper attacks on IDF andSLA positions

over the weekend in the zone's eastern

and central sectors. Hizbullah had also

planted roadside bombs along routes

used by IDF and SLA soldiers.

Military sources said that, in response
to the threats issued by Nasrallah, the

IDF was taking all necessary precautions

to protect the Galilee.

UNTFEL spokesman Timur Goksel
said the Lebanese civilians who were

killed yesterday were known to members
of the international peacekeeping force.

He said they had been working for the

past fortnight on a Lebanese government
project to construct a water tank in tbe

Yatar village area.

They bad been escorted to and from
the work site by soldiers from UNIFIL’s
Nepalese battalion, which has a position

in the area.

Goksel said the Nepalese soldiers

were not in the area at the time of the

incident, in which two of the workers
were killed and a third was badly
wounded.
According to reports from Lebanon,

the Amal Shi’i te movement has com-
(Continned on Page 4)

Hamas students flee Palestinian police yesterday at An-Najah University in Nablus. Some 500 policemen raided die campus
to disperse students protesting against arrests -by the Palestinian Authority. (*»««>

PA Police raids Hamas student rally
PLO police yesterday fired bullets and tear

gas to disperse Hamas students at a Najah
University rally in Nablus.
. Witnesses said about 500 police entered

the campus and fired bullets in the air and

teargas to disperse hundreds of Hamas
activists protesting at the arrests of the

group’s members by the Palestinian

Authority. They said two protesters were

arrested and three treated for tear gas

inhalation.

“There was a rally organized by the

students’ union in which Hamas people were

criticizing [President Yasser] Arafat and his

[Palestinian] Authority for arresting Hamas
activists,” a Hamas, activist at the rally

said.

“Suddenly, policemen entered the

campus and started beating up people with

clubs and tried to disperse them by shooting

in the air and firing tear gas,” be said.

A senior Palestinian official said Arafat
later ordered an investigation into the raid.

Arafat's own faction within the Palestine

Liberation Organization was involved in the

fighting with police.

“Members of Arafat’s Fatah faction

condemned the raid and clashed with
Palestinian police on campus,” said a Fatah
member.

In response to the raid university officials

called a two-day strike to protest against

what they said was illegal action taken by
the police.

The Palestinian Police, at the urging of

Israel, has arrested hundreds of Islamic

activists since a series of suicide bombings,
starting on February 25, killed 58 people in

Israel. Hamas’s military wing has claimed
responsibility for three of the attacks.'

An-Najah University is the largest
university in the West Bank, with 7,000
students enrolled. Palestinian sources have
said it is a base for Hamas activities.

Hamas runs schools and social services in

the Palestinian-run areas and the authority

has only banned its military wing, Izzadin
Kassam.
“Hamas students were using microphones

to incite against the Palestinian Authority
and there is no place where Palestinian

police are barred from entering to maintain
security.” a police official said. “Police were
just doing their job and we will not allow
anyone, regardless of who they are, to
tamper with security.”

Palestinian police bit a Reuters television

cameraman trying to film tbe clashes and
other photographers said they had their film
confiscated. (Reuter)

Donors to hold emergency meeting

on aid to Palestinian Authority
DONOR countries will hold an

emergency meeting in Brussels

on April 12 to address the “spe-

cial Palestinian economic needs”

resulting from the closure of the

territories, a senior US official

said Friday.

Invitations will be sent out by

Norway, which serves as chair-

man of the ad-hoc liaison com-

mittee of the donor nations.

“I daresay that we will look at

tackling the donors* economic

support more broadly." the offi-

cial told reporters at the conclu-

sion of a two-day counter-terror-

ism conference here.

State Department spokesman

Nicholas Bums said the US will

put “substantial pressure” on gov-

ernments that have not yet fulfilled

their 1993 pledges to do so.

Tbe news was a by-product or

the conference that was com-

prised of the same 29 nations that

convened in Shann e-Sheikh two

weeks ago to address the terror-

ism that hit Israel and its threat to

the peace process.

Security and political officials

met here in four working groups

to discuss cooperative counter-

terrorism measures that the US

will compile into a report to be

sent to each capital in the coming

days. _
The Palestinians, Egyptians,

and Europeans succeeded to a

larae degree in forcing onto the

conference’s agenda the econom-

ic losses sustained in the territo-

ries due to tbe closure, imposed

after ihe wave of suicide

bombings.

HILLEL KLTTTLER

WASHINGTON

A comprehensive anti-terror-

ism policy will be adopted when

the foreign ministers of the par-

ticipants convene on April 22, in

Luxembourg.
“There was very broad general

support for the peace process and

gening the peace negotiations

back on track,” the official said.

“It was recognized that an im-

provement in the security envi-

ronment. an improvement in the

economic environment, would

help Israelis and Palestinians get

back to a re-engagement on the

political level.”

Participants discussed the

“very urgent need" for training

personnel in counterterrorism in

the region, with a “special em-

phasis" on extending such train-

ing to the Palestinian Authority,

a second official said.

They also discussed preventing

terrorist fund-raising, tightening

border controls and combating

forged travel documents.

There was also “considerable

discussion” of the closure issue,

but the fact terrorism threats

could be discussed in a “profes-

sional manner ... without any po-

litical speeches” indicates the

progress that has been made “not

onlv in the peace process, but

how the world looks at terror-

ism.” the second official said.

He slated that security cooper-

ation between Israel and many

Arab countries would likely de-

velop even in the absence of for-

mal diplomatic relations.

At the opening plenary of tbe

29-nation conference here Thurs-

day night. Secretary of State

Warren Christopher announced

six steps to ease closure-related

losses while not lifting the ban on
Palestinians’ entry into Israel.

The plan, which US officials

said would take effect almost im-

mediately, includes: allowing

construction material into Gaza;

creating an emergency jobs pro-

gram in the territories and allow-

ing in materials related to new
jobs; and enabling the flow of

goods to and from the territories

from Israel, Jordan and Egypt.

The arrangement was worked

out in Christopher's conversa-

tions with Prime Minister Shimon

Peres, Palestinian Authority

chairman Yasser Arafat; Norwe-

gian Prime Minister Gro Harlem

Brundtiand; and UN special co-

ordinator in the territories Terje

Larsen.

Islamic Jihad:

Senior Palestinian

officials support

suicide attacks

DOUGLAS DAVIS

LONDON

ISLAMIC Jihad leader Ramadan
Abdallah Sbaiiah has pledged
that his organization will contin-

ue to launch suicide attacks

against Israelis to create “a bal-

ance of tenor."
He said that despite the Pales-

tinians Authority's “collabora-

tion” with Israel his organization

would not encourage intra-Pales-

tinian rifts, adding that “senior

officials, not just ordinary mem-
bers of the authority,” personally

support suicide attacks against Is-

raelis.

“If the Jews had remained in

New York, Poland or Russia, we
would not have thought of taking

up arms against them,” the Da-
mascus-based terror leader said.

“But for them to come to Jerusa-

(Cootinned on Page 4)

CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
Please note that the deadline for classified

ads to be published on Wednesday, April 3,

(Erev Pessah) is Tuesday at noon.

The deadline for Friday, April 5,

is Tuesday at 4 pan.

The Advertising Department

Peres: Lebanese

civilians killed

by mistake
DAVID MAKOVSKY

PRIME Minister Shimon Peres

confirmed last night that Israel

mistake” of two Lebanese civil-

ians north of tbe security zone
yesterday.

Peres made his remarks after

an address at Tel Aviv Universi-

ty’s Dayan Center for Middle
East Studies conference on Is-

lam. “Between Jihad and
Peace.”
The move was seen as as at-

tempt by tbe prime minister to

head off a reprisal by Hizbullah

against northern Israel. Peres

said he saw no reason why there

should be any tension in the

North.

According to the US-brokered
understandings in the wake of
1993’s.Operation Accountability.

Israel is prohibited from target-

ing civilians north of file security

zone. As long as Israel adheres to

these understandings, Hizbullah
is supposed to refrain from
launching Katyushas at the
Galilee.

The last Katyusha attack into

northeriflsrael was on December
29, causing damage but no casu-

alties. An attack on November 28
wounded several Israelis and
damaged buildings.

US diplomats had previously

voiced concern that Syria may
seek to heat up the North in a bid

to trigger an Israeli reprisal to

coincide with the Shann e-Sheikh

follow-up conference in Wash-
ington. thereby embarrassing
Arab states at the discussions.

In a statement published by his

office. Peres said: “Israel this

evening requested from the
Americans to act with the Syrians

and through them with Hizbullah

in order .to maintain the on
the northern border. This, fol-

lowing tbe killing of two Leba-
nese civiliansfrom the fire ofIDF
forces.”

In separate phone calls to US
Secretary of State Warren Chris-

topher, both Foreign Minister

Ehud Barak and Ambassador to

theUS Itamar Rabinovich updat-

ed him on the situation. Israeli

officials in Washington said the

US was expected to ask Syria,

either last night or today, not to

exacerbate the situation in south

Lebanon.
Lebanon meanwhile said it

would not halt attacks by Hizbul-
lah against IDF forces in south
Lebanon as long as they re-

mained there.

(Continued on Page 4)

Vacation sites in North close;

guests asked to leave

DAVID RUDGE

ALL vacation sites, including the Canada Center sports and recreation

complex, have been closed and guests staying in hotels and boarding
bouses have been asked to leave becaose of the security situation in the

North, Metulla local council chairman Yossi Goldberg said last night.

“The confrontation line settlements have been put on emergency
status and all necessary precautions have been taken,” Goldberg said.

He said the situation in tbe region in tbe past few weeks and over tbe

years has cost residents, businesspeople and the local authorities tens

of millions of dollars in lost work hours and earnings.

Reports said hotels and guest bouses had received dozens of calls

from vacationers canceling their Pessah bookings because of the

security situation.
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Jerusalem Symphony Orchestra LBA. L\2=^nJ

Music Director: David Shailon 1995-96 Season HhJjI

"OPEN STUDIO"

Jonathan Webb Conductor

Gaby Lipkind Soloist

1st Prize of the 1996 Francois Shapira Competition

Vaughan-Williams Overture 'The Wasps"

Haydn Cello Concerto in C Major
Borodin Symphony No. 2 in B minor

Tuesday, April 2, at 1.00PM
Tickets - 10 NIS • Free Entrance for JSO Subscribers

"CHILDREN and FAMILY" Series I Concert No. 4

Rashi Levaot Conductor

Michael Hertz Staging

11A Market-place ofForms

"

Short musical fonns through the Ages

Wednesday, April 17 Series A at 17.00

Thursday, April 18 Series B at 15JO Series C al 17JO

The Orchestra Box Office Sim-Tbur 4-8 PM-Fri 10-1 AM 1U. 611498
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Labor kicks

off campaign
today
MICHALYUDELMAN

Winning cards

la yesterday's Mifal Hapayis
daily Chance card draw, the lucky

cards were the ace of spades,

eight of hearts, jack of diamonds
and seven of clubs.

Land
Day

passes

quietly in

Arab
sector

1 DAVID rudqel!1L1 .

ISRAELI Arabs yesterday

marked the 20th anniversary of

Land Day quietly, with no distur-

bances reported.

Municipal services in towns

and villages throughout the coun-

try were shut down for the day.

although schools and businesses

were open as usual.

Memorial parades and services

were held in the Galilee, the

Triangle and the Negev for the six

people killed when the first Land
Day demonstrations, in March
1976, erupted in violent clashes

between protesters and the securi-

ty forces.

Hundreds of people attended

the main service in Arrabe in

Lower Galilee where, according

to Reuters, calls were made for

end to the closure of the territo-

ries and Palestinian flags were

raised, as were banners that read

“Free Palestinian Land."

It was in the Arrabe, Deir

Hanna and Sakhnin region that

the heaviest of the rioting broke

out, as thousands of Arabs
demonstrated against state expro-

priation of their land.

There have been violent out-

bursts on Land Day since then,

although in the past few years the

event has passed quietly.

The first two hours of lessons

in Arab schools yesterday were

devoted to the Land Day issue

and its significance, coupled with

discussions on democracy and the

peace process.
• In Bethlehem, 200 protesters,

mostly women and children,

staged a march to protest against

Israeli land confiscations and the

closure. The group scuffled with

Palestinian police who created a

human shield to prevent the group

from reaching an IDF checkpoint

at the outskirts of the city.

Bethlehem municipal officials

told Reuters they had been
informed by Israel of a plan to

confiscate 7,000 dunams of land

from Bethlehem and two sur-

rounding villages for road con-

struction. No Israeli confirmation

was immediately available.

Industrial robots

at Bloomfield

Museum
A display of industrial robots is on

exhibit at the Bloomfield Science

Museum in Jerusalem until April

15. The Israeli-made machines

separate defective coins from good

ones, paint signs, clean a swim-

ming pool, keep order m ware-

houses and perform other tasks

automatically. Visitors will Icam

how robots work but won’t be able

to touch them. The museum will

have extended hours during the

Pussah vacation. Judy Siegel

BEGINNING today the official

kick-off of Labor's election cam-
paign hundreds of Labor youth

are to accompany Prime Minister

Shimon Peres on all his public

appearances, while thousands of

young activists take part in

demonstrations supporting Peres

throughout the country.

Two opinion polls published

Friday showed Peres leading

Likud challenger Binyamin
Netanyahu exactly two months
before national elections.

ADahaf poll for YediotAharonot
gave Peres 51 percent of the vote

to 45 percent for Netanyahu, with

4% having no preference. Last

week Dahaf put Peres ahead 49%
to 47%. The poll of 503 Israelis

had a 4% margin of error.

A Gallup poll of 574 Israelis for

Ma ’am' put Peres ahead 48 per-

cent to 40 percent, while 12 per-

cent gave no preference. Last

week 49 percent picked Peres and
43 percent Netanyahu. The mar-
gin of error was also 4 percent.

K L Labor is to launch its cam-
paign with a festive convention of

its centra] committee at Beit Berl

this afternoon. After summing up
the primaries, the main issue of

discussion is expected to be
resolving the absence of represen-

tation for Russian new immi-
grants on the list

Party leaders are expected to

find a solution to the problem,

although so far no alternative sug-

gested seems plausible. The idea

of upgrading veteran immigrant
Ronen Plaut from slot45 does not

seem realistic, since its approval

requires a party convention.

Moreover, it may lead to legal

appeals by candidates damaged
by the move.

Labor's campaign will be based

on security and peace, presenting

Peres as “Mr. Security and Mr.
Pence," as reflected in the slogan,

“A Strong Israel with Peres.”

The campaign will promote sep-

aration from the Palestinians as

the party's recipe for security and
peace between neighbors, while

emphasizing that the Likud’s
objection to separation means
stopping the peace process and
returning to Gaza and evacuated

parts of the territories.

Campaign sources yesterday

expressed satisfaction with what
they called the young, hawkish
new leadership elected in the pri-

maries, including Ehud Barak
(slot No. 3), Housing Minister

Binyamin Beo-Eliezer (4), Ori
Orr (10), and Efraim Sneh (8),

saying this would make it easier

to market the campaign's security

message.
Campaign information head

Interior Minister Haim Ramon
said yesterday that the dispute

between himself and campaign
chairman Ben-Eliezer is over and
will not prevent them from lead-

ing Labor’s campaign together.

Ramon had accused Ben-
Eliezer of making 'deals’ against

him in the primaries and exclud-

ing him from lists, and threatened

to get back at him.
“We are grownups, and we’re

working together/ Ramon said

over the weekend. “The same day
I said those things to Fuad [Ben-

Eliezer], we sat together for an
hour and a half and planned how
to win the elections/

Ramon last week appointed
Shimon Sbeves director of the

information campaign. Sheves,
who was a close aide of prime
minister Yitzhak Rabin, had
worked with Ramon and Ben-
Eliezer in running Labor's 1992
campaign.

Tourism Minister Uzi Baram,
who shot ahead to second place in

the primaries afterPores, is expect-

ed to join the campaign staff.

On Friday, flanked by artists

and intellectuals, Peres launched

his campaign for reelection with a
pledge to bring peace to the

Middle East in his next term,

speaking to thousands of support-

ers at Tel Aviv’s Mann
Auditorium. “The nation is with

Peres,” read a banner on stage,

next to a poster of Rabin.

DAP, Islamic

Movement agree

on joint list
DAVID RUDGE

THE Democratic Arab Party

(DAP) headed by MK Abdul
Wahab Darawshe and the Islamic
Movement have agreed in princi-

ple to run on a joint list in the

forthcoming Knesset elections.

The decision was made
Thursday night following lengthy

negotiations between the two sides

in Nazareth, said DAP spokesman
Mohammed Darawshe.
“We will have additional meet-

ings in the next few days and we
expect to be able to finalize the

agreement and announce it pub-
licly by Wednesday," said

Darawshe.
He 'stressed that the “question of

places on the joint list does not

seem to be a problem because we
have expressed our willingness to

give this proposed coalition every

opportunity to succeed.”

Officials of DAP and the

Islamic Movement are optimistic

that a unified Arab list would
attract the support of Arabs who
have not voted in Knesset elec-

tions in the past

They also believe it would help

unite the electorate by giving

them a clear choice between
Zionist parties, such as Labor and
Merelz, on the one hand, and the

Hadash Arab-Jewish party and the

proposed united Arab list on the

other.

The Islamic Movement is con-

tinuing negotiations with other

political parties and movements in

the Arab sector, including the

newly formed Arab Movement for

Change Party of Dr. Ahmed Tibi,

in an effort to make the proposed
unity list as broad as possible.

In the past, a plethora of Arab-

orientated parties has split the

vote of the Arab electorate. “We
have high expectations that the

proposed coalition could win as

many as six Knesset seats,” said

Darawshe.
He emphasized that DAP was

“leaving the door open for any

other political forces to join this

coalition."’

Moledet to choose
candidates today

SARAH HONIG

MOLEDET will in all likelihood

choose its Knesset candidates

today, after all the warring sides

in the party agreed on Friday to

work together.

Internal warfare had kept

Moledet from choosing its list,

with party members taking their

grievances to court throughout

last week.
Several Moledet council mem-

bers asked the Tel Aviv District

Court to invalidate a recent deci-

sion to reduce the length of time a

person must be a party member to

make him eligible to be a Knesset

candidate.

Moledet leader MK Rebavam
Ze’evi reduced the time limit to

allow Zo Artzenu leader Rabbi
Benny Elon and former Border
Police chief and Jerusalem coun-
cilman Meshuiam Amit to be
nominated to the list.

With the internal row in

Moledet apparently resolved, the

candidacy of the two is expected
to be approved and they will fol-

low Ze’evi on the Moledet list

Ze’evi had asked that Moledet
be included in the Likud-Tbomet-

Gesher alignment, but Likud
Chairman Binyamin Netanyahu
adamantly refused.

Yossi Olmert wins Likud’s 43rd slot

SARAH HONKS

THE Likud’s hotly contested 43rd slot will go to Yossi Olmert, retired

judge Uri Struzman. head of the Likud’s primaries committee, decided

Friday.

The committee reached the decision at 3 a.m. Friday after spending

many hours hearing thu appeal of Heizliya Mayor Eli Landau against

Olmert’s victory in the Likud’s coastal region contest.

According to the final results announced Thursday night, Olmert beat

Landau by some 600 votes. However, Landau cited the fact that during

the primaries the computer at the Herzliya polling station malfunctioned

at about 9 p.m., an hour before polls closed

Sunday/March 31, 1996 The Jerusalem Post
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PA calls

for UN
session on
closure

New OC Central Command Maj.-Geu. Uzi Dayan (right) shakes hands with his predecessor, Mqj.-
Gen. Dan Biran, at the changeover ceremony on Friday at Central Command headquarters.

(Ariel JensoOmski)

Uzi Dayan takes over Central Command
MAJ.-GEN. Uzi Dayan has taken

over as OC Central Command,
beginning today his first week of

a posting that is being trans-

formed by the Israel-PLO peace

accord he helped draft.

Dayan, the nephew of Moshe
Dayan, is known for his intellect,

and brings with him a rich resume
combining daring combat experi-

ence and methodological insight

Like Chief of Staff Lt-Gen.
Amnon - MpkiniShafaak.v Bayanf
gained his eariy- combatExperi-
ence-. as .a'commaado'iand^atet'r
bead of the Sayeret Matkal, -the

General Staff's .-reconnaissance

unit He also commanded an-

armored divison.

But Dayan also comes to the

Central Command from three

years as head of the General Staff

Planning Branch, where he was
responsible for consolidating

long-range goals and navigating

their implementation through the

ponderous IDF machine.

Armed with university degrees

in mathematics, physics and oper-

ations research, he inherits a com-
mand with a reputation of stunting

AR1EH O’SULLIVAN

the military careers of nearly all

its commanders since the intifada

began in 1987.

In a ceremony held Friday at

Metzudat Nehemia, the Central

Command Headquarters in north-

ern Jerusalem, Dayan received the

command from outgoing OC
Maj.-Gen. Dan Biran.

The headquarters is named for

OC Central CommandrMaj.-Gett. 1

Nehemia Thfliarv Idtieti in 1993
when his hsdicopten crashed ; after -

hitting an antenna while trying' to

land in poor visibility.

Biran decided a year ago to step

out of the race for chief of staff

and is retiring from the military.

Under Biran, the Central

Command saw the IDF withdraw

from contact with the majority of

the one million Palestinians in

Judea and Samaria. During his

two years in command, some
7,000 Palestinian police moved
into the West Bank and he over-

saw the redeployment out of
seven Palestinian towns and
establishment of shared control

over 450 Arab villages.

Biran also commanded the

evacuations last summer of
Jewish settlers from hilltops

where settlers said they wanted to

build. The confrontations brought

die command into sometimes
angry conflict with the settlers.

Dayan, highly respected in the

IDF, takes over the position he

helped mold as head ofthe securi-

ty delegation which forged the

peace .-agreements', with :the*~>

Palestinians and the Jordanians;
~

.The. promotion* for: -Dayan is-

seen as a de rigneur step toward
possible command of the IDF in

the future. No chief of staff has
ever reached that post without

having led either the northern,

centr^, or southern commands.
IDF observers say Dayan is a

professional who gets downto the

details without losing sight of the
overall picture. He is said to be
flexible, a facet bound to aid him
as head of the command which is

bearing the brunt of the war
against Hamas, on the one hand,

and forging working ties with the

Palestinian forces, on the other.

Couple shot after car runs down policeman
THE Justice Ministry's police

investigation division is probing

the Jaffa shooting by police

Friday evening of a man and
woman whose car ran down a
policeman as it failed to stop at a

routine police roadblock.

Driver Eli Eliasi. 26, and pas-

senger Rena Ben-Shushan, 35,
were listed in serious and satisfac-

tory condition at Sheba and
Wolfson hospitals last night, after

the incident on Jaffa’s Kedem
Street.

Ayalon district police were
manning a routine roadblock to

check drivers’ licenses and suspi-

cious vehicles, when they flagged
down Etiasi’s car. The car slowed
as if to stop, but just as policeman
Ya’acov Cohen drew near, it sped
away, knocking him down, said

police.

Cohen and his partner fired five

RA1NE MARCUS

shots, hitting Eliasi in the head
and Ben-Shushan in the chest
Cohen was recovering in satisfac-

tory condition last night in

Wolfson Hospital from fractured

vertebrae.

Another passenger in the back
of the car escaped unhurt
Ayalon police chief Dep.-Ondr.

Mordechai Nahmani said the

policemen thought the three were
terrorists, and opened fire only

after the driver hit Cohen. The car

was not stolen, and Eliasi had all

necessary documents.
The three are known to police,

but under questioning the unin-

jured passenger reportedly said he
did not understand why Eliasi did
not stop. Nothing illegal 'was
found in the car.

Nahmani said after a prelimi-

nary probe that the policemen
“behaved correctly.” However,
police admitted they did not shoot
at the tires, but at the vehicle. The
policemen in question will contin-

ue to report for duty pending the

outcome of the ministry investiga-

tion. The Tel Aviv police will also

bold their own internal inquiry.

THE Palestinian Authority has
called for an immeduiie session of

the UN Security Council to

address the closure on the West

Bank and Gaza Strip, PA
Information Minister Yasser

Abed-Rabbo said yesterday.

“We think the closure against

the Palestinian Authority and
against the Palestinian people, the

confiscation of land is a kind of

declaration of war against the

Palestinian people,” Abed-Rabbo
said after the weekly cabinet

meeting.

The PA also called on the Arab
League “to support the Palestinian

position for convening the meet-

ing of the security council,”

Rabbo said.

The president of the World
Bank promised the PA $20 million

in immediate aid yesterday, to

help overcome the economic
effects of the month-long closure.

World Bank President James
Wolfcnsohn, who met with PA
President Yasser Arafat in Gaza,

said the emergency aid package

would be in addition to another

S70 million awaiting bank
approval.

“We are working... immediately

on the disbursement of £20 mil-

lion, we are looking to the bank
itself to approve in the next 60
days to send £70 million.”

Wolfcnsohn said at a news confer-

ence with Arafat.

Arafat described the meeting as

“positive and successful." and

said Wolfcnsohn pledged to “give

us immediate support.”

Tim two men met after the cabi-

net session. Wolfcnsohn will meet
Israeli officials today.

In another development, the PA
threatened yesterday to stop

importing Israeli goods, in

response to the ban on thousands

of Palestinian workers from going

to their jobs in Israel.

“The economy goes both ways.

The Palestinian Authority, there-

fore, has decided that as long as

Israel rejects Palestinian workers,

we do not need Israeli goods.”

said PA secretary-general Tayeb
Abdel-Rahim.

“We have to reconsider the

import, process with Israel along
the ' conditions imposed on the

Palestinian Authority, particularly

since the prices of Israeli goods
are four times higher than interna-

tional prices,” Abdel-Rahim said.

PA police release

head of criminal

investigations

PALESTINIAN security forces

released the head of the

Palestinian Police criminal inves-

tigations unit in Gaza yesterday .

after two days of questioning, a

senior security official said.

“Col. Tala! Abu Zeid was
released after he was detained for -

questioning,” the senior security

official said. He refused to elabo-

rate on the reason for die detention.

The criminal investigations unit

has been active in the Palestinian

Authority’s crackdown on Islamic

militants since the recent wave of

suicide bombings.

(Reuter)

The best guide book on Eflat, from Gefen Publishing

House and Nature Reserves Authority, Israel

Features 14 one-way hikes,

12 circular trails, 4 car routes. ST*
Papcxtuck, 120pp. MIS 504JC CtacL shipping, also USA)

CXrtr 7X1 color photos!

Pfua 29 eotor maps!

listen to Arutz 7, 711 1143 AM 105 FM

Woman soldier killed in

motorcycle accident

The National Institutions

Jewish Agency .

for Israel

RAVTT Obayoru a 19-year-old

soldier from Haifa, was killed,

yesterday afternoon and her girl-

friend seriously injured when the

motorcycle they were riding col-
lided with a car. Four people in

the car were lightly hurt
Obayon, the passenger, was

thrown from the motorcycle when .

it struck a car turning into

Kibbutz Elon. Kibbutz members
and Magen David Adorn medics

were unable to save her.

In Wadi Ara, a 10-year-old boy .

was killed when he was struck by
a car while crossing the highway.

In Rishon Lezion yesterday.

World Zionist

Organization

five people suffered light to mod-
erate injuries when their car over-

turned near the city’s Gan
Havradim junction..

Friday night, five-year-old

Ma’ayan Amsalem was seriously

injured when she was hit by a car

in Netanya.
Two people were injured

Friday, one moderately, while jet

skiing off Herzliya beach.

Last week 10 persons were
killed and 15 injured in road acci-

dents throughout the country.

Since the beginning of the year,

116 people have been killed on
the roads. (Itim)

ANNOUNCEMENT
The offices of the National Institutions -

the World Zionist Organization and the Jewish Agency for Israel -
across the country,

will be dosed on Hoi Hamoed Pessah,
from Thursday, April 4, 1996, until Wednesday, April, 10, 1 996.
Immigrantsupport and information centers ofthe Department of
ImmigrantAbsorption will be operating on Hoi Hamoed Pessah

excepton Erev Hag, as follows: '

Ashdod-l Shawl Zk>nSL - Tel. 08-8565873

lei. 08-856371

7

TeL 08-8565047
Haifa- 131 Hameginlm St Tel. 044510401

W. 04-8510351
Hryat Yam Plnhas SapirSL lei. 04-8771658

.

W. 04-8771657
Acre-35 WeizmannSt Tel. 04-9910251

Tel. 04-9812463
BeersWta-1 Henrietta

S

boUSl TeL Q7-295606
Tel. 07-295697

Jerusalem - 3 Ben Shetah 5L Tel. 02-246522

. Tel. 02-231823W Aviv-6 Esther Hamafla St TeL 03-5274327
Tel. 03-5274330
W. 03-5274357

TTTR -W.W.IHATJgM'

an international newspaper distributed in

- 103 countries on € continents in

English and French. Oyer 500,000 readers.

up i

Haifa- 131 HamegMrnSL

HryatYam Plnhas Sapir St

;

Acre-35 WeizmannSt

Ham: 730 1 00, except Friday

Hours: 8:00 - 1 sOQ, except Friday

Houisr 8:00-1:00, except Friday

Hours: 8SJQ - ISO, except Friday

Hours: 8:00- 10}, except Friday

Hours: BSO - IDO, except Friday

Closed over Hoi Hamoed

;

^Jewish^ relea* faciIity

wish Ihewhole House ofIsrael a happy holiday
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Rfioma Wdanan^ (left) admires iflnstrations Friday for books by Egyptian children’s author Afaf Abdul Bari (center) displayed
oy arnsi ranai Ams. The two came to Israel to participate in a program sponsored by Weizman to encourage reading. (Flash 90)

Reform Movement endorses

civil homosexual union,

but skirts religious issue
THE American Reform
rabbinate last week endorsed
civil marriages for homosexuals,
although it skirted the issue of
whether the marriages are
religiously sanctioned.

The resolution of the rabbinic

organization, the Central
Conference of American
Rabbis, also did not mention
rabbinic offidation at same-sex
marriages, leaving the measure
without practical impact.
However, the resolution

widened the chasm between the
Reform and Conservative
movements, which have had an

uneasy alliance as both pursue
recognition in Israel.

Observers noted that the

Israeli and American versions of

Reform Judaism have different

practices,;. .the" Israelis arej

not bound 'blithe decisions of

their ’ counterparts.

Nonetheless.,'
.
they said, it" Is

increasingly difficult for the

Reform movement to make
headway in Israel when the

Americans seem so “radical.”

National Religious Party
Chairman Zevulun Hammer said

MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK

the conference's decision “is

just additional proof that this

'progressive movement' has
invented its own modern
religion and has pushed itself to
the fringes of Judaism.''

' Same-sex marriages are not

recognized under rivil law in any
state, and a number of states

have specifically outlawed such
unions. Hawaii is considering

legislation that would legalize

them.
The Reform resolution, which

was passed by the conference’s

assembly on Thursday, supports

“the right of gay and lesbian

couples to share fully and
equally in the rights- of civil-

marriage-. - and oppose[sJ
governmental efforts to ban gay

and lesbian marriage.'’

It paves the way for the
conference to vote on single-sex

marriage offidation, possibly

next year.

Conservative rabbis do not

perform “commitment

ceremonies.
"

“The question of whether gay
and lesbian marriages should be
recognized by the state is the
issue here," said Rabbi Simeon
Maslin, president of the
conference. “It has nothing to

do with what we consider the

religious aspect.'’

Many observers called that

“hair-splitting."

There are 1.4 million
members in the Reform
movement. The conference
represents 1,750 Reform
rabbis.

Unlike the Conservative
movement, the Reform
movement ordains gay and
lesbians rabbis, and the issue of

same-sex marriage is of great

significance to some of the
rabbis themselves, j

Two -years ago, -the
congregational arm of the

Reform group, the Union of
American Hebrew
Congregations, called on
government at all levels to

provide the means of legally

acknowledging "committed
lesbian and gay partnerships."

Egypt asks US not to send

Abu Marzook to Israel
EGYPT has reportedly asked

the United States not to

extradite Hamas political leader

Mousa Mohammed Abu
Marzook to Israel, Abu
Marzook's lawyer said Fri-

day.
The Egyptian Foreign

Ministry made the request last

week in a letter to the State

Department, attorney Stanley

Cohen said.

The lawyer said he had not

seen the letter, which was

reported in al-Hayat. According

to the newspaper account, Cairo

xontends that Abu Marzook s

Extradition could have a

MARILYN HENRY

NEW YORK

“destabilizing” effect in the

region, Cohen said.

In its extradition request,

Israel said Abu Marzook, head

of Hamas’ political bureau, was
personally linked to several

terrorist bombings. He was also

alleged to have raised money for

Hamas, including funds for

arms, and to have overseen

the recruitment of terror-

ists.

Abu Marzook, 45, contends

that, as head of the political

bureau, he has no authority over

Izzadin Kassam, the military

wing of Hamas. He has been

detained in the US since

July.

In proceedings in federal

court, Cohen argued the

defense should be allowed to

cal! former Palestinian
spokeswoman Hanan Ashrawi

and Palestinian Authority
President Yasser Arafat as

witnesses for Abu Marzook.
The US government has
countered that their testimony is

irrelevant.

The court is expected to rule

on the witnesses on April 17.

Protests aim

to prevent

closure of

major cultural

institutions

HELEN KAYE

STAGES and concert halls may
go dark for a night m protest, but
more than a dozen veteran cul-

tural institutions are threatened

with permanent closure unless

the government honors its budget
commitments.
“Unless the government acts

immediately to honor its 1996

bndget commitments, the Israel

Philharmonic, the Batsheva
Dance Company, the Beersheva

and Brit Liessin theaters, the Is-

rael and the Tel Aviv Museum
are among many of the country's

cultural institutions which may
collapse,” said attorney Eli Zo-
har at an emergency meeting at

Tel -Aviv’s T^avta on Friday
The 1996 .target arts bndget

was NIS 436 million. The actual

bndget made available to the

Arts and Culture Authority
(ACA) was NIS 277m., which
was immediately cut by NIS 9m.
Government funding of all cul-

tural institutions, including li-

braries, cinema and the plastic

arts is 0.1% of the total budget.

Zobar, who heads an action

committee which convened earli-

er this month to find a solution to

the crisis, has asked for an imme-
diate meeting with Prime Minis-

ter Shimon Peres and Finance
Minister Avraham Shohat in a

final effort to restore the missing

funds. “Theaters, dance compa-
nies, museums, libraries and our
orchestras are fighting to exist,

let alone develop. If our cultural

institutions go, there is no cul-

ture," he stressed.

Some 200 people, including the

beads of most of the country's

cultural institutions, attended the

stormy meeting called to discuss

ways to force the government to

act. Plans include the erecting of

a large tent opposite the Knesset
to alert the public, lobbying can-

didates from all parties and even

the mass resignation of the entire

public arts council.

THK ISRAEL
PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA

Tonight's concert is Mr. Perlman’s

last performance with us this

season. He will play Bernstein’s

Serenade for violin, based on

Plato's "Symposium"

David Zinmao, condrcto:

Itzhak Perlman, violinist

Program:

Berlioz: "Benvenuto Cellini" Overture

Bernstein: Serenade for violin

Elgar: Enigma Variations

A. Concert no. 7 C-TiV C,

Con cert program for 31 . 3 - 30.4
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Britten's War Requiem was written for the

consecration of the reconstructed Coventry cathedra],

which was destroyed during W.W IJ. The libretto is

comprised of the Latin liturfucal text or the

Requiem Mass and texts from poems by Wilfred

Owen, himself a victim ofW.W.]. The wort, is

an adamant protest against the bestiali ty of war.

Kurt Masur, conductor

Mendi Rodaflj conductor

Edith Wiens, soprano

Nigel Robson, tenor

Hakan Hagegard, baritone

1'jjg Prague Philharmonic Choir

"Ankor" Children’s Choir

directed by Daflu Ben-Yohatmn

Program:

Britten: War Requiem

Sun., 7A, S.3C

Mon. S.4 ,S: 3 C p.m.. T-A. Concert no. 5 ScrietJ
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"The Prague Philharmonic Choir was

excellent this time too."

Ora Binur, “Maariv”

'The Prague Philharmonic Choir was

superb." Chanoch Ron, "Yedioth Ahronoth"

" A-Cappella Concert
'

The Prague

-Philharmonic

Choir
Pavel Kuhn, conductor

Program:

Works by Lotti, Bach, Avni,

Brahms, Martinu and

Poulenc.

17.4 2.CO p.m., 1 -A, Nkiv!!' A 2dnon in'

Britain hopeful of end

to mad cow beef ban
BRITAIN held out hope yester-

day that a worldwide ban on its

beef over fears of Mad Cow dis-

ease would be lifted as tens of

thousands of workers in the coun-

try's beefindustry facedjob losses.

Prime Minister John Major re-

turned from a European summit in

Turin buoyed by political support

he received from other leaders fol-

lowing a crisis that left Britain’s

four billion pound (NIS IS billion)

beef industry teetering on the

verge of collapse.

European farm ministers will

meet tomorrow to discuss the ban

and a rescue plan involving the

slaughter of hundreds of thou-

sands of cattle. Whatever they de-

cide will be contingent on Britain

assuring them it has tackled the

problem and contamination is no
longer a threat.

Global alarm was sparked by
reports that a fatal brain disorder

can jump across species from cat-

tle to people.

British scientists say they found

an apparent link between” bovine

spongiform encephalopathy (Mad
Cow disease) and its human form.

PATRICIA REANEY

LONDON

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (CJD)
which turns sufferers into sponge-

brained dementia victims.

But the British government in-

sists beef here is safe, despite a

worldwide ban imposed by the Eu-
ropean Union.

“It is certainly my hope that it

(the ban) will be lifted speedily. At
this stage we have several ingredi-

ents to deal with before we can

reach agreement with the commis-
sion/' Major told reporters.

The British leader denied that

he had made any deals over his

government's policy on Europe
because of the beef crisis.

“Governments have to deal

with crises when they occur. We
don't have the luxury of saying we
have a program. We can issue

press releases, we can denounce
the government of the day. We
have to deal with events and that is

often more difficult,” he said in an

interview with BBC radio.

The international scare over

mad cow diseases erupted after

Britain acknowledged on March
20 a likely link between BSE and
CJDjts deadly human equivalent.

Ten people are thought to have

died from an apparently new form

of CJD, possibly after eating in-

fected beef.

What started out as a scare 10

days ago snowballed into an inter-

national panic with countries as fax

afield as China and Cambodia tak-

ing measures to ensure British

beef does not enter its borders.

The crisis has sent beef prices

into a nosedive and has *hreatened

tens of thousands of jobs in the

beef industry. The Meat and Live-

stock Commission, which pro-

motes meat, said more than
250,000 people are employed in

various aspects of the beef trade.

“Potentially if the right things

aren't done soon it could be totally

devastating for the industry,” Phil

Saunders, a spokesman for the

commission, told Reuters.

“We need to assure people that

BSE is being dealt with and not in

the meat they are eating.”
(Reuter)

Bangladesh parliament dissolved
DHAKA (AP) - Bowing to unre-

lenting public pressure. Prime
Minister Khaleda Zia resigned
yesterday and dissolved Parlia-

ment for a new election in May.
“I am no more the prime min-

ister. I have transferred power
constitutionally and I want fresh

elections to held in May," Mrs.
Zia told a public rally of more
than 50,000 supporters in Dhaka,
the Bangladesh capital.

Her resignation paved the way
for a neutral interim government
to supervise fresh elections with-

in 90 days. The main opposition

parties bad boycotted the nation-

al elections held in February.

Former Supreme Court Chief

Justice Mohammad Habibur
Rahman has been invited by the
president to form an 11-member
Coundl of Advisors.

President Abdur Rahman Bis-

was ordered the dissolution of
Parliament after receiving a writ-

ten request from the premier.

Iter letter of resignation was
carried to the gr^idcnt.by Oli

,

Ahmed, a cabinet -minister.

Mrs. Zia agreed this week to

step down in favor of a caretaker

government to end a two-year
standoff with the opposition.

Opposition forces had warned
Prime Minister Khaleda Zia
against trying to cling to power,
as public demonstrations - even

the electricians in the parliament
- mounted pressure on her to

quit.

Police yesterday fired tear gas

to disperse nearly 3,000 protes-

tors outside Dhaka’s Central Jail

demanding the release of de-

posed President Hussain Mu-
hammad Ershad.

Ershad is serving a 9-year jail

term after being convicted for

corruption and abuse of power.

Eyewitnesses said at least 60
people were injured, including

Ershad's wife, Roushan, and for-

mer ministers Anwar Hussasin

Manjn and Zafar Imam. They are

top leaders of the opposition Ja-

tiya Party.

Police said they fired tear gas

after the protestors exploded sev-

eral crude bombs; creating panic

in the area.

Reports yesterday said one
person was killed in clashes be-

tween pro-and anti-government

activists in the town of Barisal,

120 km south of Dhaka.
Yesterday Biswas formally an-

nounced that former chief jus-

tice, Mohammad Habibur Rah-
man, will be the caretaker prime
minister until elections are held.

Justice Rahman will now ap-

point 10 advisers to assist him,
the president was quoted as say-

ing by BSS news agency.

With Mrs. Zia quickly losing

control, she abandoned her plan

to have one last session of Parlia-

ment today.

Staff at the parliament building

decided to join the 1.3 million

civil servants who have respond-

ed to the opposition’s call not to

work, said Mohiuddin Khan
Alamgir, spokesman of the Ac-
tion Council of the Employees of

the Republic.

“There will be no electricity,

no water, no micxpphones,” said

amember ofthe parliament staff.

Serbia gives Srebrenica witnesses to UN court
SARAJEVO (Reuter) - Serbia

has handed over two witnesses

to the slaughter of thousands of
unarmed Moslem men when
Bosnian Serbs overwhelmed the

“safe haven" of Srebrenica.

The UN war crimes tribunal

said yesterday the witnesses
were taken into custody in The
Hague, where the court sits.

Meanwhile Croatia said chat

Bosnian Croat General Tihomir
Blaskic would also surrender to

UN prosecutors tomorrow to

face war crimes charges.

The steps, both taken under
American pressure, represented
a breakthrough for the war
crimes court which has struggled

to obtain cooperation from the

former warring sides in Bosnia.
The witnesses provided by

Serbia were former Bosnian
Serb Army (BSA) troopers Dra-

zen Erdemovic and Radoslav
Kremenovic who told the
French newspaper Figaro they
took part in the massacre in July
1995.

Erdemovic, a Croat, claimed
he was forced to take part in the

killing of l,Jb0 Moslem men,
whose bodies were buried in

mass graves, or be shot himself.

The court said Erdemovic and
Kremenovic, a Bosnian Serb,
were currently held as witnesses

but it did not rule out their fac-

ing charges later.

They were arrested by Serbia

after their Figaro interview and
Belgrade authorities said they
intended to try them at home in

an apparent attempt to prevent
them testifying in The Hague.
But the US government insist-

ed they be turned over and their

evidence is expected to flesh out
evidence of the killings which
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said to have been obtained by
US aerial surveillance.

Between 3,000 and 8,000 Sre-
benica men are believed to have
been killed by the BSA to pre-
vent them rejoining Bosnian
government forces elsewhere.

Bosnian Serb “president” Ra-
dovan Karadzic and BSA com-
mander General Ratko Mladic
were also indicted by the court
but have eluded arrest.
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Zulus defend

right to arms
DURBAN (AP) - A peaceful
march by thousands of Zulus
wielding dubs and spears in defi-

ance ofgovernment orders wasde-
scribed yesterday as a victory for

Zulu culture.

Mangosuthu Buthelezi
launched the local elections cam-
paign of his Zulu InkathaFreedom
Party with praise for a march' in

Johannesburg that many had
feared would end in bloodshed.

“It is a victory," Buthelezi told a

news conference, saying that Pres-

ident Nelson Mandela’s security

forces “cannot stop Zulus from
their God-given power to carry

cultural accoutrements."

Meanwhile, the leader of the

rival ANC in KwaZulu-Natal
province told a party meeting that

he had information a hit squad was
planning to attack local ANC lead-

ers over Easter.

ANC KwaZulu-Natal boss Ja-

cob 7»n» did not mention In-

katha by name, but violence be-

tween the two groups has
worsened in the run-up to May
local elections in the province.

A decade of fighting between

the two parties for the loyalty of

South Africa’s 8 million Zulus has
wiiftri thousands. Inkatha carried

KwaZulu-Natal in the historic

1994 national elections that

brought the ANC to power and
ended white-minority rule,

Inkatfaa's glossy local election

campaign, managed by the British

public relations firm Ian Greer and
Associates, stresses the party’s

contention that the ANC plans to

impose a socialist dictatorship that

will swamp Zulu culture.

“These local government elec-

tions are going to be the true test

of whether in the end democracy
win survive in South Africa,"

Buthelezi said.

Though he serves as home af-

faii. uinister in Mandela’s nation-

al-unity government, Buthelezi

has orchestrated Inkatha's boycott

of the body writing a new national

constitution be says will fail to

grant the provincial autonomy In-

katha seeks.

What some Zulus view as orna-

ments of their warrior culture -

spears, clubs, battle-axes, ma-
chetes - are seen by the govern-

ment as dangerous weapons.

Inkatha treated a recent ban on
such weapons in public meetings

as a direct challenge and support-

ers defiantly carried diem Thurs-

day in downtown Johannesburg.

Police, fearing violence, refused to

disarm the
.
marchers and weak-

ened (be government’s authority.

The march marked the second

anniversary of a similar Inkatha

march on the eve of South Afri-

ca’s first all-race elections in

which some 50 people were
killed, eight ofthem in a shootout

in front of ANC headquarters in

Johannesburg. Inkatha claims

the government is stalling an
investigation.

/

HOME/WORLD NEWS

British soldiers Geoff PerneU (left), Justin Fowler (second left behind), and Allan Ford (center front with moustache) leave

a Cypriot court where they were sentenced to life imprisonment for the killing of Danish tour guide Louise Jensen, (Renter)

British soldiers jailed for life for

‘horrendous’ killing of Danish woman
THREE British soldiers were sentenced to life

imprisonment for beating to death a young
Danish woman they kidnapped and tried to

rape after a drinking spree.

“The court has to impose the maximum sen-

tence because this was one of the most horren-

dous crimes in recent Cyprus history that ruled

out any mitigation and excluded any leniency,”

the presiding judge, Talcis Eliades, said as he
ended the 18-month trial.

The soldiers - Pvt Alan Ford, 27, of Bir-

mingham, England; Pvt. Justin Fowler, 27, of
Falmouth, Cornwall; and Pvt. Jeff PerneU, 24,

of Oldbury, Midlands - stood stiffly in the dock
of the hushed Assize Court as the sentences

were read out.

They were given life for the manslaughter of

tour guide Louise Jensen, 23, of Hlrtshals,

Denmark, on Sept. 12, 1994.

The three were members of the Royal
Greenjackets until automatically discharged

from the day of their sentencing.

All were ain handed five-year termsoneach
of two other charges, kidnapping and attempt^

.

ed rape, with all the sentences to run.

concurrently.

“We noted that the accused acted in a com-
pletelyunprovokedmannerand carried outone
ofthe most horrendous crimes ofrecent years,"

Eliades declared.

“The tragic victim, alone' and unprotected,

hadno chant* whateverto defend herselfeffec-

tively before the evident bodily strength of the

three English soldiers."

The defendants, who had all pleaded inno-

\

News agencies

Tarnaca

cent, looked viably shaken as Eliades read our

the sentences. They stood with their hands

clasped in front of them, staring at the floor or

glancing sidelong at the three-judge panel.

They averted their eyes from Ms. Jensen's

family, parents Poul and Annette, and her 18-

year-old brother Soren. who were sitting in the

front row of the courtroom.

Ms Jensen's father told reporters later: “For-

tunately in Cyprus, there is no capita! punish-

ment so this the hardest sentence they could

get. It’s the best that the family could hope
for.”

He said he was considering taking action

against the British government because “the

family feds there must a responsibility by the

government when they send soldiers to a for-

eign country.”

He said the family would examine ail legal

possibflities but were “not doing it for money.”

: ;T^ soldiers were herd^out of&trcourtr
roqm in handcuffs after thesentencutg,'but said

nothing. They were driven back to Nicosia

Central Prison in a dosed police van escorted

by three carloads of armed police officers.

At the time Ms. Jensen was killed, the sol-

diers were serving with the Royal Green Jack-

ets Regiment based at the British sovereign

base of Dhekelia on the island’s south coast

The court rejected defense pleas for mitiga-

tion on the grounds that the soldiers were
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S. Korean presidential aide faces bribery trial

SEOUL (Reuter) - South Korean state prosecutors

yesterday formally indicted President Kim Young-
sam’s close aide on charges of bribery, tarnishing

Kim’s anti-corruption drive only weeks ahead of

general elections.

Senior prosecutor Whang Song-jin told reporters

that Chang Hak-ro, who was looking after Kim’s
personal affairs in the presidential Blue House, was
charged with accepting bribes totalling 622 million

won (NIS 2.4 billion).

The money was received in return for favors to

businessmen from 14 companies, including the Hyo-
sung and Jinro groups which are among the coun-

try’s top 30 conglomerates, Whang said.

Parliamentary elections on April 11 are widely

seen as a mid-term test for Kim who bet his political

stake on a "Mr image. His harsh anti-corruption

drive has already put ex-presidents and business

leaders on trial.

Now the corruption spotlight is on Kim himself

after one of his closest lieutenants is set to follow the

footsteps of men he sought to punish for

irregularities.

Whang said Chang, who resigned after the scan-

dal surfaced last week, amassed a total of 2.76

million won (NIS 10.62 million) through illegal

means but charges were limited to bribery.

“Apart from confirmed cases of kickbacks from

businessmen
,
we will continue to trace financial

records to find out if civil servants or executives of
state-run companies handed money to Mr Cbang,”
said another prosecutor, asking not to be identified.

Prosecutors said the bulk of Chang’s ill-gotten

wealth was concealed in the form of real estate or
financial assets under names of his live-in girlfriend

and her relatives.

Police injured in fracas with Meshulam supporters
FIVE palicemea were slightly in-

jured while forcing Uzi Meshu-
lam supporters to break up an
illegal gathering at the Rishon
Lezion police station on Friday.

Thirty-two demonstrators were

arrested, including five minors.
Twelve were later released, and
the rest will appear in court this

morning.

The incident began at 3 p.m.

on Friday when some 50 Meshu-
lam supporters arrived at the po-

lice station, demanding the

names of policemen who alleged--

RAINE MARCUS

ly beat other supporters at a rally

late Thursday night at Beit
Dagan.

At Thursday’s gathering, a

group of Meshulam supporters

distributed seditious material, in-

cluding fliers against prime minis-

ter Yitzhak Rabin, police said.

Police asked them to disperse,

and when they refused they were

detained for questioning, and

taken to the Rishon Lezion police

station. There they also refused

to cooperate and three refused to

sign bail forms. The three were

arrested and released on bail on

Friday by a Rehovot Magistrate's

Court judge after they ran riot in

court.

When the 50 supporters ar-

rived on Friday afternoon at the

Rishon Lezion police station, po-

lice tried to negotiate with them.

However, when discussions

failed,' police declared the gather-

ing an illegal demonstration and

during the fracas both policemen

and demonstrators were injured.

SUICIDE
(Continued from Page I)

lera, Haifa, Jaffa .and Ashkelon.

and take over... that is something

no one' can accept.”

In an interview to be published

tomorrow in the Arabic-Janguage

weekly al-Wasat, he said the sui-

cide attacks were “a political and

military necessity” .and. were- un-

connected to the Israeli elections.

He said young suicide bombers -

‘‘compete'’ to participate in. oper-

ations. “It is easy and costs us

only our lives
.
because as Mos-

lems we welcome death -for the

sake of God mid do not hove

Jews' attachment to life.” .

He was bitterly critical of the

PA for inflictirg the “Oslo catas-

trophe” on the Palestinians and

he insisted there could be no

peaceful settlement, saying:
1

’Is-

rael is an illegitimate entity creat-

ed by force, and terror.’*

KATYUSHAS
(Continued from Page 1)

plained to UN1FIL that the

peacekeeping force did not pro-

tect the workers properly. Goksel

said UN1HL was investigating all

the circumstances of the incident

Security sources in Lebanon
noted that many of the previous

incidents involving casualties

among Lebanese civilians or UN-
DFIL personnel bad occurred ai

weekends - apparently as a result

of experienced officers and sol-

diers being off duty.

Earlier yesterday, Nasrallah
spoke at a memorial service for

the Hizbullah suicide bomber - a

resident of the security zone -

who blew himself up alongside an

[DF patrol, killing an officer and
wounding a civilian driver just

over a week ago.

Nasrallab vowed Hizbullah
would continue such attacks' in

order to undermine Israel’s econ-

omy and morale.

MISTAKE
(Continued from Page 1)

“If the government stops the

resistance this means that Leba-

non becomes the policeman of

Israel's border and this we re-

ject," Foreign Minister Fans

Bouez told visiting French re-

porters in Beirut, Reuters
reported.

Hide! Kunler contributed to this

report.
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Hobbled EU sets out on

bumpy road to future
„ -a hv bv tbe crisis over Mad Cow

TURIN (Remer) r.
S!lSfc5 disease and the ELTs global ban

fallout from Britain s Mad
exports of British beef,

crisis, hobbled by
0
rSj and other leadens rallied

and deeply split over ibn gods.
d ^battled British Prime,

EU leaders have set out to wm roun
mounting a

back publicconfidence Mid get fit
BSSSLXJ[t on foe media

to welcome new members.
.

-hystericaT coverage of the

A special European Union
de^at the

summit pledged EU was ready to provide finan-

cobesiv« foreign polity, inoraef JL
J

fident dedsion-m^g^ti
Widespread fear that bovine

prices plunging and threatening

Britain’s economic prospects and

the government’s political

survival.

“The media have treated the

BSE affair with astonishing flip-

pancy, without any scientific de-

tails or knowledge, and just stir-

ring public panic,” said French

President Jacques Chirac.

“We all had veal for lunch and

we all ate and enjoyed it,” he

said.

The summit, in a high-tech con-

gress center created from an.aban-

donedFiat car factory, opened the

way to what are expected to be 12

moptjp of difficult negotiations

among countries with widely dif-

fering views of Europe.

German- Chancellor Helmut
Kohl, one of the leaders most wil-

ing to cede national sovereignty

for the sake of European integra-

tion, said the success of the confer-

ence would be decisive for foe fu-

ture shape of foe continent.

must be commensurate with its

economic strength,” the summit

declared.
That could mean appointing a

angle person to coordinate for-

eign policy, equipping Europe to

military action alone if nec-

essary and nudging the bloc fur-

ther along the path to integra-

tion. Bat all foal lies ahead in

negotiations.

As a reminder of their long-

term goal, foe foreign ministers

were joined immediately after

the inaugural session of their in-

ter-governmental conference
(IGQ by counterparts from 11

would-be members from Eastern

Europe and foe Mediterranean.

After a concert and dinner the

night before, the applicants were
due to be briefed formally on the

talks yesterday morning by Ital-

ian Foreign Minister Susanna
Agnelli, whose country bolds foe

EU presidency and chaired foe

summit.
The brief gartering was haunt-

heavily drunk when they kidnapped Ms Jensen,

then brutally bludgeoned her to death with a

shovel, mutilating her head beyond
recognition.

Her naked body was found in a shallow grave

two days after she had been kidnapped on the

outskirts of the tourist resort of Ayia Napa. She

was identified by her jewelry.

"The three lawyers for the defense contend-

ed that the accused could not have commixed

the crime had they not been drunk,” Eliades

said. "We disagree with this. It is completely

hypothetical.”

The no-jury court in this south coast resort

found all three guilty after a marathon 13-hour

session. They were "arrested at a police road-

block 90 minutes after they kidnapped Ms.
Jensen, their clothes covered in her blood.

The Hlling, and the gruesome details that

emerged during Cyprus’ longest and most sen-

sational murder trial, shocked this largely

crime-free holiday island in the east

Mediterranean.

It has also fueled resentment agpinst.the

presence of British xmfftary.bases on .foe isiap<£

Bmain ruled Cyprus^nearly a centagy untfl.it

gained its independence in I960'afttir a'fiVe-

year war.

The Nicosia prison where the three MQers
have begun their life terms has a grim history

but is relatively luxurious.

In foe sandstone jail built by British colonial

rulers 102 yeazs ago, each inmate has his own
cell arid is offered higher education, job train-

ing and meals prepared by expert chefs.

Indian police kill 21

armed Kashmiri militants

SRINAGAR (Reuter) - At least

21 separatist militants were killed

yesterday in a gunbattie between

police and raffitants who recently

vacated Kashmir's holiest shrine,

police said.

“There was heavy exchange of

fire between foe Jarumn and Kash-
mir police and foe mlBtants who
were under bouse arrest,” a top
police official told Reuters.

“We have recovered dead bod-
ies of21 mIHtanK

J
includingthat of

Shabbir SiddSqin,” said Niaz Meb~
mood, police chiefofSrinagar, the
Jammu and Kashmir state's sum-
mer capital

Siddiqui was the leader ofa fac-

tion of foe Jammu and Kashmir
deration Front

.
(J^LF) wbpse

members occupied Snnagar^ Hazj-

ratbal shrine on March.24
-

.
’„ L.

They left the shrine onTuesday
after Indian authorities asked-

them to surrender or face stiff

punishment.

Police said yesterday foe mili-

tants, who were allowed to keep
their weapons, entered a house
near tile shrine which police later

surrounded. The house is about 50
meters from the shrine. \

The Muslim AuqufTrust, .which

manages Kashmir’s formes, .said

the government had agreed to al-

low tiie mfifrants to walk oat ofthe
shrine with their weapons. But the

government has denied that there

was such an agreement.

“There was no agreement. Tbe
nrnKtanK had started piling up
weapons in the house nearby the

shrine mid we had to dean the

area,” an official spokesman for

the Jammu Kashmir state

said.

The spokesman said the mili-

tants had forced the residents and
the Muslim Auquf Trust to sus-

pend all religious activities and
gatherings in the forme.

Police officials said tbe militants

vvere
(
flsked to vacate tbehouse but

badjsiartecf'firing instead, leading

foj'.thc jjuifoattle. which, started

&.m. and lasted for

'about three hours.

"

“Only four militants and four

women and a child came out,” a
police official said. He did not say

ifthey left the home before shoot-

ing began or after the gunbattie

had ended.
“The house has caught fire,”

one official said, adding that the

gunbattie had ended. “The police

are cleaning up the area around
the shrine.”

US House seeks law on Auschwitz
% <e

HiLLEL KUTTLER

WASHINGTON

THE House of Representatives introduced a resolution calling on
Poland to prohibit any future development of tbe land abutting the
Auschwitz concentration camp site.

The resolution, initiated by Cong. Eliot Engel (D, NY), condemns
proposed development of foe area as a shopping center despite Iasi
week’s decision by foe Krak Chemia management company to back
out of such plans following an international outcry.
The Maja Foundation, which owns the land surrounding the camp

has not yet decided whether to seek another deyeloper for foe
property.

The Congressional resolution notes that Poland “has a duty under
international law” to enforce a ban against commercial development
within a 1,600-foot radius of foe camp.

It ato directs -that the House transmit a copy of tbe resolution to
Polish President Aleksander Kwasniewski.
The resolution’s other co-sponsors are Benjamin Gilman Michael

McNulty and Jerrold Nadter of New York; James S«^n crf£Jersey and Peter Deutsch of Florida.

When should we get together?
Please note next month's schedule

Sunday, March 31
Thursday, April 11 JRSLM
Tuesday^ April 16
Sunday, April 21
Tuesday, April 30

SCRBBL
CLB

In May, we return to our usual
*lf ft's Tuesday It Must Be Scrabble* schedule.

11 730 P-ra.a 1* ICCY,u one* Rrian, fcranlcn. Information: 02-767967.
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Israel Airports Authority

Change in the Operating Times i

Allenby Terminal on Erev Pesi

On April 3, 1996, the Eve of Pes
the Allenby Terminal will clos

at 3 p.m.

AI! other days there will be no ct
in hours.
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Out of CD-ROM comes forth Torah
JUDY SfEGEL-rZKOVlCH

TKESE holy books should
never be opened on
ShabbaL

They are accessed by turning on
the computer and aiming the cur-
sor at a specific book ofthe Bible,
a halachic commentary or respon-
se literature that went out of print
decades or even centuries ago.
Computerization of Jewish texts
and source material is revolution-
izing the way laymen study, rab-
bis prepare their sermons and rab-
binical arbiters rule on halachic
issues.

Two of the most important
pieces of Jewish software to be
produced in recent years are the
second edition of Bar-Ilan
University's CD-ROM Responsa
Project, and AnScroll's Stone
Chumash for Computers.

In the pre-computer era, rabbis
able to commit the most text to

memory and able to pull relevant
material out at will were regarded
as the elite of the halachic world.
But with everything storable on a
piece of plastic, human memory is

Jess important: the ability to
assess source materials and put
them in perspective is now much
more highly regarded,

“Our CD-ROM will never
replace a rabbi,” says Prof.
Amihud Amir, a computer-sci-
ence expert and acting head of the
Bar-Ban Responsa Project. “The
CD-ROM will give you, say, 500
articles on a certain subject in

Jewish law. But these are full of
disagreements with different
views. You need a learned rabbi
who can reconcile conflicting

views.’*

The Bar-Ilan CD-ROM (the sec-
ond edition, version 4.0, was
released a few months ago) has
become the largest-selling Jewish
computer program in the world,
according to Emanuel Fishman,
head of Torah Educational
Software (TES). a Jerusalem soft-
ware company that has exclusive
worldwide distribution rights to
the Bar-Ilan disk. Although actual
figures have not been disclosed,
rabbis and other researchers
around the world have increasing-
ly begun to regard the disk as a
major tool in their work.
“No major posek fhalachic

arbiter] in Israel lacks the disk or
at least access to it via someone
else's computers. That includes
haredi rabbis who regard Bar-Dan
University itself as treif " says
Amir, a fanner New Yorker who
specializes in algorithms and is in
charge of the Responsa Project
until the return from sabbatical of
Dr. Uri Schild.

The CD-ROM is a database
with the most comprehensive col-
lection of traditional texts avail-
able anywhere. It originated over
20 years ago, when Bar-Ilan start-

ed to collect questions and
answers on halachic issues dealt
with by over 100 rabbis since the

16th century, and entered them
into a large mainframe computer.
These were added to source

material - from the Bible, biblical

commentaries, Mishna, Tosefta,

the Babylonian and Jerusalem
Talmuds, midrashira, the Shulhan
Aruch, Mishna Brura and Mishne

Torah - covering 4,000 years of
Jewish written scholarship. Users
can search several hundred differ-

ent texts by keying in topics or
keywords.
A couple of years ago, all this

data was put onto a CD-ROM.
Although searches can be con-
ducted in English, the texts are ail

in Hebrew, so one can't use the

disk without being conversant in

the language. However, that has-
n't prevented non-Jewish
researchers in Korea, Japan and
probably the Vatican from pur-
chasing the software, Amir says.

The latest annual upgrade of the

CD-ROM costs N1S2,400 (or
about $800), which might sound
expensive but is actually a bargain

considering the cost of purchasing
the actual bound volumes (If all

were in prim).

In the US. TES offers parts of
the disk at lower prices; if a user

wants to buy additional sections,

he con do so by calling a toll-free

number ( 1 -800-925-6853). TES
then gives him special code num-
bers, which then open previously

locked sections of the disk. But
since nearly all Israeli users want

access to the entire compendium,
this arrangement is not available

here.

The 4.0 version contains

responsa writings of the late

Jerusalem sage Rabbi Shlomo
Zalman Auerbach, and several

new volumes of responsa by for-

mer Sephardi chief rabbi Ovadia
Yosef. It also has improved
Windows-based search and
retrieval features.

“Some new tosqfoi (supplemen-

tary writings] have been pub-

lished in other places, but we
found them full or errors, some of

, commentary
them really egregious,” notes

Amir. "We have a team that goes

over each text, word by word, to

make sure the material is extreme-

ly accurate. It won't go into tbe

disk unless we’re sure."

MEANWHILE the Stone
Chumash - first published in 1 993

by ArtScroU in the US - is aimed
more at pulpit rabbis and teachers,

as well as ordinary Jews (adults

and children) who want to study

the Pentateuch in a intensive way.
The blue-and-gold bound vol-

ume is now the standard

Pentateuch used in Orthodox syn-

agogues in the English-speaking

world. It includes not only a clear

English translation of the text, but

also Rashi and Onkelos commen-
taries, and an English-language

anthology of explanations by over
200 recognized Jewish commen-
tators over the centuries.

In a bold move, ArtScroll's

Rabbi Nosson Scherman asked
TES to adapt tbe Pentateuch into a
CD-ROM with a computerized
concordance, gematria calculator

and many other features. Instead

of searching for hours, the user

can in seconds End every refer-

ence in the Erst Eve books of the

Bible to a specific word (or root),

groups of words or verses. TES’s
resident computer whiz, Jeff
Milgrom, produced an impres-

sive, user-friendly piece of soft-

ware. (It is sold for $135 or its

shekel equivalent; TES has stores

at 8 Rehov Mea She’arim and
next to Heichal Shlomo at 52
King George Street in Jerusalem.)

When the program is opened,
the user can choose from a

Hebrew, an English, or a Hebrew-
English Pentateuch text with a full

linear translation (giving Hebrew
on one side of die screen and
English on the other). One can

even change the background and

print to any of a dozen colors, and
the text can appear in any of sev-

eral fonts and in a variety of sizes

(a boon to sight-impaired users).

The appropriate haftara sections

for each Torah reading are includ-

ed, as are the Five MegilloL Tbe
program, suitable for PCs and
Macs, also has ready-made lists,

such as the 613 Commandments.
The gematria feature gives the

numerical equivalents of Hebrew
words or verses using any of
seven different methods of calcu-

lation. This feature can offer

insights into the text; for example,

the word shalom equals 376.
which is matched by only one
verse in the Pentateuch: “God will

reign for ever and ever."

Of special benefit to users,

especially those preparing home-
work or study material, is the

note feature.

The user can type his own
notes in Hebrew or English. (He
doesn't even need a Hebrew-lan-
guage keyboard; the program
lets him peck out the Hebrew on
screen with his mouse.)

These can then be linked to

any verse and automatically pop
up when necessary.

The only shortcoming of the

programs is that observant Jews
can't use them on Shabbat - but
this is at least partially solved

by the user's ability to print out

all material and read them over
the Sabbath dinner table.

How immune systems function during pregnancy

/
understand that the

immune system in a preg-
nant woman weakens tem-

porarily so her body does not
attack the fetus as a ‘foreign
body.” this is so, why aren't
women open to all kinds of
infections during pregnancy
when the immune system is

turned off (at least partially)?
Sherry, Omer.

Prof. Noah Isakov, an immu-
nologist at the Ben-Gurion
University medical school's

department of microbiology,
explains:

We don’t know everything
about the functioning of the

immune system during pregnan-
cy. bdt

!

,we. are certain that Ft

the immune system in pregnant
women functions normally - at

least as well as that of any other
person.

So why isn’t the fetus, which
derives from foreign tissue orig-
inating in the father, rejected by
the mother as an “intruder”?

The immune system apparently

works locally, in the uterus and
environs, but this does not pre-
vent it from protecting the rest of
the mother's body from infec-

tion. It may also be that antigens

derived from the father and
which the immune system can
identify are located in a place in

the woman's body that the

immune system doesn’t reach:

There is pa^sagfc bf liquids and
b)oo‘d proteins between’ the

mdthfechbtf fettftfbnr whpletells

TELL ME WHY
JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOV1CH

don't pass through the placen-

ta so there is no direct contact

Some researchers even suggest
that labor and delivery are like

graft rejection. During pregnan-

cy, the foreign tissue isn't “rec-

ognized" by the immune system.

But close to delivery, something
changes to awaken the immune
system and the mother's body
“rejects” the fetus to expel it in

labor.

/ saw a beautiful rainbow one
morning and took a photo of it

with my ordinary 35-millimeter,

Tehilla, Jerusalem.
David Brauner. The.Jerusalem

Post s photography columnist,

replies:

Photographing rainbows is

tricky. This may be because the

ultraviolet light creates a haze,

which is picked up by the Elm
but not by the eye. We can see a
rainbow much more clearly than

tbe Elm does.

Timing is very important.

When the sun breaks through the

shower of rain, the sun must
always be behind the camera. A
photo

-

of a rainbow in the early
• t _LMl L. _

angle lens.

A semi-automatic or automatic

camera probably underexposed
the Elm because the strong light

from the sky tricked the mecha-
nism that opens the aperture.

Don’t point directly at the sky,

but more to the ground, in order

to slightly overexpose than

underexpose.

I was watching President
Clinton's meeting with pupils in

TelAviv on TV while listening to

the simultaneous radio broad-
cast On tiie radio, his words
came up a split second before
those on TV. Why?
Emily, Ramat Gan.
‘Rdfi Yeh&shualjtn engirteer at-

involved transmissions from Tel

Aviv to a satellite, from the satel-

lite to TV House in Jerusalem
and. from TV House to

microwave transmitters. This
process causes a split-second

gap between when they actually

happen and what you see and hear
on the screen. Radio transmis-

sions were transferred by phone
lines, so then was no delay.

Have you always wondered
about the scientific explanationjfor

ordinary phenomena? Now you
cm get an answerMail your ques-

tion to TELL ME WHY, The
Jerusalem Post, POB 81, 91000
Jerusalem, or fax it to (02)

389527i Please, include yburfirstSemi-automatic camera. When l . morning or late afternootf will be ;
,

* „ . 4
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Artist Ya’acov Again holds the rainbow-embellished telecard

he designed. Proceeds from their sale will go for research on

juvenile-onset diabetes. The card will be sold through the

Israel Association for Juvenile-Onset Diabetes. Ten thousand

copies will be produced, one representing each Israeli child suf-

fering from Type 1 diabetes.

Lawsuits frighten

the doctor away
HEALTH SCAN

POST HEALTH REPORTER

[WER young doctors are

iterested in studying the

pecialty

ics/gynecology because

growing number of law-

nd great expense ofliabil-

urance, according to Dr.

Blachar, chairman of the

Medical Association

I

recent conference on

isive Medicine," Blachar

at the situation in tbe US,

liich doctors perform

issary res£s ^P
d proce-

o reduce the risk of mal~

e suits, will inevitably

Israel, even if not to the

rxtent as in the litigious

rnsive medicine, he said,

the effort to avoid taking

n medical treatment by

* patients to undergo

uous and expensive tests

t also a positive side to

medicine, Blachar

fects and diseases are

cted early,'as the doc-

are of the need to be

iwsuit-leery physician

also keeps better

id thinks of additional

;
besides the conven-

i boll of us doctors

found that 35% of them have

refused at least once to treat

high-risk patients; and 21% of

those charged higher fees to

try to cover the possible conse-

quences of a lawsuit. Because

of the growing number of mal-

practice suits against obstetri-

cians, 25% of all deliveries

today in the US are by cesare-

an section; here, the figure is

13% of all deliveries, and ns-

mg
‘ DIET ADVICE TO

teenagers
Weight problems and dier are a

major concern of teenagers. Now

Kupat Hoiim Clalit's health edu-

cation department has opened a

free open phone line for

teenagers on this subject. Call

Kav Kal, the line operates on

Thursdays from 3 to 6 p.m.. Can

(03) 577 3242 or 577

Callers do not need to identii)

themselves. f
During its first few days of

operation, hundreds ot young-

sters called with questions such

as “How do I know I’m growing

properly?" and “What foods

should a vegetanan ear to supple-

ment one’s diermie departman.

which is running the line in cooper-

ation with the Givatayim

Weizmann staff win
international contest

NEW WORLDS

POST SCIENCE REPORTER

aami —
, , . „ _

Municipality's youth advice ser-

vices, will also send informauonaJ

booklets to callers.

Institute scientists have won an informal interna-

tional contest for predicting how two large, convoluted protein

molecules would fit together in nature.Tbe achievement,

announced in the March issue of Nature Structured Biology . is regarded

as equivalent to putting together a three-dimensional puzzle while blind-

folded
The researchers used sophisticated computer programs called “dock-

ing" algorithms to rotate three-dimensional representations of molecules

at various angles and match them against each other to see how they

would fit together.

Such algorithms are used to develop new drugs and other chemicals,

providing"valuable insights into the nature of biological molecular com-

plexes and cutting down on lab experiments.

A University of Alberta team headed by Dr. Michael James launched

the contest by’determining the structure of a molecular complex (formed

when betalammase, an enzyme that destroys penicillin-like antibiotics,

binds with a protein that inhibits its (unction I by x-ray crystallography.

Then scientists around the world were invited to use algorithms to

make their predictions. Out of 40 predictions, that of the Weizmann sci-

entists lied by Dr. Miriam Eisenstein of the institute’s molecular model-

ing unit) was found to be the closest match. It was based on an algorithm

developed by a group of Weizmann chemists and biologists that includ-

ed Prof. Ephraim Katzir l Israel’s fourth president).

Since the buildup of resistance to antibiotics among bacteria is seri-

ously reducing the effectiveness of these drugs around the world, the

solution to this problem using algorithms is regarded as an important

way of eventually neutralizing such resistance.

INTERNET ON THE ROAD
A mobile telephone the size of a child’s paintbox that opens and

reveals a personal computer with Intemei-access software was on dis-

.play at the CeBIT computer trade fair in Hannover, Germany, 10 days

ago. .....
In an industry where miniaturization has been a guiding principle, the

bulky Nokia 9000 Communicator looks old-fashioned next to today's

palm-sized models. Bui the Finnish firm’s mobile phone opens up to

reveal a small keyboard and computer screen, allowing people on the

road to keep up with E-mail, send faxes and download information from

the Internet. The computer phone is expected to hit stores in various

parts of the world this summer and sell for less than $1,400.

teria that have become resistant to peniclUin-like drugs.

MUSEUMS ON UNE
Beth Hatefutsoth (the Nahum Goldmann Museum of the Jewish

Diaspora) in Ramat Aviv has opened its first-ever on-line exhibition over

America Online. More than 50 images, some of which have never been

exhibited before, are being presented in slide-show format for viewing

at home on a personal computer. All share the theme of childbearing leg-

ends, practices and values among the Jews. _
Users [who can reach the Jewish COMMumty Fonim (keyword

Jewish) in the arts and culture section], can examine and discuss the rel-

evance of these traditions in on-line chat rooms.

The Israel Museum has, meanwhile, opened a charming World-Wide

Web site on the Internet showing children’s drawings on the Jerusalem

3000 theme currently being exhibited. Located at

WWW.imj.ore.il/3000, it includes drawings currently on show, as well

as an interactive trivia game and direct video transmissions from the

museum exhibition.

HUSSEIN TO GET TECHNION AWARD
Jordan’s King Hussein will support a joint water research project to

be carried out with the Haifa Technion, whose Bnnsh Friends

Association will present him in May with its prestigious Churchill Prize.

Hussein asreed that all proceeds from the charitable event, for which

participants will each pay £600. and other donations will go to a joint

^search project involving Israeli and Jordanian scienusts. The project

Smsal improving sewage treatment and desalination, as well as opti-

ntizin- agricultural production - despite the use of low-quality water.

Beat-up machines can still serve

S
O, you’ve just bought your-

self a brand new Pentium
with all the laiest gadgets?

What do you do with your bat-

tered old
-

286 that served you for

die last 10 years?

Or maybe you've got an old

computer with a non-standard

operating system for which
nobody makes programs anymore.

Here’s a suggestion for tbe more
adventurous readers.

The Linux operating system is a

free Unix done, available on the

Internet and on CD-ROMs, and,

as such is not only a 32-bit multi-

tasking operating system like

OS/2, it is also multi-user, mean-

ing that users can log on from ter-

minals other than the actual PC
that tbe system is installed on. (I

am currently logged on to my
computer via my very elderly

Atari ST, which is running Lynx,

the text-based WWW browser,

and downloading a fairly big file

from the Internet)

It is not quite accurate to say that

the ST is running Lynx. The ST is

actually running a ample commu-
nications program, and is simply

displaying the Linux console. The
Lynx program is actually running

on my PC, while I write this col-

umn on a different console.

The ST is connected to the PC
by a simple serial cable, which
costs less than NIS 30. This not

only has great potential, it tran-

scends the definition of a “person-

al" computer, taking us back full

ON LINE

DANIEL BAUM

circle to the days when computers
were big, and you logged onto

them via dumb terminals. This is

similar to the much-touted con-

cept of Internet terminals, which
are diskless boxes whose sole pur-

pose is to log into the IntemeL
Similarly, you can set the system
to allow logging in via a modem,
in exactly the same way as log-

ging into an Internet “shell”

account

This is done by means of a pro-

gram called Getty, which Linux
uses to accept log-ons from users.

It watches tbe serial ports, and

then when you run tbe terminal

emulator program on the remote
terminal, sends a log-on prompt
Similarly, it can answer a

modem and send the data down
the modem line.

Linux communicates with the

computer's console - i.e. the moni-

tor - in exactly the same way, but

by an internal connection rather

than by the serial ports.

Configuration of the terminal

connection is pretty simple. In
fact, the Slackware Linus distrib-

ution comes with everything set

up so that you just have to

“uncomment" a couple of lines in

tbe relevant configuration file.

Setting up the modem connec-
tion is somewhat less trivial, as

you have to have a pretty intimate

knowledge of how your modem

works. Once everything is set up,

you simply turn on your terminal

computer, and load up the com-
munications software. Linux will

send a log-on prompt to tbe termi-

nal, and you can start working.

This approach works fine with

text-based applications, but what

if you want to run a GUI-based
program from a remote terminal?

This can be done too, but it is not

free, and can’t run on any old out-

dated computer.

The X-Windows system, tbe

Unix graphical user interface,

consists of two halves, the client

and the server. These halves can

be running on different computers,

meaning that an X-Windows pro-

gram can run on one computer,

and display its window on anoth-

er.

There are programs available for

Microsoft Windbws which allow you
to do this, in a way analogous to that

in which you can run a text-based

application oc a Linux compute- and

view it on a remote system naming a

terminal emulator These programs

are pretty expensive, so you would
need to have a pretty good reason to

buy one; they’re not the kind of thing

an amateur would buy simply for the

gratification of seeing it work. While

all this is not the kind of thing that

your average user would attempt, it

would be a worthwhile project for a

more intrepid hobbyist

Daniel Baum can be contacted by
e-mail on dnbaum@nenisionjietJl
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Union of illusionists

THE European Union summit held ia Tu-

rin this weekend has been dogged by ill-

omens for months - not the least of them

being the fact that the host and current president

ofthe conlinenf’s democracies. Italy, can't even

manage to govern itself. It seemed appropriate

that a brilliam comet - the ancient harbinger of

gJoom - soared through Europe’s northern skies

at the same time.

Tile summit’s long-planned main objective

was to launch a debate - which is to last for a

year - on changing the founding treaty of the

EU and lay the groundwork for absorbing up to

a dozen new members. Inevitably, this major

project was forced to take second place to the

British mad cow crisis, which exploded out of

ail reasonable proportion in the week before the

summit - mainly because of the European bu-

reaucrats’ own ineptitude. Ironically, the han-

dling of this media-driven temporary crisis

raises some long-term questions about the entire

direction and purpose of the European Union.

While the European leaders have been calling

for measures to restore public confidence in the

continent’s beef industry - a confidence mainly

destroyed by knee-jerking in Brussels - they

would do do well to ask what is lo be done about

evaporating public confidence in the EU itself.

It would have been logical to assume that when
one member country faces a serious problem,

the EU machine would be geared to help that

member contain and solve it.

In the case of mad cow disease, the Europe-

ans have managed to take a British crisis and

turn it into a pan-European one-with their ridic-

ulous worldwide ban on British beef. Not only

has the measure struck a severe blow to the

English beef industry, but first the blameless

Scottish and Irish industries were severely dam-
aged. followed by collapsing consumer faith

across the European mainland. With French

President Jacques Chirac and other EU summit

leaders repeating the correct fact that there is

still no firm scientific proof that mad cow
disease can transfer to humans^ one could only"'

wonder what the two weeks of panic, hysterii

global ban. and calls to'slaughter British herds-

has been all about.

The EU is usually criticized for its cumber-

some decision-making procedures and vast

webs of red tape. When required to lake deci-

sive action, Brussels generally moves like a

formation of 1 5 snails trying to change direction

in unison - and, as in the four years’ agonizing

over Bosnia, failing. Yet this time it swooped on

the British with unseemly and hyperactive

haste, turning what should have been a mere

national concern into a near international crisis.

The EU leaders were quick to blame the media

for fanning the flames just to sell more newspa-

pers. The tabloid media may indeed have be-

haved appallingly, but since when are European

leaders required to act on media hype, as they

have done in this case?

The EU summit to launch the year-long

ways-and-means conferences was planned long

before the cow crisis. Those foreign ministers’

. conferences now have plenty of political beef to

chew on. The most basic question the EU must

consider is where it lost its way on the journey

from the brilliant post-war idea of the Coal and

Steel Community, which joined these basic

French and German industries together to make

another European war economically impossi-

ble. This simple practical concept was the first

step in the idealist vision of the community’s

founders to develop a patriotic pan-European

confederation to destroy the antagonisms that

brought two world wars.

The EU as a body has probably failed to

consider sufficiently how much it had depended

on the Cold War for its unity of purpose. What

was assumed to be growing European patrio-

tism may have been no more than a desire to

huddle together for comfort as the superpowers

stared one another down over European heads.

Furthermore, the procedures for running the EU
were also laid down in the bleak 1 950s, when it

was merely the European Economic Communi-
ty (EEC) and had six members. Now the 15-

member monster is trying to bring another 12

into the club in the next 10 years.

The gap between reality and illusion gets

wider by the day in Europe. The people of the

union see it and mock it while their highly

educated and highly paid leaders in the Europe-

an Commission and parliament seem to think

that hoisting the attractive union flag and play-

ing the stirring national anthem does a unified

Europe make. The very name has run ahead of

reality. The EEC was exactly what it said - an

evolving economic community. It was said of

~the Holy' Tfomari’Empire that it was neither

• holy, nor Roman, not was it an empire. The EU
is in danger of earning history’s ridicule for

living the illusion that it is a union, or that its

members even desire it be. The whole European

venture has had its great successes and truly

outstanding achievements in the past 50 years.

That original vision and those achievements

deserve a better future in the next 50 yeais than

the limited gray men, gathered in a country that

can’t form a government, would seem to

portend.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
CLEANUP!

Sir, -We tend to identify with the

pro-Israel (right-wing) views ex-

pressed by The Jerusalem Post, and

are glad you are there to say it

However the anti-religious remarks

are entirely out of place.

Your editorial of March 14 begins

with a “Jewishjoke” ridiculing the

Jewish age-old customs of praying

to God to help in times of trouble,

and re-examining our deeds to see if

we are indeed worthy of

redemption.

In these difficult times, yes, mili-

tary and political action are neces-

sary to fight terrorism, but in the

final analysis, it is not we who will

determine the outcome - only with

our prayers and our deeds can we
hope that “He who makes peace

above” will grant us true peace.

Since a large portion of the right-

wing, English-speakingpublic (your

readership) are religious Jews, The
Jerusalem Post should reevaluate its

anti-religious slant, and clean up.

ALAN S. BIRENBAUM
NOMI GVTENMACHER

RABBI RICHARD M. LEVINE
RABBI ASHER METH

RABBI EU RABlNOWm
Jerusalem.

ATLANTA’S JEWS
Sir, - The article of March 15 ou

Atlanta, Georgia, was a major disap-

pointment to anyone who knows
that special Jewish community.
Your writer is so concerned with

restaurants (all non-kosber) and

shopping that, save for a fleeting

reference to a small new museum of

Jewish history, there is a nothing

about the vibrant Jewish life in this

city of almost 100,000 Jews.

Had your writer bothered, here

are some things which he might

have noticed.' Atlanta has over 15

synagogues of various types; it

boasts of four Jewish day schools

pins a yeshiva high school and a

kollel doing fine outreach work. The
beautiful Orthodox synagogue, Beth

Jacob, of which I was privileged io

be the rabbanit for 40 years, has an

attendance of over 400 every Shab-
bat morning hospitality and gra-

ciousness are hallmarks of the total

Jewish community.

ESTELLE FELDMAN
Jerusalem.

PROVINCIAL
PETTINESS

Sir, - The President of the United

States, the leader of the free world,

makes a solidarity visit to Jerusa-

lem. Whatever the ulterior motives,

there is no doubt about President

Clinton's real commitment to Israel

- and what is more, he is an execu-

tive president, not one who can am-
ply enjoy the luxury of speaking his

mind at will. Clinton has to a large

extent to put his money where his

mouth is.

And do we appreciate this fine

gesture? Absolutely not. Our presi-

dent sees fit to boycott the ceremo-

nial welcome on grounds that it did

not take place in Jerusalem, our un-

divided capital. (Does he not recall

Sadat’s welcome at the airport under

Begin?) Our mayor, Mr. Olmert,

boycotts the ceremony, bans Jerusa-

lem schoolchildren from attending

Clinton's visit in Tel Aviv and
grumbles about the positive light in

which the visit, and the Shaun e-

Sheikh conference place Mr. Peres.

It really is too bad that our prime
minister knows how to act the

statesman, and get credit for it

Shame os him!

In this age of the global village,

Israel may want to give expression
to its sovereignty by at least pretend-

ing to be a civilized country with
enlightened political norms and to

evince a little old-fashioned derech
cretz to dignitaries who come to us
iii friendship. Allow them some-
times to disagree with us and not
commemorate all the tragedies we
want them to remember. The mere
presence of Clinton as such a time is

real commemoration enough. Both
Weizman and Olraert have behaved
outrageously to President Clinton,

and 1, for one, blush for their provin-

cial pettiness.

Incidentally, Mr. Olmert may
want to take time off from blustering

about offenses, real or imagined,
and from the troubles of nursing

councilwomen, to ask himself why
“united” Jerusalem, once our
crowning glory, is looking dirtier,

shabbier and more miserable every

day. Oh for the good old days of
Teddy..

YEHUDIT KESHET
Jerusalem.
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More than a footnote

YOU WILL SURVIVE
Sir, - How can Michel Sabbah

(“Violence does not beget peace,”

Letters, March 6) complain about

various procedures and security re-

straints imposed at roadblocks and

not acknowledge the cause for these

measures, plus the protection that

they offer innocent people from ter-

ror attacks?

I am a Christian who has lived

mid worked for a number of years in

Israel and have of course been sub-

jected many times to security

checks. Never once did I feel that

my dignity was impaired. Indeed 1

have seen them as a necessity and

have been grateful. Perhaps Mr.

Sabbah should realize that these

checkpoints and closures may well

have saved his own life, because

when a bomb strikes, it doesn't dif-

ferentiate between peoples. Yes, as

Mr. Sabbah says, violence does not

beget peace. Perhaps that message
should be addressed to the men and
women of Hamas who are deluded

into believing that, if they die in a

jihad they are assured of a place in

paradise. It seems tome that Israel is

bending over backwards to achieve

peace through Oslo, and as usual, all

it is receiving in return is useless

pieces of paper, meaningless prom-
ises and appalling acts of terror.

I love Israel, and I do pray for the

peace of Jerusalem. You will sur-

vive, as you have survived all the

previous attempts to annihilate you
as a people, brcause your God is

returning you to His Land, as He
foretold in His Word, the Bible. You
will have peace, but it will come
through Him and not through Oslo
or any other world power.

HANNAH SEALEY
Barnet, England. -

THANK YOU
Sir, - Thank you, Thomas O'D-

wyer, for your comment ofMarch 5.

Mostly, thank you for fixe phrase,

“As long as there is one group out

there that thinks Israel has no right

to exist...” Because that it what this

is all about, and iunust be said over

anti over again, until the world

hears, and finally, understands.

SUSAN CHASIN
Gan Yavne.

F
OUR years ac > this month,
the Knesset enacted the

Basic Law: Human Dignity

and Freedom, and the Basic Law-
Freedom of Occupation.
According to Justice Barak,

these laws are nothing less than a

"constitutional revolution.”

But as revolutions go. it *as
quiet indeed. And the laws passed

by votes of 32-21 and 23-ti.

During the votes. MKs were
everywhere hui on . le Knesset

floor. They uere out campaigning
and worrying about the approach-

ing elections.

The performance of iv^2 was
hardly conducive to the creation

of a sound, well-grounded consti-

tution. Later, some MKs came to

regret the hasty passage of these

Basic Laws.
Contrary to the promises of the

laws’ sponsors, the Basic Laws
had bite. And they had important

consequences, rather than being

mere democratic window dressing

designed to impress the outside

world.

The religious parlies discovered

this in the following year, when
the Supreme Court stated that for-

bidding the import of non-kosher

meat infringed the "freedom “of

occupation protected by"the new
Basic Law of the same name.
Legislators scampered to amend
the Basic Law: Freedom of

Occupation, inserting a provision

that permitted the Knesset to over-

ride a protected right

Now. as another election

approaches, is history about to

repeat itself?

Once again Israel is in the midst

of an election campaign. Once
again, there is a movement afoot

to push through new Basic Laws
on various rights.

There are reports of the comple-

tion ofthe Israeli constitution with

a Basic Law: Human Rights, and a
Basic Law: Legislation.

It seems the sponsors of these

Basic Laws - chief among them
the chairman of the Knesset Law,
Constitution and Legislation

Committee, Meretz MK Dedi
Zucker- are again hoping to catch

MKs and the public with their

minds on other matteis.

If Knesset attendance in the past

few weeks is any indicator,

Zucker is likely to succeed

postscripts"
AN AIRLINE crew was suspend-

ed after they landed at the wrong
airport, a mistake they weren't

aware of, but their passengers

were.

The crew realized they weren’t

about to land in Germany as they

approached the runway in Bel-

gium, but by then it was too late.

All 241 passengers on the

flight, which originated in De-

troit, realized something was
amiss because they were folJow-

ADAM PODEK

But should he?

Israel's constitution shouldn’t

be treated like another line on the

fcgi.slarive shopping list to be

crossed off before the end of the

Knesset's session. It is too impor-

tant for that.

TO ALL intents and purposes, the

1 5th Knesset has already ended.

Speaker Shevah Weiss has almost

admitted as much.
MKs are no longer legislators -

<iome have become campaigners,

now looking for membership in

the 14th Knesset. Other MKs —
losers in the recent primaries - are

turning their efforts to finding

new employment Completing

Basic Laws are the

warp and woof of

Israeli life.

Their enactment

away from the

public view bodes-ftl-

for democracy

Israels constitution does not fig-

ure as a high priority on any of
their agendas.

Rights are not political gifts to

be doled out at election time, nor

should they be enacted under
cover of night. Basic Laws are

Israel’s constitution.

Rights define the relationship

between the individual and tire

state. These are weighty matters

demanding full public debate and
legislative attention.

Basic Laws should not be an

endnote in the Knesset’s term: to

put them in this position would
make a mockery of Israel’s consti-

tution.

In most countries, constitution-

making is a weighty, thorough

process.

In Canada, public debate and
legislative drafting of the Charter

of Rights and Freedoms occupied
much time from 1980 until 1982.

In South Africa, the interim agree-

ment between ail parties put aside

ing the progress of the flight on
an electronic display.

The stewards said later that

they didn’t correct the crew be-

cause they assumed the plane was
being hijacked.

IT WAS one of those mistakes

newspapers dread: a misplaced

photo. The South China Morning
Post ran a picture of Quebec Pre-

mier Lucien Bouchard and his

wife - but it was placed in a story

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT

We imagine this Oslo shop-name means something considerably

different in Norwegian - unless, of conrse, this place really does

specialize in rude photos. (David Naveh, Kfar Blum)

several years to draft the country’s

new constitution.

Countries often have constitu-

tional conventions where dele- .

gates representing different sec-

tors of society come together for

several months to deliberate on a

constitutional package. National

referendums are also used to

secure popular support for consti- .*

rational change.
4

Constiration-making is one of

.

the most momentous tasks in a

democracy. It demands public

awareness ofthe enterprise and, at

the very least, legislative atten-

tiveness.

Justice Barak has suggested that-

a national referendum be held to

lend democratic support to the

consolidation of the Basic Laws
into Israel's formal constitution.

However; this suggestion only

gives the nation veto power over

the final product, rather than what
is necessary, a say in the process

and the contents of the constitu-

tion.

There was a time, a few years

back, when lobbying for a consti- .

ration was a massive public enter-

prise. Copies of a proposed con-.

jntution were indnded in week-^
"*end new^japersT large^public raf-'*“

lies were held, and information

forums were organized. Now, all

is quiet on that from. -

This silence reflects complete

public ignorance of the current

constitutional endeavors. Israeli is

poised to enter the constitutional

world with a wi^jpper, not a bang.

Fouryears go, the Knesset passed

tire Basic Law: Human Dignity and

Freedom, and the Basic Law:
Freedom of Occupation.
Yet MKs were surprised by

Supreme Court judgments culmi-
nating in the Gal Law decision of
November 1995 which stated that

Basic Laws have constitutional

status. The completion of the -

Israeli constitution should not take

a back seat to the election cam-
paign.

Is it too much to ask that MKs
legislate with half as much pas-
sion as they campaign? There is

still time for them to leant from
the experience of 1992.

The writer is a Fulbright
Scholar researching Israeli con-
stitutional law.

about serial killers Fred and
Rosemary West. The headline

read: “Cheerful, charming odd-

jobman West driven by sex 3nd

sadism.”

IF YOU ASK Natron Fubble,
crime definitely, absolutely does

not pay.

Poor ol* Natron thought he’d
remove all the money from a Mi-
ami delicatessen, but the store

owner clouted him a tremendous
shot across his face with a giant

salami, breaking the thiefs nose.

Clutching his busted beaker,

Fubble fled and bid in the trunk

of a car, which happened to be-
long to a police undercover sur-

veillance team.

Only five days later, while the

cops were chasing another thief,

did they hear troubled Fubble’s
pathetic cries.

AN AUSTRALIAN journeyed
back to his ancestral home of
Barrow, in the north of England,
to track down lus long-lost broth-

er, only to be told that his brother
had moved away - to Australia.

IT WAS originally going to be the

world's largest snowball fight, but
when the weather didn't cooper-
ate, marshmallows were quickly

substituted.

Thousands of children tossed
130,000 marshmallows in Skokie,
Illinois, in what was billed as the
world’s largest marshmallow
fight

Why they did it, no one knows.

YOSEF GOELL

T
o judge from the election

campaign, oac wouff flunk

that Israel’s only pnjfiggr

was choosing between oppdwsfe

scenarios for the future of the ter-

ritories, and the nature of.^nu

relations with the surrounding

Arab world. _ _

But we have other problems,

many of which are very impor-

tant. Regrettably* all of them

have been swept under the carpet

just as we prepare to choose who

is to govern us for the next four

years. .

One of the problems that

Labor, the Likud and the other

parties are ignoring is how we

5.6 million Israelis - a figure

slated lo grow to almost seven

million by the year 2000 - are

going to move about in a country

that is getting more and more

overcrowded.
(^>e of the hallmarks of the

Labor government of the past

four years has been the spending

of billions of/shekels on con-

structing a network ofnew roads.

We arejust now beginning to sus-

pect that all this outlay may have

been terribly misguided.- because

the main effect of more and belter

roads seems to be,the advent of

more cars and trucks. -

The unthinking road-building

frenzy has now reached its apex

with the government’s determina-

tion to push through the,.multi-

billion .shekel Trans-Israel

Highway.
Not to be outdone, Tel Aviv’s

Likud mayor, Ronm Milo, is just

as detenninedta secure his
[
place

in history by buSdqiga frAAhbS-
lion shekel subway. .

. .

\ The innate in&xibfl^ of a

subway, compared with sarfece

transportation, -will not do much
to alleviate the real transporta-

tion problems of Td Avivians or

of the hundreds of thousands

who swans into the city every

day.

A bit of rethinking seems to be

in order before we pour out b3-
Hons upon billions of shekels on

• “solutions.” -

One of the reasons for Milo’s

obsession with the idea of a sub-

way is that Tel Aviv’s streets are

so hopelessly clogged. Buses are

too big and cumbersome; taxis

contribute even more to dogging
the streets.

Horrendous as it might be for

politicians standing for reelection

to contemplate, as the population

continues to grow there will be no
.. - alternative but to close

-

large parts

of metropolitan streets to private

carst ‘ 1 .

- 1 believe that a mix of buses,

taxis and thousands upon thou-

sands of small auto-rickshaws

would be ofgreat benefit to urban
life here.

I RECENTLY returned from a
six-week trip to India, during
which I visited many of its over-
crowded cities. There is little we
can learn from India, except to

Mayor Milo’s

subway scheme
is as expensive as
it is unnecessary

heed the nightmare resulting
from an unchecked population
explosion.

But one thing that does seem to
work there are the auto-rick-
shaws.

Anyone who has been to India
or Southeast Asia will be famil-
iar with these three-wheel
motorcycles that can carry two
or three passengers and zip
around town into the tightest of
alleyways.

. What should recommend them
to us is their extreme versatility
and cheapness. Several thou-
sand auto-rickshaws

. could
solve the problem of commuters
leaving the new commuter rail-way and bus stations in Tel Aviv
and hastening to their destina-
tions. ^
Anto-rickshaws would have the

additional advantage of being
much cheaper than buses or taxis,
and this would be reflected in
fantastically cheaper fares.
Their main drawback, as I sawm India, is that they are verv

n°tsy and smeUy. and are major
polluters. But this could easily be
remedied by the introduction of
electric models.

ril?!]
te<
5riol<^ for such vehi-

exists -^ of themo« revolutionary developments
are taking place here in Israel -

nilLUn
?
erstand ^ they can

IOOotso

AvhTto £?Ckshaws in TeI

solution they^f * *

affairs'”^
COntm public
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Negotiating an end to terrorism

By Alan Dershowitz

As the civilized world focuses its attention

on the horrors ofterrorism and cries ro

.pinpoint blame, it forgets to look in the

mirror. The primary culprits are the United

Nations, numerous respected church groups,

mciuding the Vatican, and most Western govern-

ments. It was they who welcomed and even hon-

ored'^Yassir Arafat while he was still directing ter-

rorist murders against babies, women, old people,

diplomats and air travelers. It was they who legiti-

mated terrorism as an acceptable means toward

the end of “national liberation." It was they who

sent a message to youthful fanatics that their

murderous acts, targeting the most vulnerable

civilians, could be seen as heroism.

Even President Clinton, in his

speech at the Egyptian anti-

terrorism summit, sent an

unfortunate mixed message

when he said to terrorists

“You will not succeed; your

day has passed.”

. /• •

;; Who can ever forget the welcome Arafat

received from the United Nations, shortly after

he had
;

ordered the slaughter ofJewish babia at

Ma-alot and shortly before he was to otder the

murder ofmore innocents around the world.

Who can ever forget the praise heaped upon

Arafat by numerous Christian church groups and

the way he was welcomed at the Vatican? Who

can forget the honors bestowed upon this cow-

ardly killer by governments such as Austria,

France and Spain?

Peace

The voung suicide bombers who are now

menacing ihe pLe process certainly do not for-

get- They have it hammered into them by radical

Islamic fundamentalist leaders who believe that

they too will someday be honored as Arafat has

been. Perhaps they, roo, will someday share the

Nobel Peace Prize, as Arafat did, when he decided

that terrorism was no longer a useful tactic for

achieving a Palestinian state. Bestowing a peace

prize on a terrorist for halting his terrorism after

slaughtering thousands, would be like giving a

law-and-order award to Charles Manson ifhe

announced that he no longer believed in Helter

Skelter murder.

Even President Clinton, in his speech at the

Egyptian anti-terrorism summic, sent an unfortu-

nate mixed message when he said to terrorists

“You will not succeed; your day has passed." This

formulation suggests that perhaps there was an

appropriate day for Terrorism in the past and that

perhaps there will be another appropriate day in

the future. Moreover, according to an article in

the WallStreetJournal the president has invited

ro the White House the executive director of the

American Muslim Council, who - according to

Terrorism experc Srcvcn Emerson - “champions

and represents Hamas," the very group who

claims credit for the massacres in Israel. As Seif

Ashmawy, the Muslim publisher ofThe Voice of

Peace, pur it: “The American Muslim Council is

a radical group rhar suppons radical Islamic ter-

rorist movements. 1 am shocked and outraged

chat the Whire House would embrace them.”

Terrorism will nor end so long as the civi-

lized world continues to speak out of both sides

of irs mouth about it. Until the civilized world -

governments, churches, the Nobel Prize

Committee, universities and the media - uncon-

ditionally condemn Terrorism against innocent

civilians, it will continue. No person who has

ever partaken in terrorism should ever be hon-

ored by decent people, no marter whar they have

done since. The message must be clear and

unambiguous: Terrorists and terrorism are forever

bevond the pale of civilization.

This does not mean that terrorists - past or

even present - should not be negotiated with- We

negotiate with hostage rakers, murderers and all

other manner of evil. Bur rhere is a difference

between negotiating with a terrorist and honor-

ing one. Asa society, we have failed ro under-

stand, and act on, that important distinction.

The honors we bestow on "reformed" terrorists

like Arafat send a dangerous message to current

and potential terrorists: namely, that there is a

time for terrorism and a rime to stop it. This

message, however, treats terrorism as a tactical,

rather than as a moral.concern. This is precisely

the wrong message to be sending ifwe really want

to rid our world forever of the relatively recent

scourge of terrorism.

The honors we bestow on

“reformed” terrorists like

Arafat send a dangerous mes-

sage to current and potential

terrorists: namely, that there is

a time for terrorism and a

time to stop it.

President Clinton should be applauded for

convening the Egyptian anti-terrorism summit

and for his strong support of Israels efforts to

counter terrorism while persisting in the search

for peace. But so long as Islamic fundamentalist

preachers continue to instill in young zealots a

desire to die for the honor ofmurdering Jews,

suicide bombers will continue on their false road

to heaven with dynamite strapped to their bodies.

We must come up with a way ro dishonor terror-

ists and their surviving families. Responsible reli-

gious leaders of all faiths, but especially ofthe

various Islamic faiths, must tell these young mur-

derers rhar they and chose who support them are

destined for the lowest rungs of hell and disgrace.

Equally important is never to bestow any secular

honors on a terrorist. It may be too late to take

back the many honors already bestowed on Yassit

Arafar, but ifone change comes about as a result

of the anti-terrorism summir, it should be a col-

lective resolve on the part of the entire civilized

world never again to honor a terrorist.

Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw at

Harvard University. His newest book is “Reasonable

Doubts
1
' (Simon & Schuster).

© 1996, United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

Is an election-year

budget deal in works?

By Robert Novak

S
enate Republican Whip Trent Lon has received a call from

Dick Morris, his former campaign consultant and President

Clinton’s current chief strategist:, with this message: Lets make

a budget deal.

Morris is not a derail man, and he did not specify how the

deal could be foiged. But his call to Lon set off speculation all over

Capitol Hill that the White House might be willing to make suffi-

cient compromises for an election-year agreement.

That fits the CUnton-Morris strategy ofpre-empting the

. balanced budget issue from the Republicans. The president is

now calking about deficit-reduction as much or more than GOP
lawmakers.

Don’t bash Pat!
Sen. John McCain ofArizona, an influential member of Sen.

Bob Doles presidential campaign high command, strongly recom-

mended that the bashing of Pat Buchanan come to an end.

On the morning of the Midwestern primaries, McCain

attended the Dole campaign steering committee meeting and urged

that the time had come to make peace and not war with Buchanan

and his followers. Later that day, Buchanan showed his strength by

attracting independent and Democratic voters in the Michigan and

Wisconsin primaries.

Dole's disinclination to go to Buchanan for support, hat in

hand, was reflected that night on ABC’s “Nighdine.'
5

Noting that

he had won 25 straight primaries against Buchanan, Dole said: “It

would seem to me that I’m the fairly clear winner in this contest,

and it would seem to me that he’d be saying, ‘What can 1 do to

help. Bob?*”

Conservative civil war
Much of the conservative movement has turned against fresh-

^_man Rep. Linda Smith ofWashington state, who won the 1994
(

fepubtiiran-nomination with a write-in voce supported by ti^e

J Christian-right. The reason: her campaign finance reform bill. --: <. HrJu

Conservative activist Paul Weyrich, who firsr urged Smith to

run for the state legislature in 1982, in his commentary over

National Empowerment Television, accused her of breaking her

word. He said she has reneged on her promise to “be as tough on

the unions” as on other political action committees. Smith told this

columnist that she was seeking a bill that “everyone is comfortable

with” and indicated that House members would get a chance to

include unions.

“She has been co-opted by the unions and Common Cause,”

said Weyrich. National Right-to-Life and other conservative orga-

nizations also are opposing Smith, as is the House Republican

leadership.

GOP-style Democrats
The probability that a Republican-backed Democrat will rep-

resent the traditional Democratic stronghold of El Paso, Texas, in

Congress has deepened Democrats’ concerns about a new GOP
strategy.

Rep. Martin Frost, chairman of the Democratic

Congressional Campaign Committee, fears that Republicans are

intervening to nominate conservative Democrats in districts where

their own party has no chance to win. Two examples: in El Paso,

former Border Patrol chiefSilvestre Reyes to replace retiring liberal

Rep. Ron Coleman; in San Diego, Calif., city councilman Jose

Vargas challenging liberal Rep. Bob Filner.

In the Texas primary March 12, Reyes ran 14 percentage

points ahead ofex-Coleman aide Jose Luis Sanchez, whom he faces

in the April 9 runoffprimary. Reyes has courted Republicans to

cross over into the Democratic primary and is supported by promi-

nent El Paso Republicans. Ron Pate, his campaign treasurer, played

that role in 1994 for the GOP congressional nominee against

Coleman.

Term-limit politics
The national teim-Iimir movement, quietly operating under-

neath the political radar, sent out 400,000 pieces of mail in Illinois

to contribute to the stunning upset of Lt. Gov. Bob Kustra for the

Republican senatorial nomination.

Kustra, backed by Gov. Edgar and the state Republican

establishment, was defeated by state Rep. Al Salvi in one of the

great political surprises in Illinois political history. Besides support

from anti-abortion, anti-gun control and anti-tax forces, Salvi won
backing from the preponderance of Republican voters who support

term limits.

Salvi signed the U.S. term limits pledge ro support a restric-

tion of three House terms and two Senate terms and pledged per-

sonally to serve no more than two terms in the Senate, even if no

limits are adopted. When Kustra declined to make such pledges,

Americans for Limited Terms launched its mail campaign. That

warns Republican candidates who tty to fudge on this issue.

Robert Novak is a nationally syndicated columnist ofthe Chicago

Sun-Times.

© 1 996, Creators Syndicate
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Doling it out
By Peter Beinart

B
y the time you read chis. Bob

Dole may already have bro-

ken rhe law. Candidates who

take federal matching funds can

only spend $37 million in rh is years

primary, and Dole campaign man-

ager Scott Reed has predicted his

man will hit the limir by the

RusrbeJr primaries on March 1 9. So

will Dole go home to the Watergate

and forget all that annoying “why I

wane to be president scuff until San

Diego? Maybe take in a subcom-

mittee meeting or two? Not exactly.

Just as the Dole campaign

officially grinds ro a hair, various

Republican do-gooders will create

organizations with names like

“Americans for Freedom” or

“Citizens for the Future” to spend

money on Bob Dole's behalf. Ot

course, they wont be doing it at the

Dole campaign's behest, because

that would be illegal. .And they

wont run ads saying “vote for Bob

Dole,” because that. too. would be

illegal. No. rheir ads will simply

“educate” voters about Bill Clinton,

as did the pro-Bush pedagogues

who “independently” produced the

VC'illic Horton ad against Michael

Dukakis in 1988.

Yet some of these K Street

Samaritans will probably employ,

swap money or do lunch with peo-

ple who actually work for Bob Dole

- in violation of federal election

law. And then? Will the machinery

ofAmerican justice spring into . ..

action, exposing Dole's political

carcass for opponents and the press

to feast on through the rest of the

election year? Not exactly, because

in cases such as these .American jus-

tice is represented by the Federal

Election Commission.

Faced with the corrupting

influence ofmoney in American

politics, Perorian populists, high-

minded conservatives, ano-system

leftists, outraged militia members,

renascent Mugwumps and just

about everyone else demand new

election laws. Bill Bradley is filling

che nations op-ed pages with calls

to reverse the 1976 Supreme Court

decision Buckley v. Valeo, which

makes it unconstitutional to

impose mandatory limits on cam-

paign spending. Paul Taylor, a tal-

ented former Washington Post

reporter, has ditched journalism for

a Tolstoyan crusade ro get rhe net-

works to provide free air time.

Congresswoman Linda Smith and

her allies on the “black helicopter”

righr are donning wax paint for a

frontal assault on political action

committees. But the 1974 law reg-

ulating presidential primary cam-

paigns isn't that bad. It provides

strong financial incentives for con-

tenders to accept spending limns

(all the 1996 candidates worth less

than $400 million did so), and it

allows independent groups ro

spend money chat indirectly helps

whomever they choose, which

would be fine— if they really were,

independent. The problem isnt the

law', buc che law enforcer: the FEC.

Consider what the commission

did the last rime it got word ofthe

Dole Gangs shenanigans. During

Doles 1988 campaign, a PAC called

Campaign America, ostensibly unre-

lated to the Dole for President orga-

nization, colluded with it to exceed

spending limits in Iowa and New
Hampshire. The FEC levied fines.

Five years later. And Dole was

unlucky. In that same election, back-

ers ofGeorge Bush set up die Fund

for .Americas Future (again, note the

eerily insipid name), whose spend-

ing, since ir occurred before Bush

had officially decided to run, did not

count against election limits.

.Although a Democrat on die com- •

mission said that “‘only someone just

alighting from a UFO” could believe

that the fund wasn’t promoting

Bush's candidacy, the FEC cook no

action.A 1990 Twentieth Century

Fund report declared, “The FEC has

failed. It has neither the will nor die

means to deter wanton violators,

who sometimes ridicule openly rhe

commissions weakness. Ir has inter-

preted the law so pennissively that

special interest groups may funnel ..

money to candidates practically

without limit if they wish.”

Why doesn’t the FEC do a

berter job? Because it* beholden to

the people ir regulates. The Senate

confirms the commissions six presi-

dential appointees, but since three

must be Democrats and three

Republicans, they’re essentially cho-

sen by party bosses. In 1 993, for

instance. Dole wrote to the White

House suggesting it renominate

GOP commissioner Lee Ann
Elliott to a third term. But, as Roll

Call and the Center for Responsive

Politics noted, only three weeks ear-

lier, while she was lobbying for

renorainarion, Elliott had partici-

pated in an FEC “conciliation

agreement” with the Dole cam-

paign on its 1988 violations. The

implication was dear: commission

members are not independent from

the congressional leaders who select

them. As a result, the FEC often

deadlocks along party lines, and

candidates from both sides of the

aisle get off lightly.

Not only does Congress try to

keep the commissioners pliant, it

denies them the means to investigate

properly. Over die yeare. Confess

has banned the FEC from acting on

anonymous infonnation, oudawed

IRS-style random inspections and

cut its staff The result is thar FEC

investigations take forever. The

Christian Science Monitor reported

diat an inquiry into Mark

Weinberg, a California man who

donated $45,000 ($44,000 more

than the legal limit) to ALan

Cranston’s 1984 presidential cam-

paign cook over five years, although

Weinberg admitted his guilt from

the beginning.

In 1993, President Clintons

campaign finance reform plan

included provisions allowing the

FECs general counsel to act inde-

pendently of its political appointees.

The Heritage Foundation pre-

dictably denounced the proposal for

empowering “a career bureaucrat,”

but this was che whole pome. Ifthe

commission is 'to effectively enforce

campaign law, it must be insulated

from die people it regulates. An
even more important reform, that

Clinton didn’t introduce, would

allow the FEC to issue injunctions

against illegal spending during a

campaign, while, the wrongdoing

still matters politically.

The Clinton plan, which also

proposed voluntary spending limits

and public financing for congres-

sional campaigns, died a quick and

painful death. (Ironically; some

Republicans argued that since exist-

ing campaign relations weren’t

U wefl-eiifortedjTLwas foolhardy ro

propose new ones.) Biit with pop-

ulist winds sweeping through

Washington once again, a renewed

campaign reform effort is under-

way, led by Linda Smith,

Christopher Shays and Martin

Meehan in the House and Russell

Feingold, John McCain and Fred

Thompson in the Senate. Most

commentators have focused on the

legislations ban on PACs, its cap on

our-of-state donations and its vol-

untary spending limits for congres-

sional campaigns. But buried in the

bill are “miscellaneous provisions”

— for surprise FEC audits and on-

the-spot injunctions— which may
have more impact than the high-

profile clauses that overshadow

them. The bills sponsors should

make these FEC reforms an inte-

gral part of their crusade. Perhaps

they can push them through while

Bob Dole is still out campaigning.

Peter Beinart is managing editor of
TheNew Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic

Bob Dole on Compassion.

Calvin Coolidge. Herbert Hoover.

Franklin Roosevelt Harry Truman.

Dwight Eisenhower. John Kennedy.

Lyndon Johnson. Richard Nixon.

Garry Ford. Jimmy Carter. Ronald

Reagan. aeorgeBush. Bill Clinton.

Since I was bom, 13 other guys got
to be president Why notmeP
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TODAYS SUNDAY PUZZLE

ACROSS

I Fred's w#e
6TypaotsW*
jt—Mc\Ca«omf»
IS— out behave

irrational

2D Courage®*
21 Telephoned

22 Length times width

23 Actor Pater—

24 Warning sound

25 Decree

26 Portnoy'S create

27 Kate's roommate

28 Pads season

29 Thoroughfare

3t Actor Altai

33 Dirty

35 CapoiWs nemos*

37 Road to Ron*

38 Dutoh cheese

40 Highest caid

41 prank

43 Singer Parsy—

46 Surround

51 “The Blue Danube

composer

54 Dup*
55 Bergen's

Mortimer—
56 Part at a joumay

57 Pray

58 Type on every

other fine

60 Bose or Anjou

6lNewYo*e*y
82Wkes-—.

permsytvaraa

63Choose

65 Top*fl<*ch

68Popdartw»*t*Pef

name

69Wont atnr flee

or stock

SSSS--

74 Aasassanl

75 Actor Timothy—
77 Caviar

78 In (Mainland

80 Caution

81 Mrs. Me*
83 Guitarst Moos
84— Cruces. New

Mexico

87 Beach shelter

90 Stage ottering

82 Say
94 Tate a chance

95 Inactive

gePackhgW
97OW anesthetic

98 Chopped «ne

gg Clamping tort

lOOHWthefaifcsol

103 Having hnWS

10« Judge Lance —
105 ReBnquisfi

106 Actress Susan—
107 Bartender's

appliance

108 Attack veroaBy

IIBRasa**
1 1 1 "Ethan

—

‘

112 Craft

113 Sttak order

115 Liston 10

115 Tenant’s expense

120 Headed the bffl

iZSScarfWsbo™
126 Creation ot Edgar

PBe Burroughs

128 Montana
orNamath

!29— Sima

130 MatnCel Mot

132 Veer

134 Correa

138 Devoured

137 WenocaL Fr.

138 S»ger Sheena
—

i^Sped
140&igS*nm«r

141 Miseal «und

142 FaU cower

-.43 Catchy song

DOWN

1 Buddy— fJed
dampen")

2 Sale
3 RatiWe cousms
4 Night before

5 Camera pan
SProieawm
7 Birch's Wn
8 CaK*s sound
9Luaumemerto
10 Best or Fortier

1 1 Thanksgiving Day
event

12 Pleasant odor

13Pemw
1 4 Honolulu's Wand
iSUmp
16 Type oi blade

17— Stanley Gardner

iBDtva’ssoio

ts Sham
21 He conquered

Mexico

30 Intoxrcaisd

32 Thee
34 Mother-of-pearl

35 Not plentitii

39 Threaten

42 Atmosphere

43 R0U»
44Eamngsne
45 Under me wstfw
47 Head-body

connector

46 Office worker

49 Contract

50 Long-plumed bwd

51 Crtxjcn

52 Private teacher

53 Poured

54 Fairway shout

55 Gyrate

58 Author Runyon

59 Agile

60 Thick soup

62 Buffalo

64 MtMary student

66 Aquanum fish

67 Caste slang

68 DM a bgpng Job

69 MsHSstanca nmner
71 Factory

73 Imponarl dance
74 Jacob's son
76 Cognizant
78 Pretended

79 Calm

81 Chess or checkers

82 Composer
85 Mountain crest

86 Passover (sad

87 Folds

88 Ekberg or O’Day

89 Broom made
of twigs

SO Bus-company
smptoyes

91 Appraise

93 At that time

94 Meal

H IOU. eg.
97TNa:Sp.

98 Par—
100 Garbage

lOlHgO
102 PCrtc pest

103 Plant Be
105 Guarantee

107 Bold

109 NCI productive

110 Ready for plowing

111 Passnn
114 Nadu's soul

115 Author Brat —
117 Throw out

1 18 Group of rwie

119 Suited bear

120 Pitaer's dromon
121 Eye drop

122 Comedian—
Johnson

123 Food plan

12$On ms Caspian

126 Exam
127 Oirameflt

131 m the part

133 Used to be

135— tat cocttafl

t
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Red alert during
#•

the aftermath
1 l-lVu 1 . . •
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By TerenceWrong

With the conclusion ofthe Interna-

tional conference on terrorism last

week, the American media turned

their attention back to stories on Dole and

downsizing, deciding that this round ofsuicide

bombings in Israel had run its course. But for

Israelis, frighcened inco staying ar home, and

Palestinians, under a curfew so tight chat at

times it resembled house arrest, life was any-

thing but back to normal.

A “Condition Red'’ security warning

remains in effect throughout Israel. Despite the

tightest closure order ever imposed on the West

Bank and Gaza Strip, Israel’s internal security

service, the Shin Bee, believes ar lease one sui-

cide bomber is still on the loose. Early last

week, two Palestinians armed with explosives

were arrested near Hebron while awaiting

orders to explode themselves.

The Shin Bet was raking heat even before

the latest bombings. Critics within Israels large

security establishment attacked the timing and
publicity surrounding its assassination ofYahya

Ayyash (“the Engineer"), the founder of

Hamas’s suicide bombers. Ayyash’s head was

blown apart when he answered a jury-rigged

cell phone packed with plastic explosives. The
critics say chat the Shin Bet’s eagerness to take

credit for the operation was, ar best, clumsy. A
former Mossad agent put ir this way: “The

Shin Bet rushed to the Israeli media to say, 'Yes

we did it and here's how’ so naturally Hamas
said, ‘Oh, fine, the Israelis are admitting it,

now how many Jews should we kill?'"

The former Mossad agent says the assas-

sination's timing was a calculated career move
by Carmi Gilon, the Shin Bets retiring chief.

Gilon bore the brunt of the blame for failing

to anticipate or prevent the Rabin assassina-

tion. Knocking offAyyash was a way for him
to depan on an upbeat note. It worked
Recently, Gilon was named director ofTel
Aviv’s new subway project. Itwould have been

more ironic had Gilon followed the path ofhis

predecessor, Yaacov Perry: he moved into the

private sector as the head ofCEILKOM, a cell

phone company.

The Shin Bets new boss is Ami Ayalon,

an cx-Navy commander. After the bombings,

the prime minister put him in charge of a spe-

cial inter-service, anti-terror command.
Handing this job to a Shin Bet man has made

Shimon Peres’s already cool relations with

army intelligence even cooler. The army

blames the Shin Bet for failing to provide ade-

quate “real-rime" intelligence on Hamas and

Islamic Jihad. Shin Bet, say army sources,

relied too heavily on Yasir Arafat’s security ser-

vice and not enough on its own informers,

whose numbers have fallen since Arafat

assumed control of Gaza.

IfArafat does not crush Hamas

and stop the bombings, few

doubt that Israeli forces will

enter the Gaza Strip.

The bitter truth is that there are no quick

fixes. Security officials know that there is no

effective way to stop a determined suicide

bomber. Ask any of the nine policemen who
happened ro be within 50 yards of the

DizengofFbomber when he exploded himself.

Moreover, the bombers have become more dif-

ficult to detect. There is evidence they are don-

ning disguises to look like Israelis. When the

DizengofF bomber’s severed head was located, it

turned out that he had dyed his hair blond. In

the Ashkelon bombing on February 25, the

bomber wore an Israeli army uniform and an

earring in the fashion of many young Israelis.

If Arafat does not crush Hamas and stop

the bombings, few doubt that Israeli forces will

enter the Gaza Strip. Three weeks ago, Israeli

chief ofstaffAmnon Shahak gave Arafat a lisr

of the 13 Hamas militants Israel believes are

responsible for the bombings. Thusfor, the top

six on the list have not been detained. The
most important of these is the Engineer’s suc-

cessor, Mohammed Dief, the alleged organizer

ofthe latest attacks. Yet reliable Palestinian

sources report seeing Diefat prayers in a

mosque in the Gazan city of Khan Yunis last

week. The Shin Bet knows it is unlikely the

Palestinian police will arrest Dief.

But it is more than just personal ties that

keep Hamas militants at large. Arafat has

always been a master ofsmoke and mirrors,

appearing to be doing something without actu-

ally doing much ofanything. As for his Hamas
problem, a Shin Bet analyst says, Arafat needs

to appear to be cracking down without acrualfy

wrecking his working relationship with the

group. Last December, in Cairo, Arafat and

Hamas reached a formal understanding that

neither side would seek to undermine the

other. Arafat has even appointed several Hamas

figures to high-level positions in the Palestinian

authority. Now under pressure to close Hamas

down, Arafac pretends there are two parts ro

Hamas: a “political wing" and a “military

wing," the so-called Izzedine al-Qassam

Brigades that have claimed credit for the bomb-

ings in leaflets. It is a variation of the old good

cop-bad cop routine. While the Palestinian

police search for the bad bombers of Izzedine

al-Qassam, Arafat treats Hamas’s public face,

leaders like Mahmood al-Zahar, as opposition

politicians, detaining them briefly in comfort-

able barracks. But this strategy is dubious even

on its own terms. Arafat claims he has posted

orders outlawing the Izzedine al-Qassam

Brigades, but no one in the Palestinian

Authority could produce such a document

when asked.

Palestinian and Israeli sources say there is

no split within Hamas. What there is, says

Ehud Ya’ari of Israeli Television, is “about 50

guys or so who carry out the violence and are

known to everyone in Hamas and are parr of

the organization.” Brigadier General Ya acov

Amidror ofarmy intelligence says Arafat could

shut down Hamas in a week ifhe had a mind

to. He may not have much longer than that to

do so.

Terence Wrong is a producer atABC’s *Prime

Time Live" who has covered the Middle Eastfor

manyyears.
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Spy vs

Unless you’re an intelligence junkie, you probably missed a leak

that surfaced in the press last year about a brand-new intelli-

gence agency called the DHS, or Defense Humint Service

(“huminr," means human intelligence, the information gathered by

spies). The new venture, ir seemed, was actually amerger of the vari-

ous human-intelligence operations that for decades had been frag-

mented among the various armed services, mostly the Army. Nothing

new here. DHS sources insist. But that’s not quite true.

We are, 1 think, witnessing the beginnings of a significant shift w

the decades-long bureaucratic war between the CIA and the

Department of Defense. You no longer-hear much about the proposals

made by Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan and others, in the months

after the Soviet empire crumbled, to disband the CIA. Instead, we re

witnessing the slow and steady erosion of the oner-powerful agency, to

the benefit of the Pentagon. And this may turn out to be even worse •

than che admittedly unsatisfactory' situation we’ve gor now.

Flushed with victory after Desert Storm, its prestige enhanced

bv the Bosnia operations, the Defense Department has become a fero-

cious antagonist ofthe Aldrich Ames-weakened CIA “The CIAs on

its knees," one former director of Central Intelligence told me, “and .

everyone's piling on." The Pentagon may soon be taking over' a mas-

sive new intelligence imagery agency, subsuming the CIAs vaunted

National Photo Interpretation Center.
'

To those intelligence apparatchiks who keep score (which means

almost all of them). The Washington Post got it exactly right when it.

headlined a recent reporr on foe DODs new power, “PENTAGON
GAINING TURF FROM THE CIA" Yet what kind of turfwar can

it be ifCIA Director John Deutch supports the recent shifts ofCIA -

responsibilities to Defense?

True or not, the Defense Humint Service represents the

Pentagon's assault on the CIA’s historic monopoly over the clandestine

collection of intelligence.

Using case officers with non-official cover (NOCs, they’re called)

is once again in vogue, particularly in Congress. The trouble is, its

enormously expensive to place NOCs in the field. Its difficult to find

people who are experienced in the cover job, it cakes a lot ofmoney to

set up these dummy companies, and it’s tricky to manage them. And

ks politically risky these days, particularly as the U.S. increasingly col-

lects information on countries chat are, or were, friendly.
^

..The Depanmenr ‘ofp^enfie lea#; 80 pep^nR^ftfie'i^yj

•I tallianIntelligencebudget. According tocrecent GgartS, the 'Pentagon faaso

some 13,000 intelligence analysts, compared, to 1,500 at the-CIA

The CIA has faced ferocious opposition from die military over

its presumptive monopoly on the clandestine collection business since

its earliest days. But now the Defense Department noc only has die

resources to do its own snooping, it has a rationale: the CIA is no

good at military intelligence.

Supporters ofthe new Defense Humint Service argue thar all

sorts of controls are in place now, that Yellow Fruit couldn’t happen

again, and they may be right. Yet its hard to imagine that any infor-

mation clandestinely gathered by the military wont be filtered

through che military policy apparatus, skewed in favor of whatever

spending priority che Secretary ofDefense happens to favor. And
those who are wary of the CIA’s activities around the world should be

twice as wary of the much lower-profile, much more secretive— and

historically less accountable— Department of Defense.

The DHS’s defenders, in Congress and in the Pentagon, argue

that only a tiny portion of its roughly 1,000 personnel will be

involved in clandestine collection— 20 percent or so, for now. They
compare this to the 4,500 in the CIAs Operations Directorate

(though fewer chan 1,000 of them are coverr operatives who recruit

and handle secret agents overseas). We re a small operation, the DHS
people say. Anyway, it’s a new world, the cold war is over, and weve
got co restructure the intelligence community. The CIA was created to

fight the Soviet Union, and now the evil empire is gone.

No doubt we need to make serious changes in the way America
collects intelligence— we’ve needed to do so for decades already

but its a grave error to base those changes on a myth, even a conve-

nient one. The CIA after all, was not founded to combat the Soviet

Union. It was created by the Narionai Security Act of 1947, in a bold

attempt co respond to, and remedy, the chaos in which American
intelligence found itself during World War II— che endless turf bat-
tles between the Army and che Navy, the fractured intelligence sys-

tem. And now, fifty years later, were once again trying to reinvent
American intelligence, and it looks like were also about co reinvent
the same mistakes.

Joseph Finder, who writesfrequently about security issues, is the author of
'

theforthcoming novel *The Zero Hour
’from William Morrow.

J
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A bag’s eye view of an African violet Photo inspired by Freeman Patterson. u
A bouquet of

photography observations

N -S**!?
8 is becomes the sacred height and.

US ’ U S 10 ^?ar God forbid that the world could
away some of the misin- uaviu onfluribn . . . . eNOW that spring is nearly
upon us, it's time to clear
away some of the misin*

formation and misconceptions
that have-collected since the win-
ter and replace them with some
new observations.

On April 22, Eastman Kodak,
in cooperation with four major
Japanese companies, is launching
its Advanced Photo System in the
US, Japan, and selected European
countries.

APS might better stand for
amateur photo system. The sys-
tem is intended to be fool-proof.

APS uses digital technology to
store information that will com-
pensate for human error and its

24-mm. film marks the beginning
of the end for the 72-year-old 35-
mm standard.

Five years in development at a

cost of $1 billion. APS is project-

ed to reverse flagging worldwide
camera sales, which have
declined by half since 1981.
Manufacturers are bringing out a

whole new line of compatible

cameras, costing 20-30 percent

more on average.
Shmuiar - ' Shwartz ’

! of
Jerusalem?* noSrwartz • Photo
Shops, who- attended the Photo
Marketing Association's

International Convention and
Trade Show in Las Vegas in

February, reports that “APS will

appear on die Israeli market in a

few months.”
Closer to home, photographers

can now rent a professional stu-

dio by the hour. Tel Aviv’s Studio

Rembrandt, which opened on
March 1, is equipped with flash

and spot lighting, backdrops and

props. Photographers can practice

glamour.; fashion, and still-life

photography under ideal condi-

ON CAMERA
DAVID BRAUNER

tions both indoors and outdoors.
Studio Rembrandt can also sup-

ply models and a make-up artist A
darkroom with two black-and-
white enlargers is also
available.For rates and further
details call Moshe Taub at (03)
518-3512.

Battery prices in Israel are high
because of the added 125% cus-
toms and tax. So assuming one
stocks up on batteries when
abroad, how are they best stored?

All batteries may be refrigerat-

ed. but never freeze them.
Freezing can cause leakage and
even rupturing. Refrigerated bat-

teries need an hour to come to

room temperature.

That extra film is reaching its

expiration date. Can film life be
extended beyond the expiration

date?

Both amateur and professional

films may be refrigerated or
frozen in food storage bags to cut

down on shifts in color balance,

but not to extend life beyond the

expirationdare:Allow frozen fHm
one and a half hours to thaw.

IN A sneak preview of their Dead
Sea workshops in February and
March, world-renowned nature

photographers Freeman Patterson

and CoJIa Swart presented an
informal slide show upon their

arrival in Israel.

Canadian-born Patterson’s pho-

tography-as-philosophy approach

seeks and finds new ways to pho-

tograph the most ordinary things

in nature. The author of seven

photography books said, "We're

so locked into whatever height

we’ve grown to be. That height

becomes the sacred height and,
God forbid that the world could
be viewed more effectively from
either a higher or lower perspec-
tive.”

He urges photographers “to get

to a place and park yourself," let-

ting nature come to you.
“When one gets interested in

photography, and begins to appre-
ciate what's around him or her
every day, that person will never
die bored,” he said.

White-haired Swart, speaking
English with a thick Afrikaans
accent, resides and photographs in

the wild semidesert region of
Namaqualand in South Africa's

northwest comer. Only an estimat-

ed 10 percent of the thousands of
flower species that grow there have

been scientifically catalogued.

This is her second visit to

Israel. Her audio-visual photo-

graphic essay of the local land-

scape set to music created a

serenely relaxing effect on the

mind. Her powerful compositions

of rocks and flora, water and sky,

archeology, and even stained-

glass windows faded on and off

the- screen in a cyclical pattern

reflecting. Israel’s rises and falls

throughout the ages.

Swart related thal 16 years ago,

before she met Patterson, who
became her mentor, she was the

kind of photographer who “put in

a film on Christmas and didn’t

take it out until the next

Christmas, whereupon 1 put in a
new film” Now she’s Patterson’s

teaching partner and a highly

acclaimed nature and art photog-

rapher in her own right.

For details about future work-
shops. call Rachel at (03 ) 938-

4395 or Susan at (03) 752-2165,

evenings only.

The cat is out of the bag

Arecent survey in the US
showed that, when it

comes to pets, there are at

least three times as many cats as

dogs. Since there has been no

comparable survey here, some
friends .

and I tried to find out

which, is the more popular in

Israel.

To find how many dogs are kept

one can consult the official

records of dogs vaccinated

against rabies each year. This is

required by law, so it isn’t diffi-

cult to get this information.

Furthermore, all dogs need

licenses, registers of which are

held by the municipalities, dis-

trict and local councils.

And there- are the veterinarians

who treat -small animals. Even if

you want to know what percent-

ageof dogs are pedigreed you can

ask the Israel Kennel Club how

difficult to find. Cats do nor get

annual rabies vaccinations, nor do

they require a license. And thou-

sands of cats never need to see a

vet in their lives.

Many people do not even vacci-

nate them against cat diseases

(though they should). And there is

no real registry of pedigreed cats

either.

The only source we found was

the suppliers of cat food, whether

domestically produced or import-

ed. Although a lot of cals live on

table scraps and milk products,

and some eat the same dog kibble

as the family dog and many never

see cat kibble, we reached an

amazine conclusion: There are

probably two-and-a-half to three

times the number of cats kept as

companions as there are regis-

tered dogs!

Chir guesstimates matched the

alone for their toilet needs or they

have a liner box. (The cat-liner

market is huge.) You don’t have to

walk a cat and they aren’t too

fussy aboui what they eat. Birth

control is easily handled by spay-

ing or hormone injection, and

many apartment cats are simply

not let out to breed.

More and more people are

appreciating the independent but

loving relationship that a cat can

provide.

NFURIATED by the aggres-

I sive behavior of the Jews in
-JLPalestine, British high com-
missioner Sir Alan Cunningham
ordered a crackdown on the entire

substructure of Jewish resistance.

At dawn on Saturday June 29,
1 946, thousands of British troops
and policemen raided kibbutzim
and towns, where they searched
for arms and suspected members
of Jewish underground organiza-

tions. Some 2,700 Jews were
taken to detention camps in the

Rafah area.

The Jewish Agency headquar-
ters in Jerusalem was occupied
and its leaders were taken to the
Latrun detention camp. These
included Moshe Shcrtok
(Shareit), then-head of the Jewish
Agency’s political department,
who was arrested in a Tel Aviv
hotel; Bernard (Dov) Joseph, who
was resting in Netanya; David
Remez, who was visiting Kvutzat
Kinneret; and Yitzhak Grynbaum
and Rabbi Yehuda Fishman
(Maimonj, who were at home in

Jerusalem. Fishman refused to
enter the police van on the
Sabbath and was slightly injured
when taken forcibly.

David Ben-Gurion, chairman of
the Jewish Agency executive, was
in Paris and thus escaped arrest.

Dr. Mordechai Naor recalls the

events of that "Black Saturday” in

MiHerzl ad Ben-Gurion (“From
Hera! to Ben-Gurion”) - a series

of studies about diverse incidents

in Zionist history, published
recently by the Ministry of
Defense.

The event that triggered

"Operation Broadside” was the

blowing up by Palmah units of 10
targets along the Palestine border.

"The Night of the Brigades” had a
political message: The Jews could
seal off the country.

Cunningham assumed there

would be no difficulty in finding a
"moderate” Jewish leadership to

replace that of "activists” such as

Ben-Gurion. The obvious candi-

date seemed to be Dr. Chaim
Weizmann, then-president of the

Zionist Movement.
Weizmann, who generally

resided in England, happened to

be at his Rehovot residence recov-

ering from a series of eye opera-

tions and the flu. When it was inti-

mated to him that the high com-
missioner might consider the

release of Jewish Agency
detainees, he went to Jerusalem to

meet Cunningham.

The meeting was full of mutual

recriminations. says Naor.

Weizmann refused to lead a
“moderate” group of leaders, and
Cunningham refused to release

the Latrun detainees. Weizmann
called on Cunningham again after

a fortnight, but to no avail.

Ben-Gurion was bolstered by
Weizmann’s stand. He was also

encouraged by press reports that

the British administration failed to

find alternative leaders among the

right-wing opposition to Ben-
Gurion ’s Socialists. Proudly he
declared at a press conference in

High commissioner Sir Alan Cunningham with- David Ben-Gurion, who was in Paris when
Cunningham cracked down on Jewish resistance in 1946 and thereby avoided arrest

Paris that there could not be a
Quisling or a P&ain among the

Zionists.

FROM LATRUN, Moshe Sharett

maintained contact with the

Agency leaders who remained
free, including his deputy. Golda
Myerson (Meir'l. He urged them
to wait for the return to Jerusalem

of Eliezer Kaplan, the Agency
treasurer, who was known for his

cool-headedness.

Kaplan was also reputed to be a

"moderate.” which probably
explains why he was not arrested.

Sharett was also seen as a moder-
ate by the administration, but

Cunningham senr him to Latrun in

spite of London's advice “not to

include him.”

London wanted Sharett to take

pan in a new political initiative: a
roundtable conference to discuss

the possibility of dividing

Palestine into three semi-
auionomous sections - Arab,

Jewish and British, under overall

British jurisdiction. Cunningham

stipnlated that if Sharett was
allowed to go to London, he
would be re-arrested on his

return.

The matter was not put to test,

however, because the Jewish
Agency 'was firm that it would
attend the conference only if it

could choose, its representatives,

and only after the:
. Latrun

detainees were freed.'

Ben-Gurion declared that he
would talk to the .British only if

they agreed to establish a Jewish

state in part of. Palestine. But
British foreign secretary Ernest

Bevin, citing links between the

Jewish Agenqy and the “Hagana
and other terrorist organizations.”

.

said he would not yield to Ben- .

Gurion’s "ultimatum.”

The seats reserved for the Jews
around the round table remained-

vacant
Neither was any. progress made,

with the Arabs who came to

London, because the Arab idea of
negotiations was not to budge
from their initial stand

Meanwhile, two events changed
the course of history. On July 22,

1946. the 1ZL broke its coordina-

tion agreement with the Hagana
and blew up a wing of the King
David Hotel, which served as the

Palestine - administration head-
quarters, killing 91 people -
British. Jews and Arabs.

And on October 4, American
president Harry Truman made
known his support for the estab-

lishment of a Jewish state, and
advocated that the British allow

- 100,000 Holocaust survivors to

enter Palestine.

Negotiations now centered on
London's demand that the Jewish
Agency publicly condemo terror-

ism, which the Agency did on
October 29. Though the high
commissioner was not satisfied

. with the terms of the condemna-
tion, he ordered the release of the

Latnm detainees on November 5.

Ben-Gurion and the Hagana’s
Moshe Sneh were allowed to

return to Palestine. A number of
Arab detainees were also freed.

Invasion of the species
HEADS N TAILS many are registered in their stud US figures and those of most r
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HE invaders are coming. Modem trans-

port and the changing face of interna-

tional trade are speeding up the spread of

a new report.

World Health Organization scientists warned
recently that such diseases as diphtheria,

cholera and tuberculosis were increasing in the

former Soviet bloc and are now threatening to

spread to the West as trade links grow.

For Chris Bright, a research associate at the

Washington-based Worldwatch Institute, it is

the latest development in a familiar partem. In

the institute's most recent annual report on envi-

ronmental trends. State of the World 1996.

Bright says die rale of “bio-invasions” - species

moving around the globe - is increasing.

In some cases, the arrival of a new species

can add to the biological diversity of an area's

eco-system. But many plants and animals have

been threatened by such invasions, as have

human societies.

“Historically; one of the biggest bio-inva-

sions was the movement of diseases from
Europe into the Americas in the 16th century,

which resulted in a huge collapse of the native

population in the years that followed,” Bright

said.

“Rats brought plague to Europe in the Middle •

Ages - killing millions of people,” he added.

“For animals, rats are also a threat Many island

species have been decimated across the years

when rats have been accidentally introduced.”

It is believed that US military planes unwit-

tingly may have bought the brown tree snake
from Papua New Guinea to Guam, where it has

driven nine native bird species, several lizards

.and possibly three types of bats to extinction.

Some accidental introductions seem less dra-
’ mane, but arejust as far-reaching.

“Since the zebra mussel has been spread from
its original borne Tange, the Caspian Sea - prob-

ably in ships’ ballasts - it has become estab-

lished in Europe and North America,” Bright
says. “This is an eco-disasfer in the making.

“Just as bio-invasions are affecting life at vir-

tually every level on which it can be examined
- genetic, ecological or economic - they are

also affecting every nation, regardless of its

wealth or place in world affairs.”

' (The Sunday Telegraph)
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MOROCCAN JEWISH HERITAGE
Participants in this lour wfll experience the rich culture

.
and fbHdore of the Jewish community, in an Islamic

country. We travel countrywide, from the sands of the
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Play ball: This time Spurs rack up

for the whole season
JHOENIX (AP) - For the fist
;me in three years, baseball play-

s expect a full season.

Fasten those fences. Pitchers,

atch out

Did someone say 62 homers?

“If I just have a fust half where

I hit six, seven more homers, plus

that extra 18 games, it's possi-

ble,” said Colorado’s Dante Bi-

chette, who led the NL with 40
home runs last season.

When the strike stopped the

1994 season on August 12, Matt

Williams had 43 homers in 215

games, a pace that would have

given him 60.6 over a full season.

Ken Griffey Jr. hit 40 in 112

games, which projected to 57.9.

“I'm not concerned about what

happened in the past,” Williams

said this spring. “I just want to

play.”

Albert Belie hit 50 hornets In

144 games last season, a pace that

would have given him 56.2. The

Indians were 100-44. At that rate,

they would have won 112.4

gomes, the most since the Chica-

go Cubs went 116-36 in 1906.

“I’m not taking anything for

granted,” Belle said, “but if ev-

eryone stays healthy, we have a

chance to win the most games

ever in a season.”

When the 1995 season opened

last April 25, pitchers had just

three weeks to get ready. As a

result, the longest outing for an

opening day starter was 6Vs in-

nings by Kansas City’s Kevin

Appier.

"This year, everyone will be

full out at the beginning,” said

Seattle’s Randy Johnson, sched-

uled to throw this season’s first

pitch tonight against the Chicago

White Sox. “Hopefully,, I’ll be

able to go seven or eight innings.

That’s what spring training’s for.

getting arm strength up for

pitchers.”

Johnson says he doesn’t think

about strikeout records. His 294

last season projected to 330.8

over a full season.

Those who don’t think about

records are just happy they’ll be

on the field for a full six months.

“We’re excited. I haven’t

played 162 games in two years,”

Boston’s Mo Vaughn said. “The

only record I want is the

pennanL”

Beile and Chuck Knoblauch

each hit 52 doubles. They would

have wound up with 5S.5 over a

full season, the most since 1936,

when Joe Medwick hit 64 and

Charlie Gehringer hit 60. Even

with the shortened season. Belle

became the fust player with 50

homers and SO doubles in one

season.

“I kind of surprised myself

with the 50 home runs,” Belle

said. “I thought the (team) re-

cord of 43 was attainable, but it

seemed like I got in a groove at

the end of the year and every-

thing I hit went out.”

In 3994, Griffey hit 32 homers

by June 30, breaking a record

that had been set by Babe Ruth.

He joked that he would grow an

Afro, referring to Roger Maris’

s

hair falling out in 1961, when be

hit 61 homers to break Ruth’s

record of 60..

“It wus disappointing,” Griffey

said after the strike stopped his

pursuit. “A couple of guys had a

great shot to do it But I’m not so

much worried about that. If it’s

meant to be, then one day !‘l) get

that chance.”

Plenty of candidates for

‘Comeback Player of the Year’
NEW YORK (AP) - Although Ryne Sandberg may

be the leading contender for Comeback Player of

ihe Year, he’s surely no shoo-in.

Dwight Gooden, Jimmy Key and Kevin Mitchell

. join Sandberg on an All-Star list of candidates, all

back from long absences.

Gooden returns after a l‘/a-year ban from baseball

for violating his drug aftercare program. He was

suspended in June 1994, the same month Sandberg

abnipliy retired from the Chicago Cubs..

“I feel very good now, very positive about being

able to contribute.” said Gooden. 31.

Relievers John Hudek of Houston, Bryan Harvey

of California and Duane Ward of Toronto were

sidelined by injuries last year, as were Texas third

baseman Dean Palmer, Boston pitcher Aaron Sele

and Montreal first baseman Cliff Flovd.

Key and Melido Perez, both teammates with

Gooden on the New York Yankees, are trying to

come back from injuries that forced them to miss

most of -1995. -
?.

. Key,- >wbo started only* five times before a torn

rotator cuff ended his season, looked superb this

spring, allowing only one earned run in bis first 13

innings.

“I think I’m going to put a sign on my locker that

says, i’ra fine,’” Key said.

Cincinnati outfielder Eric Davis, meanwhiie, is

hoping to revive a career that seemed finished in

1994 because of back and neck problems. At 33, he

went to camp wanting to win a job as a backup

outfielder, but may wind up as the Reds’ leadoff

hitter.

Eric has done it before,” manager Ray Knight

said. “We need somebody like (Vince) Coleman

or Davis to get on base for Barry Larkin and Hal

Morris and Reggie Sanders.”

Mitchell is among several players back from Japan.

The 1989 jNL MVP signed with Boston as an out-

fielder-designated hitter and is playing his way into

shape.

“I’m seeing a lot of breaking balls, which is good.

The more I see, the better,” he said after a recent

workout. “Anybody can hit a fastball.”

Julio Franco has returned from a one-year stay in

Japan and is Cleveland's new first baseman,' and

Rob Deer is in San Diego's outfield. Outfielder Pete

Incaviglia, with Philadelphia, and reliever Bobby
Thigpen, with the Chicago ,White sSox, are.with their

- old teams: • * *•

Several players,- meanwhile-, are hurting as the

season approaches.

Oakland first baseman Mark McGwire, Colorado

pitchers Bret Saberhagen and Bill Swift, Cincinnati

pitcher Jose Rijo, Yankees second baseman Pat

Kelly and pitcher Bill Pulsipher and first baseman

Rico Brogna of the New York Mets are likely to be

absent on opening day.

DALLAS (AP) - David Robin-

son scored 31 points and added 15

rebounds as (he San Antonio

Spurs set a franchise record with

their 16th straight win, a 119-104

win over the Mavericks on

Friday.

Vinny Del Negro added 20

points for the Spurs, who haven’t

lost since a 95-90 setback to the

Los Angeles Clippers on Febru-

ary 27.

Charles Smith scored 17 points

and had 12 rebounds For the

Spurs, who are 21-4 since Smith

came over in a trade with the

New York Knicks.

Sean Elliott and Chuck Person

added 15 points apiece for the

Spurs.

George McCloud led the Mav-

ericks with 30 points. Jason Kidd

just missed a triple-double with

nine points, nine assists and 10

rebounds.
Magic 126, Toronto 86

Shaquilte O'Neal scored 24 points

in 27 minutes as visiting Orlando
avenged an embarrassing loss to To-

ronto earlier in the season by dealing

the Raptors their worst .loss of the

campaign.

O'Neal scored 21 points in the first

half for the Magic, who led by 20

points at halftime and played reserves

most of the second half.

Nick Anderson scored lb points

and Dennis Scott 16 in limited playing

time as the Magic moved a step closer

to locking up” the Atlantic Division

title.

Orlando, seeking to avenge an em-
barrassing 1 10-^3 loss to tne Raptors

in Toronto on December I“. scored

the game's fust eight points and were

in command throughout.

Lakers 102. Hawks 89

Anthony Peeler scored 1 1 oi his 25

points during a decisive second-half

run that erased an 1 1-point deficit and

carried visiting Los Angeles to its

third straight win.

Magic Johnson got 10 of his lb

during the 3ft- 13 run that began with

4.30 left in the third on a 3-point

basket by Cedric Ceballos and ended

on EJden Campbell's alley -oop dunk

•-Orlando
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CLOSE QUARTERS - Hawks’ Christian Laettner collides with

Lakers' Eiden Campbell as he drives in for a basket in Friday’s

action. (Renter)

points and John Siaiks 16 for New
York.

Arroon Gilliam and Shawn Bradley

had 16 points each for the Nets.

Celtics 101, 76ers 95

Rookie Eric WBliains sewed a sea-

son-hieh 31 Do’utts as visiting Boston

completed its first season-series

sweep over the 76ers since 1972-73.

Rick Fox had 21 points and Alton

Lister a season-high 15 rebounds for

the Celtics, who won all four meet-

ings between the teams this season

and have won six straight over the

76ere.

Jerry Stackhouse had 24 points and

nice assists for the 76ets. and LLa-
ttice TVeatherspoon added 20 points.

Jazz 105, Grizzlies 91

Visiting Vancouver set a new NBA
record for futility with its 21sr straight

from Johnson for a 91-79 lead with

o:0b remaining
Johnson also had IO rebounds and

nine assists.

Christian Laettner lid the Hawks
with 22 points.

Knicks 94. Nets 7S

JR Reid made his firs: five shots of

the fourth quarter and heard the

Madison Square Garden fans chan;

hn tame for the first time as a Knick.

Reid finished with 1- points. 13 in

the fourth quarter, in one of his besi

performances sir.ee being acquired

from San Antonio just before die Ali-

S:ai break He also had seven re-

bounds. five in the t'aur.h quarter, as

he played the whole period in aiaca of

Charles Oakley.

Patrick Ewi'ns had 20 points asd 10

rebounds. Derek Harper had IS
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David Lloyd appointed

England cricket coach
LONDON (API - Former Test opener David Lloyd

was appointed Friday as England’s cricket coach for

this summer's series with India and Pakistan.

The 49-year-old Lancashire coach was released by

his county club for the five-month stint with

England.

“I am absolutely thrilled." Lloyd said. *i think it’s

everyone’s ambition to want to be involved at the

highest level. As far as I am concerned, we have the

talent in England to do well - 1 am absolutely certain

of that.

“We have got to be very optimistic and look

forwuid to this summer's series against India and

Pakistan. I think we have to be enthusiastic.

"Tnere's no doubt that the England lads have had

a demanding rime recently. Now we must rebuild

confidence and instil enthusiasm into the players.”

Lloyd’s appointment came a day after former Test

spin bowler John. Emburey ruled himself out of the

ninhing. Warwickshire’s PhH Neale was considered

the
-

other leading candidate.
'

After Raymond Illingworth’s decision to step

down as England team manager at the end of a

frustrating winless period for the national team, the

English Test and County Cricket Board said it pre-

ferred instead to appoint a orach for the summer.

England has only one win in Mine series since

1992.

Steelers gaining reputation

as drug-troubled team
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Pitts-

burgh Steelere, synonymous with

Super Bowls for so many years,

are acquiring a less-enviable rep-

utation: The NFL’s most drug-

troubled franchise.

Running back Bam Morris's

arrest on marijuana and cocaine

charges is the latest unsavory epi-

sode for an organization that

takes pride not only in its involve-

ment in the community, but also

the unusually close relationship

between ownership and players.

Despite the seriousness of the

Morris charges - both are punish-

able by 2-10 years in prison and a

S10,000 fine - the Steelers are

asking their fans to let the case be
decided in the judicial system,
not the public forum of call-in

shows or letters to the editors.

But privately, the Steelers are

troubled that yet another player

has ignored repeated warnings by
the team and the NFL that play-

ers be mindful of their enviable

position in society and the re-

sponsibilities rhat go with it

“Bam is a member of our foot-

ball team, and a member of the

Steelers family, and we’re trying

to do what we can to support

him.” director of football opera-

tions Tom Donahoe said.

Steelers president Dan Rooney
also spoke to Morris after his ar-

rest Iasi Friday and pledged die

organization’s support.

“Bam is confident that when
the entire story comes out and the

whole story is told, hopefully, ev-
erything will work out for him,”
Donahoe said.

Morris must be hoping it works
out better for him than it did for

Terry Long, Carlton Haselrig and
Tire Worley, past Steelers whose
off-field substance abuse prob-
lems effectively ended their ca-

reers in Pittsburgh.

The Steelers’ rap sheet of drug

or alcohol offenders has grown
longer with each passing season:
• Long, an offensive guard, at-

tempted suicide after being sus-

pended in 1991 for violating the

NFL’s steroids policy. He later

rejoined the team but was not re-

signed after that’ season.

• Worley, a former first-round

draft choice, drew a six-game sus-

pension in 1991. He later skipped

a mandatory drug test and was
suspended for the 1992 season.

• Tight end Eric Green was sus-

pended for a substance-abuse
policy violation in 1992.

• Haselrig, a former Pro Bowl
guard, made a series of stays in

drug and alcohol treatment cen-

ters following a DUI conviction.

He left the team during the 1992

season for treatment, then
skipped training camp a year lat-

er following an apparent relapse

and didn’t play for the Steelers

again. He later signed with the

New York Jets, only to disappear
again late last season.

Morris, the leading rusher with

73 yards in the Steelers’ 28-17

Super Bowl loss to the Dallas
Cowboys, was arrested in Texas
after police discovered six pounds
of marijuana stuffed into a gym
bag found in the trunk of his luxu-
ry automobile. Police say a

search of the vehicle later turned

up a small amount of cocaine hid-

den beneath an ashtray.

Even if he escapes ihe charges
with a fine and probation, Morris
would be considered a fiist-time

violator of the NFL’s substance-

abuse policy and would be subject

to testing for the rest of his career.

If he is found innocent in court

or works out a plea bargain, Mor-
ris would be. free to join the Steel-

ers for training camp in mid-July.

Regardless of the outcome, the

Steelers likely will re-examine

whether their undeniable popu-
larity unintentionally creates a

comfort zone that makes their

players feel invulnerable to
-

the

rules of society.

“I’m amazed at the amount of

interest these cases receive,” said

Galen Sumrow, the Rockwall

County (Texas) district attorney

who will handle the Morris case.

Morris's problems also compli-

cate the Steelers’ planning for next

month’s NFL draft. Even if they

prefer not, the team probably wfl]

have lo draft a running back.-

SPRING’S in the air. So is parag-

lider pilot Hezi Dvir, 30, holder

of the national record for the

greatest distance ever flown in

Israel by a local paraglider pilot

His feat is listed in the official

recordbook of the Israel Parag-

liding Association - of which

some 600 local pilots are

members.

In Spring, 1993, Dvir took off

from the Carmel Mountain
Range at Zichron Ya'acov and

headed east. Two and a half

hours later, he put down on the

Golan Heights at Kibbutz Merom
Golan, after having flown over

Megiddo, down the Jezreel Val-

ley, over Afula, along the Gilboa

Range and then across the Jordan

Valley, a distance of 72

kilometers.

“I flew over Hammat Gader

but bad to turn back because of

the Israel-Jordan border”, says

the sofUy-spoken pilot “If it had

been open airspace, I could have

glided further south, caught ther-

mal air currents, and theoretical-

ly, been able to laud near Am-
man. But as things turned out, I

had to finish up at Kibbutz Me-
rom Golan.”

Aspiring towards loftier goals,

Dvir set his sights on the world

distance record for paragliding:

283 kilometers, held by a friend

of his, South African Alex Louw,
who is listed in the Guinness
Book of Records. In January
1995, Dvir met Louw in South
Africa, went to a place called

Kuruman near Kimberly and
rigged his chute. This was the

place where Louw had set the

world record. “It’s a flat plateau,

with strong winds and lots of ther-

mal air currents to help pilots

gain altitude,” says Dvir. "I was
hoping to glide a distance of ISO
kilometers, double what I did in

Israel. I was very pleased with
what I actually accomplished.”

Dvir’s accomplishment was re-

markable: flying for . almost six

hours at 6,000 meters above sea

level at temperatures below
freezing (on the ground it was 30-

i
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Cleveland 83, LA Clippers 81

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division

UP, UP AND AWAY - Paraglider pilot Hezi Drir can’t seem to get his head out of the clouds.

40t,) and breathing through an

oxygen mask, Israel’s top parag-

lider pilot flew a distance of 230
kms, 53 kms less than the official

world record and the seventh
longest distance ever flown by
any paraglider pilot anywhere in

the world. The result is even
more remarkable In view of the

fact that most of the world’s top-

notch paraglider pilots are pro-

fessionals. But that doesn’t deter

Dvir at all. In fact, he’s going to

South Africa again this year - to

have a second go at it

“Am I going to break the world

record this time?” he asks with a

chuckle, "I don’t know. You

need a loi of luck. You- have to

catch the right day with the per-

fect meteorological conditions,

meaning lots of thermals. Yon

often have to go down .because or

thunderstorms, but a car’s follow-

ing to pick you up. Louw is ai

Kuruman every day of the year,

so he’s at an advantage.”

According to Dvir, the biggest

paraglider-manufacturing com-

pany in the world right now is

Israel’s ovim, Apco based in Ne-

tan-.-a. Dvir met Louw for the first

time at the 1993 World Paraglid-

ing Championships in Switzer-

land. There, Dvir invited the

world champion to visit Israel

and Louw ended up working at

Apco as a test pilot.

Dvir's near capture of the

world- distance record was fol-

lowed by an outstanding perfor-

mance in March ai the 3995

World Championships on the

Japanese island of Fukuoka. One
hundred pilots from 25 countries

competed. Judged on the basis of

time in the air, distance covered

and navigational accuracy. Dvir

came in 21st place. He was the

only Israeli to compete. His re-

sults, seen from the perspective

that the top notch paraglider pi-

lots in the world today are profes-

sionals, is impressive.

Dvir, himself, in fact, is semi-
professional. He operates a com-
pany called - what else? - Dvir
Paragliders, specializing in sky
advertizing and tandem flights for
incoming tourists and local
thrillseekers.

“Thirty percent of my diems
are tourists from abroad,” Dvir
says, “adventure tourism is big

news all over the world right now,

so Why shouldn’t we cater for it in

Israel too? There is no sports ac-

tivity quite as thrilling as parag-

liding. If’s essentially flying with-

out an engine and a cockpit. ii’s

the sport and the tourism of the

future.”

Flyers nip

Sabres in OT
BUFFALO (AP) r Bob Cor-

knm’s goal with 1:10 left in over-

time lifted the Philadelphia Fly-

ers to a 6-5 victory over the

Buffalo Sabres on Friday night in

an NHL game temporarily sus-

pended by a fight-filled second

period.- ...
.Eric Undros scored one goal

^
and had two assists to lead the

'Flyers, who earned their seventh

win in eight games and moved
one point ahead of the New York

Rangers for first place in the At-

lantic Division.

Philadelphia had a 4-2 lead

when the second period was sus-

pended after several fights broke

out simultaneously with 24 sec-

onds remaining. At one point,

every player on the ice svas fight-

ing, including both Trefilov and
Philadelphia goalie Garth Snow. •

Capitals 5, Senators 0
Jim Carey posted his second

straight shutout and league-leading
ninth of the season and "Washington
scored two goals on its first four shots

to win at home.
Carey’s shutout moved him ahead

of Don Beaupre as Washington's all-

time shutout leader with 13. He has
now earned consecutive shutouts
twice this year, three times in his ca-

reer and has five in bis last 12 starts.

The Capitals killed a 54-second
penalty at the end of regulation -to

help Carey preserve the shutout with
24 saves. !

Kings 4, Flames 3
Yanic Perreault scored two goals as

visiting Los Angeles beat Calgary in a
crucial Western Conference game for
both teams.

Perreault ended a seven-game
scoreless streak and increased his sea-
son loial to 23 goals as Los Angeles
became the Fourth team in the last

seven games to keep Calgaiy from
boosting its record to .500.

FRIDAY'S RESULTS:
Philadelphia 6, Buffalo 5 (OTi
Washington 5, Ottawa 0
Los Angeles 4, Calgary 3
Edmonton 3, Winnipeg 2
Vancouver 4. Chicago 2

THURSDAY’S RESULTS:
Montreal 4, Boston 3 (OT)
Pittsburgh 3, Florida 2
New Jersey 4, Sl Louis 4
Dallas 3. Anaheim 1
Colorado 8, San Jose 3

eastern conference .

’

Atlantic Division

Fw«n. S k i3 •S'®

Wahington 36 29 10 ®
f?4 tffiNow Jareay 34 28 12 w 197 ire-

. Wandofa 20 45 6 48 205 288
Northeast Division

Prtte
T Pts
4 94 ;

Boston
Hartford

Buffalo

Ottawa

W L
45 25 . _
38 29 8 ft)
35 30 9 re
30 34 9 gp
28 39 7 63
15 56 4 34

WESTERN CONFER
Cwitral Division

y-Oauort

SL
Toronto
Winnipeg
Dallas

W L T Pts

S IS 5 11!
s? 26

. 12 86
31 3Q 14 76
30 34 12 72
32 38 5 4
24 37 13 5,

Pacific Division

w L T Pts
<3 23 10 96

» IS 75
31 33 11 73
29 38 8 Be
29 38 7 Is
22 38 17 ei

,
18 50 7 43

y-dmehed divsion
tffla

*<*nchod playoff spo

Vancouver

Edmonton
Anahsm
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San Jose
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Mac. TA maintains 5-point

margin over Mac. Haifa
THE status quo at the top of soc-

cer’s NationaJ League remained
after this weekend’s 24th round
as both Maccabi Tel Aviv and
Maccabi Haifa ended their
matches in 1-1 draws to keep the

gap between them at five points.

The weekend’s round provided
a new low, with only 13 goals
being scored in the eight matches
played.

Hapoel Haifa and Betar Jeru-

salem also both won and Haifa

stays in third place, ahead of Be-
tar on goal difference.

Evens at Heizliya, where the

leaders eked out a draw, boiled

over after the match when the

hosts' chairman, Rony Klajman
went into the referees' dressing

room and accused Eitan Tabriz!

of stealing the game by not
awarding Heizliya a penally and
of failing to award them several

other vital decisions.

• But the main point of conflict

was in Givatayim, where Friday’s

Second Division game between
Hapoel Taiba and Hapoel Ramat
Gan turned into open aggression

with the referee stopping the
game in the 70th minute after

ruling that a Ramat Gan player,

Yuval Naim, had assaulted the

linesman. See separate box.
Mae. Herziiya 1, Mac. Tel Aviv 1

Maccabi Tel Aviv was unable to
crack through Herzliya’s back line
and get past their goalkeeper Shuli

Gilardi in the first half and eventually

paid the price as Alexander Taikov
struck a superb shot off a Nissim Co-
hen volley.

;
The game took oo a totally differ-

ent complexion in the second half
.when Eh Driks came on in place of
Vitaor Moroz at Lhe restart But Mac-
cabi had to wait until injury time be-
fore they got back on level terms with

-their hosts, and Driks was the one to

deliver the strike with a header in the

90rd minute.

Herziiya should have caused the

upset of the afternoon courtesy of a

penalty, but referee Eitan Tabriz!
failed to award it after Alexander
Obarov was clearly seen to have
fouled Ofor Mizrahi id the area.

' Mac. Haifa t, Hap. Beit Sbe’an 1

• ; Beit Sfte’an came to Kiryai EJiezer

with memories of last year on its mind
and with the hope of gaining its first

away win of the season. Last season,

the Beit She'anis scored an upset 3-2

win over Haifa at Kiryat Eltezer in

the last league game of the season

Lthus securing. jlJS National League
.Spdt. - •

, m
.

.

Haifa tried’ air it could,’ bin 'was

unable to get on the scoresbeet. Eyal
:Berkowitz created many openings,

-but they were all thwarted by Beit

She’an's defense.

SB! LEWIS and DEREK FATTAL
Moshe Glam finally broke the

deadlock in the 59th minute as Haifa
imagined themselves closing the gap
on Maccabi Tel Aviv, whose 1-1 re-
sult was already known at Kiryat
Euezer.

But Viachislav Melnikov spoiled
foe greens’ party when he equalized
far Beit She ’an in the 74tU minute
from a disputed position which Haifa
claimed was off side.

Zafririm Holon 0, Betar Jerusalem 3
"Down but not out,” is the mes-

sage Betar sent the top two with this

convincing victory against Holon
played in Heizliya.

The Jerusalemites pulled back two
precious points from the leaders, and
Jhis result should provide a timely
boost ahead of this coming weekend's
State Cup quarter-final match against
Maccabi Tet Aviv,

After being kept to a blank scorer
sheet before the break, the Betaris

breached the Holon defensive barrier

early in the second half as Stefan Sa-
loi rose well to head a smart cross
from David Amsatem beyond the
stranded Shimon Yisrael.

Yossi Abuksis took the second with
a low drive from the edge of the area

which appeared to find the inexperi-

enced Yisrael unsighted.

Saloi struck the third blow in the

79th minute, which again stemmed
from a cross by the aggressive Amsa-
1cm, this time from the left goaline.

Eli Ohana headed down to Saloi’s
feet, leaving foe Hungarian the sim-
ple task of putting the ball across the
line.

Mac. Jaffa 0, Hap. Haifa l
An early goal by Alon Halfon in

the seventh minute in Friday’s only
match was enough to give Haifa vic-

tory.

Haifa, which is third in foe stand-

ings, played poorly in foe first half,

despite the goal, but in foe second it

had several chances to increase its

lead as Jaffa’s defenses collapsed

Hap- Tel Aviv 1, BeL Tel Aviv 0
Hapoel continued its revival yester-

day by dealing Betar another killer
blow in its fight to avoid relegation.
Nissim Avitan scored in the 82nd
minute to give Hapoel all three
points.

Mac. FT 0, Hap Kfar Sava 2
Petafa Tikva left the door wide

open for struggling Kfar Sava when it

had two men sent off in the early
stages of the match.

First, Murad Megamadov got his
marching orders in the 27ih minute
for a rash challenge on Marton Gabor
and just two minutes later, they lost

Raz Rabinovich for a deliberate foul

on the same player.

Kfar Sava was not so quick on foe

uptake, however, and it took Eran
Pnzand a whole hour to gel foe visi-

tors on foe scoresheet. He added an-

other two minutes later and secured a
viral win for foe visitors.

Hap. Beersheba 1, Bad Yehuda 1
Beersheba thought it had finally

broken foe jinx and a first win in 1996
was within reach at last.

The Negev club went ahead
through captain Amir Avigdor who
scored in the 52nd minute, only its
fourth goal since the dawn of foe new
year. But all foe good work was un-
done in foe final minute when Ofor
Levy made sure Bui Yehuda would
not go home empty-handed when he
scored in foe 89th minute.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Irani Riston
Zafrirlm Hoton -1

Mac. Haifa (0)1
Glam. 58
Hap. Tm Aviv —(0)1
N. Avuan, 82
Mae. Haraflya 0)1
Talkov. 30
Hap. Beersheba (0)1

Avigdor. 52
Mae. Jaffa (0)0

Hap. FT (OW
BeL Jerusalem —Ms
Saloi, 47. 79
AtxAss. 59
Hap. Belt Sbe'an .(0)1
Mempv, 74
BeL Tel Aviv (0)0

Mac Tat Aviv (0)1
Driks, 90
Bnei Yehuda (0)1

0 Levy. 68
Hep. Haifa (1)1

A. Halfon, 7
Hap. Kfar Sava — (0)1

Prizand, 60. 65

More bad blood at Taibe
OR! LEWIS

FOR the second consecutive week. Second Division lenders Ha-
poel Taibe has landed itself in hot water.

Last weekend, some of the Arab club's supporters called out
anti-Jewish, anti-peace slogans at the match in Taibe against Mac-
cabi Acre.

On Friday, their mayor Rafik haj Yihye, could not control

himself against Hapoel Ramat Gan after the referee had stopped
the match in the 70th minute.

The match had begun with both sides hying to put the previous

week’s events in the past and Taibe supporters had distributed

balloons and flowers to the crowd, calling for a sportsmanlike
atmosphere and an end to the acrimony.

But at halftime, with Hapoel Ramat Gan leading 2-0, haj Yihye
reportedly went into the referees' dressing room and spoke to them
in an ugly manner, saying they were racist and were taking a stance

against Hapoel Taibe.

In the second half, referee Shabtai Nahmias apparently turned

the tables on Ramat Gan by sending off two players.

Yuval Naim (the second Ramat Gan player to be sent off) was
adjudged by Nahmias to have head-butted the linesman, at which
point he had no choice but to abandon the game.

Haj Yihye then came running onto the pitch and started provok-

tag foe. cro^,making^"

V

1’ signs and Caused 'havoc. An altercation'

then ehipted and a bench was' apparently thfown at haj Yihye,,
,

Mailers calmed down only later, but ihe'lFA'is certain to take a

serious look at the situation and Taibe could still be penalized.

The game was struck off this week's Sportoto form.

Mac. Tel Aviv
Mac Haifa

Hap Haifa

Bet Jerusalem
Hap Tel Aviv
Mac. Petaft Tikva
Mac. Herziiya

Hap. PeiaM Tikva
Bnei YehuJa
Ration Lezion
Hap. Bat Shs'an
Hap. Kter Sava
Hap. Beersheba
Bet Tel Avw
Zafrmm Holon
Mac. Jaffa

24 rounds
W D L
18 4 2
15 8 1

15 6 3
15 6 3
12 5 7
11 7 6
10 4 10
7 12 5
6 6 12
6 5 13
5 7 12

6 3 15
4 8 12
5 5 14
5 4 15
5 4 15

F A Pta
51 15 58
64 27 53
51 23 51

49 25 51

30 24 41
35 29 40
27 25 34
26 25 33
38 48 24
19 32 23
21 40 22
24 42 21
22 32 20
25 51 20
23 44 19

18 41 19

SECOND DIVISION
Hap. Ramat Gan . v. Hap. Taiba -

-*

Mac. Acre—— 1 Hap. Jerusalem 1

Kiryat Simona — 1 Hap. Ashdod -1
front Ashdod 2 Shrshon TA 0
Hap. Bat Yam 1 Mac. Kiryat Gat 2
Hap. Hadera 1 Mac. Ytvm o
Hap. Kfar Sltatam 2 Hakoah RG 0
NoaaZlona 0 Mac Netanys 0

* - Match abandoned aftar70 minutes with
Ramat Gan leading 2-0.

Hap. Taibe
Hap. Jerusalem
Mac. Acre
Mac. Kiryat Gal
Irani Ashdod
Hakoah RG
Hap. Ashdod
Hap. Hadera
Hap. Ramat Gan
Mac Yavna
Ness Zlona
Hap. Bat Yam
Hap. Kiryat Shmona
Shnrotan TA
Mac Natanya
Hap. Kfar Shoietn

22 rounds
W D L
14 4 4
12 7 3
B 10 4
9 5 8
8 8 6
9 4 9
7 7 8
7 7 8
6 9 7
6 9 7
7 5 10
5 10 7
4 12 6
5 8 9
4 10 8
4 7 11

F A PtS

27 16 46
29 14 43
29 24 34
20 20 32
31 23 31

27 26 31

33 32 28
22 22 28
21 24 27
16 21 27
23 31 28
23 24 25
23 31 24
24 29 23
24 24 22
16 27 19

Tt)ls week’s winning Sportotd'BnS:
"*

toC.iXX^2,-JOC,iAl3. \

This week's winning Tote Plus line:

XjyWXAX.iAl.1AX.
Winning Tototeko numbers:
1, 3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 33,

QPR trying to climb out of relegation land
LONDON (Reuter) - Queen’s

Park Rangers stirred up the Pre-

mier League relegation pot yes-

terday with a 3-0 home win over

Southampton, only their second

in 13 matches.

. .Rangers, who went in front

with a first goal for the club by

left back Rufus Brevett in the

23rd minute, moved off the foot

of the table with 27 points and

Bolton Wanderers - held 1-1 at

home by Manchester City - re-

turned to the bottom.

Two points separate the bot-

tom four clubs with Southampton

just one point outside the three-

team relegation zone on 28.

Winger Ruel Fox scored twice

as Tottenham Hotspur, at sixth

the highest placed team in action,

came from behind to beat third-

from-bottom Coventry 3-1 at

home to keep a UEFA Cup place

firmly in its sights.

Midfielder Garry Flitcroft, an

England hopeful transferred

from Manchester City to Black-

bunt Rovers for £3.2 mfllton in

PREMIER LEAGUE: Blackburn 0, Ever-

ton 3; Bolton L Manchester City Is L«® £
Middlesbrough I; Queens PirkRangers J,

Southampton 0; Tottenham 3, Crn'i'ti? »i

Wimbledon L Nottingham Forest «; Rav-

ing today: English FA Cup senuiiaals -

Chelsea r Manchester polled. Aston t Ota r

Liverpool.

P W D L F

Man UM 32 » J | § J 5
Newcastle 30 20 4 6 S 2B w
Liverpool 31 17 8 6 “ 27 59

Aston VU 32 16 8 B4B30*& ii j|!i
Blackburn 32 14 6 « 47 39 48

Notts Forest 31 12 11 g 22 « «
Chateau 32 11 12 ? S
wfesHara 32 3? | as 43 39
Leeds 30 11 6 ® ^ S
JKs&wugh 33 io

g Jf J2 s? SS 32 9 J j g £ g
ISESScity M 7 10 « g Jjj g
ST!“ S 7

'

» 1

1

s
SS* S 1 S 3 S _

Baron
Blackburn

Notts FOrelt

West Ham

Staff. Wad
Wbnbtedon
Manctasttr CSy
Southampton

OPR .

Cousnhy
Boton

midweek, was sent off for violent

conduct after just three minutes

of his debut for the champions,

which went down 3-0 al home to

Everton.

Manchester United, Liverpool

and Aston Villa, which occupy

three of the top four places, and

lOth-placed Chelsea are involved

in the FA Cup semifinals today.

Bryan Robson’s Middles-

brough wod for the first time in

the league since December 23, its

1-0 victory at Leeds United giving

it as many points as it had picked

up in its previous 13 league

games.

Graham Kavanagh scored

from a fourth-minute penalty and

Leeds manager Howard Wilkin-

son’s recent woes were com-

pounded by Scotland’s captain

Gary McAllister’s later penalty

miss.

Leeds has scored only two

goals in its last six games and

DIVISION ONE: Derby 3, Slofce

bv 2. Birmingham 1; Leicester 0, SbeffieW

S>M

2

?lK I- Ipswich 21MU .

Crystal Palace 4; Norwich 0. Charitoo l;

Port Vale 5, Barnsley 0: Fbrtsmoulh 0,

West Bromwich 2: Reading i OMham 0;

Southend 2, Traymerefc Sunderiand 3,

Huddersfield 2; Wolrerhampton 3. w«-

r0K, °-
P W O L F API*

Sunderiand
|a ?a 14 7 M « 88

SSl P**8
fj ]J }a 7 f| 40 62

SS 1

| a S!!S!fS»
. an 14 2 13 47 49 54

Somtand « u 13 50 49 53
Hudoersfiekf & «

>
i2 54 56 52

Lfflcefer l3 l3 51 57 oZ
Barnsley 38 w

ia l3 52 50 51
Wohramampton 3a ij ^ 45 5l

PM vale 36 w
|4 & m «

Birmingham 38 12
15 jg 46 ^

Norwich 39
£

, 2 53 44 52 48

Gnmsby 37 t4 4g 46 47

Tranmere « 12 11 16 37 53 «7

MiltaaB S 5 12 16 56 «
Portsmctuth ® 9 17 48 53 45

WesiBrotn 38 u - « «
ShedieZd tinned

Reading

Oldham
Luton

Watford

« « 9 17 48 59 «

I ;i ssas
1? S3!! | Is
37 6 15 16 60 5& 33

_

followed up a 3-0 loss to Liver-

pool 10 days ago in the FA Cup

quarter-finals with defeat by the

same score by Aston Villa in last

Sunday's League Cup final.

DIVISION TWO: Blackpool l. Brentford

0: Bournemouth 2, Bristol Rovers 1; Brad-
ford 5. Swansea 1; Brighton I, Rotherham
1: Bristol City ft, Swindon 0; Crrwe 3,

Chesterfield 0; Notts County 3, Carlisle 1;

Peterborough 2, Walsall 3; Shrewsbury I,

Hnll I; Stockport 4. Oxford 2; Wrexham 2,

York 3; Wycombe 4, Burnley 1.

P W D L F APta
Blackpool 39 22 11 6 81 32 77

Swmdon 36 20 12 4 56 26 72

Crawe 38 20 7 11 70 47 67

Notts County 37 18 12 7 51 30 66

Oxford United 38 18 9 11 57 37 63

CneaeffieW 36 17 9 10 48 40 60

Stockport 39 16 11 12 54 43 59

Bradford 38 17 6 15 56 58 57

Bristol Rovers 38 16 8 14 49 52 56

Wrexham 38 13 14 11 60 49 S3

Wycombe 38 13 14 II 53 46 53

Brtsiol Ciry W 13 13 13 44 *7 52

Wateall 36 13 10 13 45 35 49

Bournemouih 3& 14 7 18 44 61 49

Paerooiough 38 12 U 15 53 53 47

Brentford 39 11 12 16 35 44 45

Shrewsbury 38 11 H 16 48 54 44

Burnley 36 11 10 15 46 57 43

York 37 10 12 1 5 48 59 42

Rotherham 38 10 12 16 40 53 «
Carlisle 38 8 13 17 46 61 37

Swansea 39 8 13 18 36 67 3i

Brighton 3B 8 10 20 38 56 34

Hul 38 4 15 19 26 57 27

DIVISION THREE: Cardiff I, Cambridge

t; Darlington 3, Lincoln 2; Doncaster I.

Chester 2; Exeter I, Barnet 0; Fnlbam 4,

Pit mouth 0; Hartlepool 2. Colchester 1;

Levton Orient 0. Bury 2: Mansfield 1, Wig-

an 0; Northampton 1. Scunthorpe 2; Roch-

dale 2. Gillingham O: Scarborough I, Pres-

ton 2; Torquay I, Hereford I.

p W D L F A PtS

Pif-Mfl 38 18 16 4 69 33 70

Sun 38 18 13 7 42 18 67

38 17 12 9 54 40 63

Damnqton 38 16 14 B 47 37 62S 38 16 12 io 55 44 60KT 39 17 9 13 55 49 60

38 15 14 9 60 43 59

gr s s s .! s s s

Sr1" 3 15 « !? s £ 3

Sr 3 3 1? S S s S
36 12 14 10 45 39 50

SSSpe 37 12 10 15 52 50 46

2SST 38 11 13 14 40 47 48

39 10 15 14 52 54 45

Hj1" "
15 , 1 !? 5 » «

S 18 IS !i
“ S «

Br si sssss

South African defender Lucas

Radebe, who gave away the early

penalty, took over in the Leeds

goal in the second half from in-

jured John Lukic.

QPR, whose manager Ray
Wilkins said before the match it

would have to win its last six

matches to be sure of Premier

League survival and is now third

from bottom, added second-half

goals by chib top scorer Daniele

Dichio and Kevin Gallen.

SCOTTISH PREMIER: Falkirk 0, Hearts

2; Hibernian 1, KHmarnock 1; Partick 0,

Molhenretl 2; Raith 2, Rangers 4
39 16 11 12 54 43 59 P W D L F API*
38 17 6 15 56 58 57

|Rangers 31 23 6 2 71 21 75
38 16 8 14 49 52 « 1Celtic 30 19 10 1 54 20 67
38 13 14 11 GO 49 S3 Aberdeen 30 14 5 11 45 33 47

38 13 14 11 53 46 53
jHearts 31 13 5 13 47 50 44

W 13 13 13 4

4

47 52 Httte'nian 31 ID 8 13 39 50 38
36 13 10 13 45 35

1Rain 31 10 6 15 33 47 38
39 14 7 18 44 61 49

|Motherwefl 31 8 11 12 22 31 35
38 12 11 15 53 53 *1

1Kilmarnock 31 9 7 15 35 48 34

39 11 12 16 35 44 «*
iPartK* 31 8 5 18 25 49 29

38 11 11 16 48 54
22 iFalki'k 3\ 6 5 20 27 49 23

38 11 10 15 46 57 43

37 10 12 15 48 59 42
I I

38 10 12 16 40 53 42

3B 8 13 17 46 61 37
1

39 8 13 18 36 67 37
j04

3B 8 10 20 48 56 04

38 4 15 19 26 57 27

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Ail rates

include VAT:
Single Weekday NIS 99.45 tor 10 words

• a n s a s
i

Rough Quest wins Grand National

.y . The vears but Fitzgerald, -3.
h h d cul sharp

LIVERPOOL (Reuter) - Jbc

Aintrec Grand National ended m

high drama yesterday with 7-1

voritc Rough Quest, first pa^1

post, having to sun'ive a 10-

ute stevi-ards' inquiry.

^Winning jockey Mick Fit^er-

.&kl said after the biggest mumpn

of his . careen “I think after thaL

sqK is an anii-ciimiLv”

: '-Rough Quest was the first Hr

vorite to win the National for

vears but Fitzgerald, .5 ,
and

irainer Ten>’ Casey had to sueai

it out after the immeui-a an-

nouncement of the inquiry-

Rough Quest, runner-up m the

Cheltenham Gold ppj^
1

s fa “ 'S

But he had cut sharply across

Encore Un Pcu, the mouni of

Da'id Bridgwater, and an inquiry

u.as inevitable.

But the stewards decided the

interference had not made

enough difference to warrant re-

versing the platings.

Superior Finish (9-1) got the

best of a tight battle fur third

place, lb lengths further adrift.

(minimum), each additional word NIS 9.94

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
162.10 10 words (minimum), each addi-

tional word NIS 15.21.

MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 234.00 for 10 words
(minimum),each additional word - NIS
23.40.

WEEK RATE (6 Insertions) - NIS 315.90

for 10 words (minimum), each additional

word - NtS 31 .59-

FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
409.50 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-

ditional wort - NIS 40.95.

MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 643.50

for 10 words (minimum). Bach additional

wort - NIS 64.35.

Rates are valid until 31.5.96.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day

before publication; for Friday and Simday:

6 p.m. on Thursday.

Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12

noon, 2 days before publication; tor Friday

and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv

and 12 noon Thursday in Haifa. _
DWELLINGS

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. 'Short

term rentals * Bed and breakfast - P.O.B<w

4233 Jerusalem 91044. Tel. 02-611745,

Fax- 02-618541

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

PLEASANT HOUDAY APARTMENTS
for rent in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv, best lo-

cation. Tel. O3-9662070.03 -96605 12.

:• t“\ ~ v,.-A* ....

A LITTLE HELP FROM MY FRIENDS - Jeff Rabkin (c) poses with the national team before
leaving for the World Bowls championships in Adelaide, Australia. (Israel Sun)

Rabkin upsets Corsie
Israeli goes up against Allcock in today’s final

ISRAEL’S Jeffrey Rabkio will

attempt to thwart a British dou-

ble at lhe World bowls champion-
ship after upsetting tournament
favorite Richard Corsie of Scot-

land in the singles semifinal in

Adelaide yesterday.

Rabkin, regarded as an outsid-

er for the title before the two-

week championships began, wDl

face Englishman and defending

champion Tony Allcock in to-

day’s singles fmaL
In the fours event. England

will face Wales in the final after

wins over New Zealand and hosts

Australia respectively.

Rabkin picked up force shots

on the last two ends to seal a 25-

16 victory over Corsie on the fast

NORMAN SPIRO
and agencies

greens at Lockleys.

“It’s fantastic, I can’t believe

iL I don’t think it has really sunk

in yet,” Rabkin said,

each of foe tournament’s four

events - singles, doubles, triples

and fours,

Rabkin never allowed Corsie

to overtake him, despite’ losing

two fours and came through to

win 15 ends against nine, includ-

ing foe last four heads.

On Friday, Rabkin beat Mark
Gilliland of Canada 25-15 and

John Poyep Pomaleu of Papua
New Guinea 25-17 in Section C
action to advance to the

semifinals.

In the other semifinal yester-

day, Allcock beat Australia’s

Kelvin Kerkow 25-21 despite

trailing 20-16 at one stage of a

tense match lasting three hours.

In foe fours final, foe English

quartet of Brett Morley, David
Cutler, John Bell and Andy
Thomsoo will face foe Welsh
team of Chris Blake, Jason Da-

vies, Will Thomas and Robert

Weale.

England easily accounted for

New Zealand 26-16 in its semifi-

nal while Wales narrowly defeat-

ed Australia 23-22, leaving foe

hosts with a bronze medal in each

of the four events - singles, dou-

bles, triples and fours.

Israel tops Lithuania in Fed Cup
Fourth-seed Israel advanced to

foe Federation Cup Euro/African

Zone Group I after beating Lith-

uania 3-0 in Ramat Hasharon
yesterday.

Israel’s team of Anna Smash-

nova, Hila Rosen, Tsipi Obzdler

and Nataly- Cahnau.woDvjyo-tha

playoff round to advance with foe

tHfeesfiother seeded rfatibftg^ho

rose from foe Group n event

Smashnova beat Ruta Dedur-

aite 6-1, 6-2 and Rosen defeated

Odeta Naujokaite 6-0, 6-2 while

the doubles duo of Cahana and

Obziler beat foe same two Lithu-

anian women 6-4, 6-3. Obziler

looked sharp at the net, produc-

ing some excellent volleys.

On Friday, Israel surrendered

her one and only match of the

HEATHER CHA1T

tournament in her 2-1 win over

Luxembourg. Smashnova was de-

feated 7-5, 7-5 by Anne Kremer

who repeated her win over

Smasnnova six months ago in

^California../ •*..< •

Rosen :heat Alexandra Scholer

6^2-and Israelrwbn the dou-

bles 6-2, 6-1. •

Captain Shahar Perkis was
pleased with his team’s perfor-

mance after the tournament.

“The result is*good,” he said,

continuing, “Anna was not

strong mentally against Kremer
who- has a strong forehand and

backhand but today she made op

for it”

Smashnova herself was guard-

ed about her performance. “I

totals have played better but we
won, and that’s the main
picture.”

Smashnova's next tournament

will be foe Italian Open next

month.

Poland^ Ukraine#and JFinlandy

the three top seeds ^respectively^

all irrtfisodnto easy winslyestevdhy.

with Poland beating Denmark 2-

1, Ukraine winning against Tur-

key 3-0 and Finland defeating

Luxembourg 2-1 in foe playoff

round.

Other results on Friday: Fin-

land beat Cyprus 3-0, Turkey

beat Tunisia 3-0, Estonia beat

Macedonia 2-1, Ukraine beat

Malta 3-0 and Denmark beat Ice-

land 3-0.
’

Ivanisevic to face Agassi in Lipton final
KEY BISCAYNE (Reuter) -

Sixth-seeded Goran Ivanisevic

took advantage of a rain delay to

turn the tide and continue his

brilliant 1996 form with a 2-6, 6-4,

6-4 semifinal win Friday over sec-

ond seed Pete Sampras at foe

S4.1 million Lipton
Championships.

Ivanisevic reached his seventh

final of foe year and will be seek-

ing his fifth title of the season and

first ever on American soil when
he plays defending champion An-

dre Agassi today.

Agassi, the third seed, ad-

vanced with a 6-4, 6-3 victory

over 15fo-seeded Frenchman Ar-

naud Boetsch in Friday’s first

semifmaL

It appealed that Sampras and

Agassi were on a collision course

for a thud successive meeting in

the Lipton final as Sampras
surged to a 6-2, 1-0 lead before

rain forced a delay of 48 minutes.

When the rain came, Ivanisevic

was serving a dismal 28 percent

first-serve percentage.

The victory over Sampras im-

CLAS SIFIEDS
DWELLINGS
Jerusalem

SALES
FIVE SPACIOUS ROOMS, quiet cen-
tral (ShaJ Agnon)., Luxurious building,

elevator, Tel. 02-619659.

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central,

20 sqm basement garden, undermound
parting, ImmetSafa. ^ISRABUILD" Tel 02-

668571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, cen-
tral.new building, parting, balconies. IM-

MEDIATE- ,lSRA8UILD? Tfil 02-686571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset stor-

age, parting, $405,000.' ISRABUILD', Tel.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

ON KING DAVID, PENTHOUSE
APARTMENT. 4 rooms, access to gwden,

Btii floor, with elevator and parking. Tel.

03-6956515.

HOLIDAY RENTALS

BEAUTIFUL APTS/SUITES BET-
WEEN Gan HaHtfnear the sea. tourists/

businessmen, short/long-term. TeL 03-

696-9092, 050-358-672,

RENTALS

SEAAND SUN, 5 quiet, seavriewr. NEVE-
AVTVIM, 4, spacious, furnished, “feel Rb-

aitor* (Makfan), Tat . 03-6426253.

SALES

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH Of Tel

AvMI Penthouse, 200 sq.m, on a level +

46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pool.

61,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-
QQRfl9«fOOi

EXCLUSIVE!! QUIET NORTH of Tel
AvMI Penthouse, 200 sq.m. on a level +
46 sq.m, on roof + au pair unit + pool.

$1 ,650,000. KAV-HAYAM. Tfcl. 03-523-

EXCLUSIVEJI ZAHALA1! 1,000 sg.m.
plot 160 sq.m, built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. TfeL 03-523-9988.

EXCLUSIVE!! ZAHALAJ! 1,000 sq.m,
plot 160 sq.m, built $1,200,000. KAV-
HAYAM. Tel. 03-523-9988.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

SALES

BEAUTIFUL HOUSE IN HefZli

+ large office, $1 .100,00. TeL 09-

CAESAREA I LUXURIOUS HOUSE!
View to seal + pool + alr-condltionlng + va-

cuum system. Tel. 06-363261; 050-
231725.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house, pool, breathtaking view to sea. Tel.

09-540994, 050-231725.

HERZLIYA PnUAH. NEW house, quiet

street, 4 bedrooms, basemenL ILTAM
REAL ESTATE. IH. 09-589-611.

SERVICES
General

COUNSELING/HEALTH

FEEL RELAXED WITH Aromatherapy
by professional Reflexologlst/Masseur.

Tel. 052-681-654 (NO SEX)

General

TOSHIBA 48L LAPTOP, 4MB RAM,
120MB hart drive + modem. Loads ofHe-
brew/EngBsh software including Word and
soread sheets. Can Dan. 02-874-013.

proved Ivanisevic’s record to 38-4

this year.

Agassi’s victory was launched

from a see-saw first set in which

both players had trouble holding

serve. Five of the first six games

of foe Agassi-Boetsch match saw

service breaks - Agassi had three

and Boetsch two.

After exchanging service

breaks in foe first two games of

the second set, Agassi broke
Boetsch’s serve in foe seventh

and ninth games to secure the

match.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

SALES PERSONNEL
TELEMARKETING SALES: PART-
TIME, 20-30 hours a month. English a
must Jerusalem Post Circulation Depart-
ment. TeL David, 030390333, or Stanley,

02-315609.

SITUATIONS VACANT
TeJAviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

agency with a heart tor the Au Pairs. Can
™maTeL 03-9659937.

FORGET THE RESTH We are ffte

bestil The biggest and oldest agency to

Israel, For the highest quality Bve-Jn jobs
phone Au Pair International. 03-6190423.

EXPERIENCED HOUSEKEEPER,
LIVE-IN, good conditions, from central

area. $75£$800 Tel. 03-688-9868/B.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Dan Region

HOUSEHOLD HELP
SEEKING PLEASANT AU PAIR, $700
+ board and lodging, permanent position.

Tel. 03-5242065

VERY HIGH SALARY tor metapelet +
Uve-in + experience. For warm and com-
fortable home. Tel. 03-560-9531.

VEHICLES
Jerusalem

ARIE PALOGE - QUALITY CARS:
buying, setting, leasing, trading.

02-6523735, 050-240977.
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Dow closes down 43
wai L STREET REPORT

NEW YORK (AP) - Stocks end-

ed mixed Friday but the Dow

Jones industrial average plunged

near the close as money manag-

ers locked in profits before the

finish of a powerful fast quarter.

On Wall Street, the Dow in-

dustrials lost 43.71 points to close

at *1^87.14. The well-known ba-

rometer of big US companies, up

nearly 10 percent since the start

of the year, has meandered in a

narrow range for most of the

week with little in the way of

economic news to stir the market

“This is mostly about end of

quarter window-dressing by port-

folio managers," said Dan As-

cani, president of Global Market

Strategists Inc. of Gainesville,

Georgia. “The past few quarters

we’ve seen selling into the end of

the quarter. The weakness today

should be followed by a rally ear-

ly next week, especially if bonds-

are stable."

Broad-market indexes were

mixed. The NYSE composite in-

dex and the Standard .and Poor's

500 list lost some ground, but the

American Stock Exchange's mar-

ket value index rose and the tech-

nology-heavy Nasdaq composite

was up solidly as key indusny

issues such as Cisco Systems, Mi-

crosoft and Intel rose.

Leading technology issues

were also stronger on the NYSE
IBM was one of the few decisive

winners among the Dow
industrials.

Oil and consumer stocks were

the weakest in the Dow index,

with Exxon, Texaco, Chevron,

Philip Morris, McDonald’s and

Procter and Gamble all

retreating.

Bonds rose after several new

economic readings indicaied

more weakness than other recent

reports have suggested.

The Commerce Department

reported Friday morning that

new home sales slipped 1.7 per-

cent in February, the first decline

in four months. Many analysis

had expected higher sales as the

threat of higher mortgage crates

pushed buyers into the market.

BUSINESS & FINANCE —
13 UK ends quarter

on high note
; tech- WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP—

,
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LONDON (Reuter) - UK shares

ended the first quarter on a posi-

tive note, buoyed by the re-emer-

gence of merger interest, this

time in the telecoms industry.

Thursday's news that Cable &
Wireless and British Telecom

were back in exploratory talks

which might lead to a merger

sparked a more positive mood in

the London market and took the

FTSE 100 back towards the up-

per end of its recent irading

range. The FTSE 1UG index fin-

ishing 27.1 points ahead ai

3.699.7. a fall of 8.7 from last

Friday.

FRANKFURT - Bourse trade

closed with the DAX index of 30

blue-chip German shares nearly a

full p,r«n.age P°'">

dragged down by lower DAX “

S prices and a weaker JoHar

The DAX index closed al

n g7 points, down 2*.- /

die day and a fall of 18.15 on the

week.

TOKYO - Tokyo's key Nikkei

average closed the end of trading

in he current fiscal year at a -i

month high, boosted by active

buving partly for wmdow-dr«-

ina The boom in the over-the-

counter (OTC1 market coumd
on strong, expectations ofbJgher

prices. The Nikkei finished up

111.03 points or 0.52 percent to

21,406.85. a gain of 705.93 on the

week.

Dollar gains against yen

CURRENCY REPORT

lst-quarter concern mounts
WAI I STREET WEEK

NEW YORK (AP) - With the

economy looking too lively to

justify new interest rate cuts, in-

vestors are depending on strong

first-quarter earnings to keep

slock prices aloft.

They may not get them. Waif

Street analysis who watch indi-

vidual corporations are not near-

ly as upbeat as the Federal Re-

serve about the economy.

They're expecting the slowest

growth in quarterly profits in five

years.

The companies that make up

Standard-and-Poor's 500-stock

list are expected to show com-

"A fax for you"
Affyou want to too* about your

accounts, onyourfax, mBm ISinnutes.

J
_ m

-d~

Am rf* torn*

bined first-quarter earnings

growth as low as 4 percent com-

pared with the first three months

of 1995. and probably not much

better than 8 percent, according

to analyst surveys by leading re-

search firms.

A series of major earnings dis-

appointments could undermine

stock prices in a hurry, triggering

the much-feared correction that s

been predicted again and again

during the stock market s torrid

climb in 1995 and early 1996.

Since the start of 1996, the S-

and-P 500 is up 4.8 percent and

the Dow Jones industrial average

has risen 9.1 percent. If those

gains outpace earnings growth

significantly, money managers

may move quickly to lock in

profits.

Much of the market's gains in

the first three months of the year

came on Wall Street expectations

that a stream of weak economic

reports would justify interest

rates cuts by the Fed for months

to come.

But- Wednesday, Fed chairman.

Alert Gre^nVpari 'was noticeably

upbeat --hvV-a-;ireport to Congress;

saying he believed the major drag

on" economic growth was lessen-

ing and the economy had new

“staying power."

An drg

NEW YORK (API - The dollar

reached seven-week highs against

the Japanese yen Friday and fin-

ished with gains against most

leading currencies after recover-

ing from an early plunge on news

of a surge in the US trade deficit.

About an hour after the trade

numbers were released, the dol-

lar reversed course and started a

duv-long climb. Rumors of Asian

efforts "to stem the dollar’s fall

were among eftorts that helped

lift the greenback.

The dollar’s strength against

ihe yen also contributed to its

aain against the German mark.
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mi Futures, Options,

WMK Stocks, Bondsl» and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St.,

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826

1 Fax. 02-244876
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21260 21102 + 0.44 + 251 27.6
905 08 90156 • 0.08 + 3.16 710
17009 167.78 + 1.18 + T.B9 20
447.03. 447.03 + 006 + 259 3790
10054 10624 + 0.88 + 307 824
35100 34640 + 0.78 + 4.76 30.4

._. 168657 1654.35 + 1.05 + 003 44.7
14602 14507 + 008 + 307 230
59502 590.74 -612 + 212 114.1
01511 00909 + 665 + 601 561

SOURCE* HEJTAV LM - Manaflere a| Mutual Fonda and Security toreanrents DATE.'
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CRITIC’S CHOICE

,

?
an

.
sllark who goes to Los Angeles to collect on a gamblingdebt and winds np in the movie business, in ‘Get Shorty.’

(f~Ja^
JAZZ/ETHNIC TELEVISION

Helen Kaye Ruth Kern

TUNISIAN-bom bassist Michel Bismut has a
small UN going with lutenist Nabil Khalidi.
flutist/sax-player Philippe Botta, and Kevyan
Chemirani on percussion. They play traditional
jazz flavored by the sound of the Near East and
the Mediterranean basin at 8 p.m. at Tzavta, Tel
Aviv.

“An accordionist with soul" is how the French
press describes Richard Galliano. He’s playing at

10 p.m. along with Roberto Gatto on drums and
Jean Fraogois Jenny-Clark on bass. This wraps up
the French Institute’s Nights of Jazz and Ethnic
Music. Also at Tzavta.

WHEN the second season of ER kicked off last
month, there was reason for fans to be nervous.
What if the fast-forward medical drama were to
suffer sophomore stump? Sure it would be disap-
pointing but, even worse, it could taint memories
of the first, nearly perfect year. Several episodes
later, we can all relax. The emotional ecology cre-
ated by the core six characters hasn’t been upset by
the addition of two other regulars - a promising
intern and an efficient but highly abrasive chief
resident. ER is on the Family Channel at 9:40 p.m.

FILM

CLASSICAL MUSIC Adoma Hoffman

Michael Ajzenstadt

TONIGHT is your last chance to hear violinist

extraordinare Itzhak Perlman perform Bernstein’s
intriguing Serenade with the Israel Philharmonic
Orchestra under David Zinman. The orchestra
also plays Elgar’s sweeping Enigma Variations
and the overture to Berlioz’s Benvenuto Cellini.

S:30 at the Mann Auditorium in Tel Aviv.
Tomorrow at the Tel Aviv University Gallery

you can enjoy a chamber-music concert featuring
flutist Erelia Talmi and guitarist Doron Solomon
(with Nitza Saul as narrator), performing music
by Corelli, Ibert, FaurS, Bach, and Braun’s An
Apartmentfor Rent, to an enchanting text by Lea
Goldberg.

kick GET SHORTY - Though the pretzel twists

and corkscrew turns of Elmore Leonard's pulp
novel plot are baffling in movie form. Barry
Sonnenfeld’s picture is still a kick. Part crime caper,

part Hollywood satire, the movie has a bright

comic-book look that blends oddly but well witifits

black sense of humor. And for all its narrative con-
volution, the film can actually be reduced to a neat

one-liner about a smooth Miami loan shark named
Chili Palmer (John Travolta) who conies to Los
Angeles to collect on a debt and winds up produc-

ing movies. The joke, of cuurse. is that Chili, a
crook, is more honest and business-savvy than any
of the bumbling “professionals’' around him. With
Gene Hackman, Rene Russo and Danny DeVito.

(English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles. Children
under 17 not admitted without an adult)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
across

1 Coppers find that things
are much the same (5,6)

10 Wrong a maiden lady (5)

11 Continue to back salesman
of austere nature (9)

12 Holly, for instance, is

constantlyjealous (9)

13 To tee off requires energy

(5)

24 Changes to incomes
demand his attention (9)

26 Proceed to attack lottery

backers (2,7)

27 One daughter has a house
in America (5)

28 Saw Wandsworth, perhaps
(11 )

14 He gives the chop to a
computer fanatic (6)

16 Ayoungster could generate

trouble (8)

18 Put forward argument
against the ecu? (8)

20 Greyhound makes a dear
little pet (6)

23 Reversal for a highsodety
clique (5)

DOWN
2 Fodder for one trapped in a

labyrinth (5)

3 Dish that may sink in a

little way (7)

4 Nothing can be written in

code (6)

5 Planned to leave a series of

items in the road (8)

6 Undergo ill-treatment, but
get compensation (7)

7 Marry—divers do! 14,3,6)

8 Get dressed down for being

dressed like a judge (6)

9 Ending ofapartheid means
displaced negroes get aid

(13)

15 Delete from the list,

despite angry aside (5,3)

17 To stint on weapons is

beneaLh a member (8)

19 Oration made in Canada
(7)

21 So US agents in Alabama
are not gregarious (7)

22 Stop, but don’t let go (4,2)

25 Abraham's son is given a

bill (5)

SOLUTIONS
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Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Wrest, 4 Oration, 8
Regnant, 9 Legal, 10 Often, 11

Eastern, IS Eats, IS Tavern, 1?
Tussle, 20 Odin, 22 Fortune, 24
State, 28 Avoid, 27 Aquaria. 28
Cheered. 29 Dense.

DOWN: 1 Work out. 2 Eight. 3

Trainer, 4 On wet, S Atlas, 8 Ingress,
” MyJon, 12 Asti, 14 Anon, 18

Verbose, IS UnsonDd,_I9^Elwa^
21 Demand. 22 Franc, 2S Under,
Apron.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Roman hill (7)

5 Profits (5)

8 Friendly Islands

' (5)

9 Nerve-centres (7)

10 Certainly (9)

12 Hiatus (3)

13 Tasmanian
capital (6)

14 B-comjplesc

vitanun (6)

17Meadow (3)

18 French kidney

bean (9)

20 Muslim

21 Cavalry unit (5)

23 Lowest point (5)^

24 Creeping plant' - >

DOWN
1 Quoted (5)

2 Playon words (3)

3 Renegade (7)

4 Fell behind 16)

5 Class ofobjects (5)

6 Irrational (9)

7 Hone (7)

II Impartial 19)

13 Kingfisher (7)

15 Sloth (7)

16 Small box (6)

18 Thigh-bone 15)

19 Imbiber (5)

22 Lubricate (3!

WHAT’S ON ii

TELEVISION
2£5 Poem of the Day

JORDAN TV

Sisters 00:10 Counter Offensive 1:25
Knots Lancing

! CHANNEL

1

630 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

15:00 The Rfrtstones 1525 Disney’s

Aiaddnl&OO Mac and Motley 1fc25
Peak Practice 17:10 TAO 18:00

I MOVE CHANNEL (4)

French programs 20:30 News
Headlines 2035 BaskerfieJd P.D.

1030 MeMn Purvis: G Man (1974)

(rpt) 11:50 Boulanger de Vatorque

(1952, French) - comedy of romantic

Cup: first semi-final - Aston Vida vs.

Liverpool 17.-50 English Cup* second
semi-final — Manchester United vs.

Chelsea - live 20:10 Israeli Volleyball

21:00 Bowling 22tifO US College

Basketball Championship - semi-

finals 23:15 English Cup (rpt)

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Cartoons 8:30 Fables of King
Babar 9:00 Cartoons lOriJO A Clever
Little Girl Like Lotta 1030 Kids can
Rock V Roll 11:00 Lota and the Gang
11:30 Under the Mountain 12.-00

Haydaze 1230 Zombit 13:00 Wonder
Car 1330 Stories about animals 13:45
Kitty Cat and Tommy 14:00 The
Fanes of King Babar 1425 Cartoons
15:00 Pretty!

21:00 Cinema, cinema.... 2135 The
Bold and the Beautiful 22rt5 Women
of the WOrld 22:30 Murphy Brown
2330 News In English 2335
Counterstrike 00:15 Trie American
Chart Show 1:00 NewAvengers

scandal (103 rrfnsJ 13:40 Charles &
Diana: Unhappfly Brer Alter (1992)

With Roger Rees and Catherine

»rg (88 rrens.) 15:05 Cinema
News 1&15 Smooth Talk (rpt) 1550
Nenette (1992) - successful dentist,

adopted n chKfliood, tries to find his

real mother - and cfisccwers two! (87
mbs.) 1&20 Funny Women of the
Night -standkrp comedy. Rita Ruttoer

others 1920 Love and War (1987) -
true-fife drama of American pitot who
spent years as Vietnamese ROW.
Starting James Woods. Jane
Alexander 21:00 Deep Trouble (1993)
- A deep-sea diver discovers an
armored car filled with precious jewels.

EUROSPORT

MIDDLE EASTTV

I CHANNEL 1

I CHANNEL

2

WHERE TO GO
Notices En this feature era charged at
NIS28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month costs
NIS520.G5 per line, including VAT, per
month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus. In English, dally

Sun.-Thur., 11 am. from Bronfman
Reception Centre, Sherman
Administration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23, 26,
28. For into, call 882819.
HADASSAH: Visit the Hadassah-Insiafta-

lions, Chagall Windows. Tel. 02-416333,
02-776271,. •-

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Micha Bar-Am -

The Last War. Photographs; Tiranh
Barzilay, 1 995; Miriam Cabessa,
Paintings; Yaacov Dorchin - Blocked
Wall; Face to Face; The Museum
Collections. HELENA RUBINSTEIN
PAVILION FOR CONTEMPORARY ART.
Sophie Calle, True Stories. Hours:
Weekdays 10 am.-6 pm. Tue. 10 a.m.-

10 p.m. Fri. 10 am.-2 p.m. SaL 10 - 3
p.m. Meyerhof! Ait Education Center,
Tel. 6919155-8.
WIZO. To visit our projects call Tat Aviv
6923819; Jerusalem 256060; Haifa
388817.

HAIFA
WHAT’S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hotim ClaJit, Straus A,

3 Avigdori, 706660; Balsam, Safah e-Din,

272315; Shuafai. Shuatai Road, 810106;
Dar Aldawa, Herod's Gate. 282058.
Tel Aviv: Dlzengofl, 132 Dlzengofl, 522-

3390; Kupal Holim ClaTiL 7-9 Amsterdam,
523-2383. Till 3 a.m. Monday: Ben-
Yehuda, 142 Ben-Yehuda, 522-3535. TUI

midnight: Superpharm Ramat Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London MlniStore

Superpharm, 4 Shaul Hamelech, 696-

0115.
Ra’anana-Kfar Sava: Doron, 6 Geula,
Ra'anana, 771-6084.

Netanya: Kupat Holim CtaliL (till midnight)

8 Raziel, 603549; (after midnight) 31

Bradetzky, 62812t.

Krayot area: Niv Hakrayot,_73 Ben-
Gurion. I, Kiryai MoEkin, 873-3477.

Haifa: Balfour, 1 Massada, 862-2289.
Herzliya: dal Pharm, Beit Merkazim, 6
Maskit (cnr. Sderat HagaGm), Herzliya

PHuah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 am to

midnight.

Upper Nazareth: Clai Pharm, Lev Hair

Mall, 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 p.m.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaara Zedek (Internal,

orthopedics, obstetrics, ENT): Blkur Holim

(surgery); Hadassah Ein Kerem (pecfi-

a tries, ophthalmology).

Tel Aviv: Tel Avtv Medical Center (pedi-

atrics), Ichllov (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Uniado.

POUCE 100

FIRE 102
HRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn

In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) In most parts of the country, in

Aehdmr 551333
Astikekm 551332
Beershaba' 77*767
Belt Shemesh 5231

W

Dan Region" 5793SQ3
EteT 332444

Hats' 8312233
Jerusalem" 523133
KarmW 99S5444

Kfar Sawa" 902222
Nahftriya" 912333
Netanya" 604444
PetahTltvB' 9311111

Jtehcwir 451333
FUshon" 0642333

Salad 920333
Tel Aviv" 5460111
TSwrfas" 792444

Mobde Iruanswe Care Unfc (MICU) service in

the area, around the dock.

Medical hMp for tourists (in Engfeh)

177-022-0110
, ^

The National Poison Control Center at

Rambam Hospital 04-6529205. for emer-

gency calls24 hours a day, lor information

in case of poisoning.

Eran - Emotional First Aid. Jerusalem

610303, Tel AvN 5461111

6961113). Haifan^n 1 1 i s3i, rnuiH , .

281128, Netanya 625110. KaiWfol
1 Sa<r9988410. Kfar Sava 7674555. Hadera

VTmPhotlines for battered women 02-

6514111. 03-5461133 (also fn Russian),

07-376310. 08-550506 (also In Amharic).

Rape Crisis Center (24 hours), Tel Avtv

5234819, 5449191 (men). Jerusalem

255558. Haifa 86601 11, Eltal 31977.

Hadassah Medical Organization -Israel

Cancer Association telephone support

service 02-247676. geryl.

Netanya: Lamado.

15:30 Friends of Shush 16:00 Rex
16:20 The Bowl and the Lartia — an
aHegorica! play about basic coopera-
tion and goodwill. Starring Adam,
Tzahi Noy, Dane! Ehrlich and Dafha
tokel 1&59 A New Evening 17^4
The Long March - three-part docu-
mentary on Ethiopian Jews who in

1 984 left their villages, endured incred-
ible hardships in their wanderings and
through faith and remarkable stamina
eventually reached Jerusalem 18.-15
News in Engftsh
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Baby It's You 19:00 News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 Every Evening with Moray
Michaeli 20:00 Mabat News 20-.45

Second Look 21:30 Personal Story -
Yael Dan interviews 223KI The Cameri
Quintet 22^0 World Soccer 23:30
News OOriX) Stories of the Good Land

1130 Changed Lives 1200 Larry Lea
1230 Hour of Power 13^0 Central

Message 14:00 Love Worth Finding
15.DO Benny hfinn 1530 John Osteen
1&00 In Touch 17OT Light for ail

Nations 17^30 Kansas City

Confidential (1952) -An ex-con retied
for a bank robbery he cfidnl commit is

detenraied to expose its mastermind.
Starring Preston Foster and John
Payne. (99 mins.) 19:10 Beverty
HiMies 19^0 Farm of Dreams 20:10
46 hours 21.-00 CNN HaadHne News
22:00 NBA Action 22^0 NBA Game

-

BuSs vs Lakers oorao Stucfio 7

&30 Motorcycle racing - Malaysian

Grand Prix- Rve lOtiOO Formula 1 -
car racing 11:00 Car racing 1230
Motorcycle rating - Malaysian Grand

3:30 Car

(66 mins.) 22^0 Jaws 1^1976) -
sequel to classic shark
Homicicle (1991) - Tough cop, while

investigating the murder of an old
Jewish lady, rediscovers his own
Jewish Identity. Starring Joe Mantegna
2:05 t£ght Eyes HI On Guard (rpt)

Prix (rpt) 1330 Car racing - Brazilian

Grand Prix (rpt) 1430 Car racing -

Brazilian Grand Prix - live 15:00
Motorcycle racing - Malaysian Grand
Prix (rot) 1530Swwjumptog- World
Cud from Paris - Bve 1730 Bicycle

racing from Paris - Rve 17:55 Sports
News Bulletin 18:00 Diving: Europe
Cup from Germany 19riX) Car racing -
BrazKan Grand Prix - Bve 21:00 Car
racing 2155 Sports News Btdletin

22.-00 htotorcycte racing - Malaysian
Grand Prix (rpt) 22-50 EuroOTort
M^azine 23:00 Car rating (rpt) 0030
ATP Tennis Tournament- U;;;on finals

PRIME SPORTS

CHILDREN (6)

CABLE
irrv3(33)

16:00 News flash in Arabic 16:15
Open Studio 16:45 Arabic debate
17:15 Royal Tears 18:00 Weekly

C 1930Column 1930 News in Arabic
Showcase “
20:00 Mabat news 20:45
21:15 Top Cops 22:15
with laughter 23:15 NBA 00:
Closedown

10:00 Rambo - cartoon series 1130
Operation Streknel - Israefi feature
film about a Jewish paratrooper who
has been assigned to smuggle Nazi
war plans out of a sate In Germany
and bring them to England. Starring

Paid Smith and Ya'acov Ben Sira.

13:00 Sugar and Spice - comedy
series 1330 Flying Doctors 1530 The
Fintstones 1530 Dave's World 16:00
The Bold and the Beautiful 1730
News magazine with Rafi Reshef
17:30 All Together Now - comedy
series 1830 Senora 1930 Central
Park West 2030 News 2030 Wheel
of Fortune - game Stow 21:06 75th
Miss America Pageant 21-J50 Gabi
Gazit - Live actually and entertain-

ment 2330 75-85 - short documen-
taries and archival news reports from
the last two decades 0030 News
0035 A Small Place 00:35
- Israeli night music 135

1

ETV 2 (23)

630 Cartorms 1030 Six In Spring
10:10 The Heart 10:45 Power
Rangers 11:15 Sweet Valley High
11:45 Married With Children 1220
Married With Children 1330 Mudcfflng

Through 1330 Hugo 1430 Surprise
Garden 1430 Six in Suing (rpt) 14:40
The Heart (rpt) 15:15 Power Rangers
15:45 Sweet UaiJey High 16:15
Married With Children 16:55 Married

With Children 1730 Muddling Through
1830 Hugo (rpt) 1830 Lizzy Bee (rpt)

1930 Peter Rabbit (rpt) 1930 Three’s
Company 2030 Married with Children
2035 Step Bv Step 20:50 Biq Brother

Jack 21 30i

630 Motorcycle Racing — Malaysian
Grand Prix - five 10:30 NBA
Basketbafl. Utah vs Seattle - Bve
1330 Motorcycle Rating 1430 Golf
14:30 Motorcycle Racing 1630
Athletics 17:00 NBA Basketbafl (rpt)

1930 Wrestfina 2130 Soccer - Pre-

Otympic Finals 23:00 International

Sports Magazine 0030 NBA
Basketball (rpt) 2:00 College
Basketball, women's championship

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

1530 Hey Dad - comedy series 16:00
Rebel 1730 Gulliver's Travels

I SECOND SHOWING (6)

Cape
1730 Time Out 1830 The European
Mhade 1830 A New Evening (rod

1930 Zombit 1930 Weekly magazine
to Russian 2030 A New Evening (with

subtitles in Russian) 2030 FamBy
Album 2130 Tout for du monde -
sophisticated Parisians who are deal-

ing with naive country to& whose vft-

lage they want to purchase come
across an unexpected snag ,

2230 The Hired Hand (1971) -
Melancholy, sophisticated Western
starring Peter Fonda 2335^The Return
of the Scarlet Pimpernel (1838) -
French Revolution costume piece. An
Engfish gentleman saves his wife and
other French aristocrats from the guS-
lotine. (76 mins.)

636 Morning Concert 9:05 Couperin:
Royal Concerto to G; Handel: Cantata
for alto and tostrumentel ensemble;
Cimarosa: 7 Sonatas tor piano from
Book 1 (Fafloni); Haydn: Symphony no
86; Tchaikovsky: Piano <

DISCOVERY (8)

I FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

630 Open University 1230 Searchers
of the Titanic 13:00 In Search of

830 Falcon Crest (rpt) 9:00 One Lite

to Live (rpt) 9:45 The Young mid the
Restless (rpt) 1030 Second Time
Around 1035 WKRP in Cincinnati

1135 Celeste (rpt) 12rl0 Neighbors
(rpt) 12:35 Perry Mason - drama
1330 Starting at 130 1435 The A
Team 1435 Falcon Crest 15:45
Secrets of the North 16:40 Neighbors
17:15 Models Inc. -drama 1830 One
Life to Live 18:45 The Young and the

Restless 1930 Local broadcast 2030
Celeste 2030 Setoteld 21:15 Friends
21:40 E.R. - drama 2230 Law and
Order 2330 Mad About You 23^45

Wfldfife (rpt) 1330 Practical Guide to

the Universe (rpt) 1430 Open
University 1630 Searchers of the

Titanic (rpt) 17:00 In Search of WBdttfe

OptM730 Practical Guide to the
Jfnfverse (rot) 1830 Open University

2030 Commodities 2130 Man and
Nature 2230 Beyond 2000 22:45
Commodities 23:40 Open Unlversfiy

5 concerto no 2;

Faure: Quartet' no 1 in C minor for

piano, violin, viola and cello op 15
(Nash Ens); Stravinsky/Pergolesi:

Pukanetia ballet 1230 Light Classical

- Gershwin: Cuban Overture,

Rhapsody to Blue; Shostakovich: Jazz
suite no 2 13:00 Artist of the Week -
vioOnist Anne-Sophie Mutter. Bach:
Double Concerto n D minor for 2 vio-

lins and orch BWV 1043 (with

Accardo, Engfish CO); Beethoven:
String trio to E flat op 3 14:06 Encore
1530 From the Record Shelf 1630
Music for Sunday - Bach: Cantata no
182; Maronite Christmas hymn; Kart

Graun: Der Tod Jesu Passion cantata

1830 New CDs - Schubert TrouT
Quintet Schubert Symphony no 4

2035 From Our Concert

CHANNEL 5

630 Bodies in motion 7:30 Basic
Training 930 Engfish Cup Soccer
13:45 Futbol Mondial 14:15 Israel

National SoccerLeague 15:15 Engfish

Tragic"
Halls - Israel Stofonietta Beersheba
cortd. Mendi Rodan. Schubert Mahler.

Quartet In D minor "Death end the
Malden” an for string orch; Satot-
Saens: Piano concerto no 2 (Angerer);

Kurt Weill: Symphony no 2 23:00
Sounds to End the Day

CINEMA
JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Passover Fever
030 Hr La Pas Suspendu de ia Cfoogna

930 GiS GIL6:45 * Visions of
9., 788448

7:15. 9:45 ! * dbuiSE ,h

WieMKy>7M5i 9:45 *
bgue) 1130 am. 4:45 * CasewHaat 7,

10 * Mays the Bee (Hebrew
diaiogue)9Tbo Gokfcm Mall Gang (Habnaw
cSafogue) 1130 am., 4:45 * Leaving Las
Vegas 7:15, 9-45 * Me. HoUancfs

9:15 Operation Dpmbo Drop 11 am, 1,

5
AFULA
RAV CHEN Copycat 7, 920 * Broken
AmwAVun. 5. 7. 930. + Toy Story-.‘ ” abfagus) 7, MO *. Toy Stqu.

11 amts

.

7:15. 10 Golden Eve 1130 am,
JERUSALEM THEATER4:2

Marcus SL » 617167 Leaving Lee ’

930 Antonia's Line 7, 930 RAV
CHEN 1-7* 792799 Credit Card
Reservations* 794477 Rav-Mecher
Building, 19 Women St, TafolotToy Story

’30, 9:45 + Broken

d&bpusjeAce Ventura
ARADT
STAR * 950904 Copycat 5, 730, 10 * A
Goofy Movie (Hebrew dfobgus) 1130am
* Ace Ventura«GeC Shorty 1130 am, 5,
730.10
ASHDOD
GlG. GH_ Casino 630, 9:45 ir Broken
Arrow 1 1 30 am. 5. 730, 10 * Dead Man
Wafldng 10 Aoe Ventura 1130 am, 5,
730* Laavlra Lae VagesMGet Shorty 5,

730, 10 Golden Eye 1130 am. *
Batman Forever 1130am G.G.ORI1-

Oatogua) 730,
Arrow 11 am, 1, 5, 730, 9:45 * Toy Story

Mighty

3* 711223 Ttoy Story (Hebrew oEobgus)
1130 am, 5, 73ft 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 *

(Hebrew dalogue) 11 am 1, 5
AphnxBte 5. 73ft 9A6 * Sense and
Sensfoffiy 430. 7:15, 9:45 * Brava Heart
6, 930 Star Man 730, 945 * Ace
Ventura 11 am t. 5, 730, 9:45 An
bxflan to the Cupboard 11 am, 1 it

Operation Dumbo Drop 11 am 1 *
Santa Clause 11 am *Dangerous kBnds
11 am, 1.5
ATEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE
2 SprinzakSL* 5772000
On the Edge 5. 730, 930 * Voyage to

Cythera 7 * M 10 DIZENGOFF Leaving
Las Vegas 11 am 1, 3, 5, 7:45, 10; *
Show (arts 10:45 ant, 1,3:15, 530,7; :45,

Copycat 1130 am 5, 730, 10 * Smurfs
11 am, 4
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL CopycatWTWdve Monkeys
1130 am 5, 73ft 10 * Get Shorty 5,

730. 10 * Heat 4, 7, 10 +
SmurfetGolden Eye 11 30am * Casino
630, 9:45 * * The Golden Mel Gang
1130 am 430 RAV CIHEN * 71123
Toy Story (Bntefc cSabgue) 73ft 9:45
Dorgeroue MmdsWAce Varrtura 11 am
5, 73ft 9:45 Broken Arrow 730, 9:45 it

Sense end Sensibility 7:15, 9"X5
Operation Dumbo DropWToy Story

ause 11 am,

CopycaMGetShorty 11 am, 4:45. 7, 930
7, 930, 12 * Leaving Las Vegas .7, 930
930 * Santa Clause 11 am, 4:45 7 * An
tnefian In the Cupboard 11 arru 4:45 7 *
HasMCaab»630.9:1&*^930.42 •- -

K1RYALSHEMONA
G.Gc£ffl3topycat 1130jlm<fafcZ;
930Wnwi Aitow.430, 7,

aR30 HTTTw
Golden Mall Gang 1130 am * Heai 930
*Toy Story (HeiXBwcSaiogue) 1130 am
430,730
UPPER NAZARETH
G.G GIL Casino 9:45 Ace Ventura 11

am, 430, 7 * Broken Arrow 1130 am,
430, 7. 930 * Copycat 1130am, 430, 7,
930 it Toy Story (Hebrew dabgue) 11

am, 430. 7 * Dead Man Walking 930 *
Get Shorty 430, 7, 930 * The Golden
Mall Gang 1130 am. * Twelve Monkeys
11 am, 430, 7, 930 * Heat 4. 7. 10 *
Goldden Eye 1130am
NESSZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 * 404729 Copycat 1130
am., 5, 730, 10 Heat 4. 7. 10 * * The

10; + A Man of No Importance 11 am, 1

,

3, 5, 7:45, 10 DRIVE IN American
President 10 * Sex FBm 12 midhight
GAN HA’IR v 5279215 71 Ibn Gabfro) St
Priscilla 230, 5, 730, 9:45 GAT Sense
and SensJbffity 4:30, 7:15, 9:45 GOR-

BATYAM
RAV CHEN 5531077 Twelve Monkeys
7:15, 9:45 * Broken Arrow 11 am, 1,

5:15, 730, 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew tSa-

5 * Ace Venture 11 am

DON Eat Drink,. Man, Woman 5:30,
730, 10 HAKOLNOA •

' B959341 26 Ibn

Gabirof SL The Haunted Soul ofa Woman
Artist 9:45 G.G. HOD 1-4 « 5226228
Hod Passage, 101 Dteengoff St IVrelve
Monkeys 1130 am 2, 5, 73ft 10 * Mr.
Holland's Opus 430, 7:15, 10 * Clueless
11 30 am. 2 * Dead Man Wanting 5. 730,
10 * Smurfs 11:30 am 2 *- * Casino
5:1 5. 830 * The Golden HaB Gang 1130
am. 2 LEV 1-4 * 5288288 Copycat 11

am. 1 30, 4:45, 73ft 10; * Antonia’s Line
12 noon, 2:15, 5, 730, £45; * FartneJH 12

fogua)11 ami. 5-,

1, 5, 7:30, 9x15 + Copycat ftl 5, 930 * An
Indian In the cupboard 11 am, 1 * Toy
Stray (EngSsb dialogue) 730, 9:45 *
Operation Dumb Drop 11 am, 1, 5, 730
* Mortal Kombat 11 am., 1, 5 *
Dangerous Minds 11 am 1.

3

BEERSHEBA
G.G. GIL Copycat 1130 am, 5, 730, 10
* Heat 8:15, 930 * ir The Golden MaN
GangiFree WWy 2 1130 am 430 *

Golden Mafl GangMA Goofy Movie 1130
am * Casino 630, 9:45 ir Golden Eye
1130am Get Shorty 5, 730, 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 * 628452 Copycat
1130a.m., 5, 730, 10 Get Shorty 5, 730,
10 * Casino 630, 9:45 SmurfsOThe
Golden Mall Gang 1130 am. * Heat 4, 7,
10 * IVvehre Monkeys 1130 am ft 730,
10 * RAV CHEN Broken Arrow 730,
9:45 it Toy Story (Hebrew rSaboud) 11

am, 1,5* Toy Stray (EngBsh dkdogue)
73ft 9:45 * Sense and Sensibility 7:15,

9:45 Ace Ventura 730, 9:45 *
Operation Dumbo DropGAce Ventura 11

iutl, 1, 5 * An Indian In the Onboard 11

ami.

5

PETAH TIKVA
G.G. HECHAL CopycaWTWefve
Monkeys 5, 730, 10 * The Golden MaH
GangMSmurfsWMaya the Bee 11:30

am* Get Shorty 5. 730, 10 * G.G.
RAM 1-3 *9340818
Heat 630, 9:45 * Ace Ventura 5, 730 *
Casino 9:45 * Broken Arrow 5, 730, 10
RA’ANANA
dN-MOFET Smoke 8:30 PARK Sense

Casino 6:15, 930 * Get Shorty 5. 73ft10
m. RAV-NEGEV

noon. 2:15, 5, 730. 10:* Heat 1130 am,
3, 630, 9:45; G.6. PE^R ~

Copycat
1130 am., 5, 730, 10 * Get Shorty 1130
am, 5. 7:30, 10 * Heat 1130am 7, 10 *
Casino 1130 am 530. 9 * Mr. Holland’s
Opus 1130 am., 43b, 7M5, 10 RAV-
CHEN* 5282288 Dtzengaff Canter
Broken Arrow tt am., 1, 3, 5, 730, 9:45 *

5^ 730i 9:45
* Ace Ventura 11 am, 1, 3. 5, 730, 9-45

* Seven 7:15, 9:45 * The Usual Suspects
730, 9:45 * Operation Dumbo Drop 11

am, 1. 3. 5 * Pocahontas (Hebrew da-
logtie) 11 am, 1 , 3, 5 * Dangerous Mnds
11 am., 1, 3, 5 RAVOR T-5tr SI02674

Opera House Brave Heart 230, 6, 930 *
Mighty Aphrodite 230, 5, 730, 9:45 *
Blue n the Face 9:45 * II PostinoMStar
Man 230, 5, 730. 9:45 * Toy awy
{Engtoh diabase) 230, 5, 730 GXC
TAYELET 1-S« 5177952 2 Ybna Hanavi

SL Lind^ground 7 10 * Dead Han
Wlafldng 730, 10 G.G. TEL AVIV »
5281181 65 Pinsker St Twelve Monkeys 5,

7:30, 10 * Casino 6:30, 9:45 * Get Shorty
5, 730, 10
HAIFA
CINEMA CAFE AMAMI « 325755
American President 7.15. 9:15 *SmokB
9:15 * Passover Fever 7:15 ATZMON.
1-5 v 673003 CopycatSDead Man
Walldng ,430, 7, 0:15 * IWehre Monkays

,
4:15. 7, 9rt5 * Cteslno . 6 * Heat 6, 9:15
CINEMA CAFE MORIAH « 242477
Antonia's Line 730, 9:30 ORLY Sense
and SenstoBty630, 9:15 PANORAMA
1-3 * 382020 The Golden Mail

* Golden Eye 1130 am.
1-4 ® 235278 Broken Arrow 9-45 * Toy
Story (Hebrew rfaiogue)

11 am 12:45, 5
* Ace Ventura 11 am 1, ft 730, 9:45 *
Sense and SenaMfty 7:15, 945 * Toy
Story (EngBsh dtotagud) 945 * Toy Story
(English tSatogud) 730 * Operation
Dumbo DropMSanta Clause it am 1, 5a
11 am * Broken Arrow 730
EILAT
KOLNOA EILAT Toy Story 11 am., 5; *
Broken Arrow 730, 10 5. 730, 10 *

1 730, 10 5, 730, 10

and SenstbflHy 5:15, 7:45. 10:15 *
17145. 10:15 *f

" “ ” “
Mr. Holland's Opus

10:15 * Broken Arrow 11 am, 1,

53ft 8, 10:15 * Ace Ventura 11 am., 1,
530 * Toy Story (Hebrew dfefaguej 11

am.. 1. 530 * Toy Story
(

a. 10:15 * Operation Dumbo Drop 11 am
An tmfen In the Cupboard 1, 530

RAMAT GAN
RAV-GAN 1-4 « 6197121

>730, 9:45 * Toy Story (Hebrew
tl am, t, 3, 5 * Toy Story
Sabgudl 9:45 * Santa Clause 11

Copycat 73
HADERA

am, 1, 3, 5:15 * Ace Ventura 11 am, 1,

3. 5. 730. 9:45 * Sense and

[HB
COL

(tengMPagemasterv
am, 4-^JRAVGA'

•Tom and Jerry 11
IT 1-2*674311 |OS|

Broiten Arrow 4:45. 7, 9:15 * Brave

530, 9 RAV-MOR 1-7 • 416899® [OS]

Sense and Sensibility 7, 930 * Ace
Venues 11 am, 1. 5. 7:15, 930 * Santa

Clause 11am 1.54: Brave Heart 530,

9

* Broken Anew 7, 9:15 * Toy Stray

(EngSsh tiafogue) 7:15, 930 * The Usual
Suspects 7, 930 * Mighty Aphw&to 7.

930* Operation Dumbo Drop 11am 1.

5* An Indian In the Cupboard 11 am, 1

3 1 ,5.*
Broken Arrow 11 8.ITL, 1:15, 4:45 RAV-
OR 1-3* 246553 [OS] Mighty Aphrodite

7, 9:15 * Toy Stwy (Eng&sh dbaoguQ 7,

9:15 * Toy Story (Hebrew dabgue) 11

am., 1, 5 * Ace VBrtura 11 am 1. 5, 7,

LEV 1-4 Copycat 1230 pm ft 10 745,
10 * Tby Story (Hebrew cSafooua) 1030
am 123ft 445, 630 * Heat £45 * Ace
Ventura 1030am 123ft 4:45, 63ft 8 *
Broken Arrow 1030am 445, 745, 10 *
Toy Story (Ergfish Oabgue) 730. 10 *
Mortal Kootoat 1030 am, 12:30. 445
1ERZUYA
)LONY dNEMA 1-2 (MANDARIN)

»

6902688 Sense and Sens4>ffity 11 a.nL.
5:45. 8:15, 1030 5:45, 8:15. 1030 * Star
Man 11 am, 6. 8, 106, 8, 10 STARn
589068 Ace Ventura 11 am, 1, 430, &T5
11 am, 430, 6:15 * Copycat 630, 9:45 *
Father of the Bride It 11 am, 1:15, 430 11

am, 530 * 745, 10:15 * Toy Story
(EngSsh dfatogue) ai5. 10:15 * Toy Story

ftm., 1,4:45,630
11 a.m., DA*0feL H6TEL
Me. HoJlantfe Opus 715, 10 Father of
the Bride a 1130 am 5
KARMEL
CB*EMA 1-3 *887277 Broken Arrow 11

am 5, 7. 930 7, 930 * Heat 9:15 930 *
Toy Story (Hebrew Oatogue) 11 am 5 *
Toy Story (EngSsh eSa/ogbd) 7, 930 * Ace
Ventura 11 am, ft 77
KFAR SAVA
G.G. G8_ Copycat 11:30am. 5, 73ft 10
1130am 5, 730, 10, 1215 * Heat 7, 10
* Operation DumboDrop 1130am,430
* Toy Story (BtgBsh dMogud) 730. 10

^

'*

Toy Story (Humw dkfagud) 11 am, 5 *
IWelvB MonkEw 11 am, 430, 7:15, 10
1130 am, 430, 7:15, 10, 1230 * Mr.
Holland’s Opus 30, 730. 1230; 1130
am ft 730 1130 am, 5, 730, 1215 *•

Casino 7, 10 * 1130 am. 5, 730, 10,

1230 * The Gokten Mafl Gang 130 am.
5 * Get Shorty 5. 73ft 10 730, 10, 1215
* Smurfs 1130 a.m.

KIRYAT BIALIK
G.G. K1RYON 1-9 * 779166 IWahre
Monkeys 11 am, 4:45, 7, 930 7, 930, 12
* Mb HoflaraTB Opus 7,930930, 12*A
Goofy Movie 11 am., 4:45 *

am, 1,

7:15, 9:45 * Operation Dumbo Drop 11

I, 3, 5-15 RAVOASIS 1-3 1

6730687 Copycat 5, 715, 9:45 * Broken
' ft 730, 9:45 * GetGet Shorty 5, 7:3ftArrow!

945*
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV tt 5481979 A Goofy Uovie 5 *
The Usual Suspects 730, 930
REHOVOT
CHEN 1-4 V 362884 Copycat 4:45, 7:15,

10; * Get Shorty 11 am, 5:15, 7:15, 945;
* Me Hofisncfs Opus 715. 10 * Ace
VBrtura 11 am., 5rt5;

RtSHON LEZION
GAL 1-5 « 9619669 Toy Story
ofatogue) 730, 10 * Toy Stt

dabguQ 1130 am., 5 * Get

!

10 * The Golden MaH G
1130 am 5 * Casino 630. 9:45 *
GcMen Eye 1130am. * Ace Ventura

730
'
10 * Swan 7:15, 10

HAZAHAV IVrelve Monkeys 5, 730, 10
*A Goofy Movie 1130am 2 * Heat 7,
10 * Operation Dumbo Drop 1130 am, -

1 7ao- 10 * 7*“ Golden
Mati Gang 1130am, 2 RAV CHEN *
9670503 Broken Arrow 730, 9:45 * D
Posfino 730, 9:45 * Toy Story (EngSsh
gafogua) 730, 9:45 * Sense and
Sendbtty 7:15, 945 * Ace Ventura 11
a.m., 1, 5 * Toy Story (Mabrew (So-
logud)*An Indian in the
pUptwrerMOnartk^ Dumbo Drop 11
am, 1, 5 RON Golden Eye 730, 10 *
£ufto^fSonwttimq to Tal fc About 730,
9:45 STAR 1-4 » 9&I9985-727 Ushfosky
a^roten Arrow 11 30 am ft 730, 10

*

Dead Men wanting 730, 10 * Father of
2“ BrUe 1 1130 am, 5 * Sense and
Sentifanity 7.15,10 * An tnefian In the
Cupboard 1130 am, 5 * Ml Holland’s
Opus 7:15, 10 * Mortal Kombat 1130
am, 5 3

Phone raaervafions: Tel Aviv 5252244
Phone reservations: Haifa 728878
An times are pm unless otherwise Irxfl-
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